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2Some time invariant non-linear filters of;2adehfs .class 
*j, are Optimized,* A method is proposed for the physical 
realization of these filters as multipath structures, which 
consist of, in general, an orthonormal set of non-linear 
zero memory polynomial functions, each of which is followed 
by a linear memory network in cascade* The use of ortho­
normal polynomial functions instead of, for instance, power 
law functions simplifies the optimization* An almost routine 
optimization procedure is proposed and found to work in 
most practical cases* The theory is extended where necess­
ary to enable its application to the following problems:
Noise filtering! prediction! systems analysis! non-linear 
compensation of a feedback control system* Examples are 
given*
An expansion of second probability density functions 
In terms of the same orthonormal polynomials which are 
chosen for the non-linear filters is discussed. Methods of 
obtaining the form of the polynomials and the expansion 
coefficients both analytically and experimentally are 
proposed* The information, in the form required for the 
optimization procedure, is shown to consist of certain of 
the expansion coefficients of both the second probability 
density of the input and the ;foint probability density of 
the input and desired output*
3Some special classes of random processes are defined 
and their properties are derived* A theorem is proved* 
showing that an optimum filter of class becomes linear
when the input and desired output processes belong to a 
broad class* which includes Gaussian and many other special 
processes* Exarrples of processes of each classification 
are given and used in the optimization problems; expansion 
coefficients are worked out for these cases*
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1.0 IKTRODUCTIOH
i t
In communication engineering the term ’filter1 is
normally used to mean * a linear frequency selective device’*
Filters may he used to transmit certain frequency hands , -
whilst highly attenuating others j in this way it is possible
to transmit'unattenuated a, desired component of input* whilst ■
rejecting an unwanted component* providing their frequency
spectra are essentially different (i*e* non-overlapping)« .
iv on Although the input components may'have identical
from
spectra, selection of a desired component/amongst them can 
be performed, with perfection In favourable circumstances, 
by the identification of other essential ■dissimilarities 
in their characteristics, such as amplitude dissimilarities* 
However, a non-linear filter is. required for this purpose 
since a linear filter can operate only on the basis of 
spectral differences*
Non-linear physically realizable filters can be logically 
(though perhaps not exhaustively) classified in a number of
ways (see chapter**;)* One of the most useful classifications
1-2is due to Z.adeh * who-defines a hierarchy of classes each
more general, than its predecessor and each being more
_, to
complicated to realize physically and/optimize than its
predecessor* The simplest class in this hierarchy,known as
class *2,i?is just one stage more complicated than the linear
class; it Is for this reason that it has been chosen as the
object of investigations described in this thesis*
The term ’filter* shall be interpreted in a much broader
sense, for this work, than the sense implied in current
communication literature ; herein a filter is neither 
necessarily linear nor frequency sensitive*. Furthermore* 
we do not imply that its function is restricted to the 
separation of input components,. & device which performs 
that function shall be termed fa noise filter*| by •filter*- 
we mean any device which operates upon its input in a 
physically realisable maimer so as to produce a different 
output | thus even an attenuator and any non-linear device 
is a filter; we exclude only boxes with straight through 
connections* The following is a list of some devices 
which* for the purpose of this thesis, are classified as 
filters;**
Uoise filters; predictors; compensation networks used, 
for example,'in feedback control loops; encoders; decoders*
The last two-of these devices will of necessity be non­
linear whilst the others may be either linear or non-linear#
An optimum or best filter within some specified class
is one which gives/least mean squared error of all filters 
of its class- under actual working conditions# The mean 
squared'error is given by the equation
the
where Z It) is the desired output
is the actual system output 
An optimum non-linear filter belonging to class
z©
or one of its subclasses * provided the, • subclass Is more 
general than the linear class* will give a mean squared 
error which is as small* or smaller* than the optimum 
linear filter* Practical application can be envisaged 
where this advantage will justify the additional complexity 
of the optimisation procedure and physical form of the 
non-linear filter*
In chapter 2 some well-known statistical properties 
of random processes are defined; this chapter* which is 
intended primarily to introduce the notation^may be 
omitted by the reader who is well versed in statistical 
methods* Chapter 3 deals ,with an expansion of second 
probability density functions and shows how the coefficients 
of thesj expansion may be determined both analytically 
and by analogue measurements on long samples of the signal; 
these results are used in the optimization of multipath 
filters in chapter 5# Chapter h .reviews other contributions 
In the field of non-linear filter classification and 
optimization* In chapter 5* some filters of class are 
optimized* In chapter 6 some special classes of second 
probability density functions are defined* their properties 
are investigated and some exanples are given* These 
properties and examples are used in the filter applications 
of subsequent chapters. An interesting theorem is proved 
which shows that if the input and desired output processes.
XI
■belong to two fairly general classes, then the optimum 
multipath filter is linear*./Chapters 7*3,9 and, 10 deal' 
entirely with applications including additional theory and 
examples*
2,0 MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES.
2-3
To quote from the introduction to this thesis*'
*fjm optimum filter" within -some specified class- is one 
rk
which gives^least.mean squared error of all filters.of its 
class# under the actual input working conditions’*; a . 
filter which is.optimum for-one input signal will not 
necessarily /. be optimum for another different, input signal* 
For this reason.lt is necessary;to .carry out an analysis on 
the actual working input signal in order-to obtain enough 
information to enable the filter to be optimised*
'Signals in practice may consist of varying voltages,
;currents * pressures, levels flows,,temperatures , viscosities, 
ph etc* but all such signals can be divided into two 
main classess-
i* Deterministic* 
ii* Non-deterministic or random* ■
A deterministic signal can be exactly specified a priori 
as a function of time , but. for a random signal we can state ' 
only the probability of it having a value lying within a 
specified, range .at some particular time:' ' thus whilst a 
deterministic signal can be completely defined a priori, a 
random signal can be only incompletely characterized%  ; 
"priori by probability density functions or statistical 
averages and there may be an infinite number of different 
signal;isamPles which fit the statistical properties* For 
the sake of generality and because random signals occur 
abundantly in nature, signal samples are more conveniently
Vanalysed in terms of their statistical properties; furthermore 
all the information, about the input signal and desired output, 
used in the filter optimisation procedure proposed herein may' 
be conveniently expressed In the form of statistical averages* ■ 
In this and the' following chapter, some statistical 
properties are defined and It is shown how they may be 
obtained from long signal samples by analogue measurements*
2.1 Probab 11 i tv Dens i t y Pune t tons *
Statistical properties, whether they be probability 
density functions or statistical averages must be defined 
over an Ensemble* of'signal samples*'each member of which 
may be considered as emanating from a number of identical 
sources working under identical external conditions# If 
the sources are time-dependent (involve some parameter 
which is a function of time) we can reasonably expect the 
statistical properties of the signal to change with time#
The ensemble-of signals collectively referred to as a random . 
process will usually be impossible to generate in practice; 
but for stationary signals, by invoking the ergodic 
hypothesis, an ensemble can be built up by collecting a 
large number of samples from- the same source at different 
times*
Let x(t) be a signal sample belonging to a continuous* 
random process X(t) then?
* The definitions which follow need some modification to 
cover the case of discrete time series*
The first probability f met ion p^  ^   ^ is defined
as the probability that ■ jx <  x ,  cJir ■
The first probability density function )>, Lx > b) 
is defined by the -equat ion _
f>, Lx j 0  *  7 7  F‘ ^ fr) (2*1)
Therefore the probability that <  .x ^  
at t ~ t f  is given bys
p. ^  ^  1 (2.2)
X,
The second probability function 
is defined as the probability that .x. ^  x, at t*,
^  X. at t=
The second probability density function / v ( * X ;  t.6')
is defined by the equations
U / ' f- t-'\ —  ^  £X 'X j ^  ^  )
K  Lx> *■}£,*) '  — ~ ---PT-7------- (2.3)
' t)j( «>x
Therefore the probability that x, X  ^  when t - t  t
***&- OCx < X  when
is given bys
The .joint second probability function 'between two 
random variabl^jc^) and z.(fy belonging to two random 
processes X  2L i#e* (x.t} z.x j t%y t*~) is
defined as the probability that x  <. x, c^ t . t * t,
and ^  ^  iZa. at t-tz
Similarly the rjoint second probability density function 
/’i (*-,2.y t j  t ' )  is defined by the equation:
Px (*-, z; t, t') -  (2*5)
If the two processes X|and 21 are statistically independent
then
/v z; < t') - "ft (»> t) X (*< b) (2,6)
Higher probability functions and probability density 
functions may be defined in a similar manner*
The following property of probability density functions 
may be proved from their definition*
(2.7)
" 7 "  'v’*
2*2 Classification of random processes*
The probability functionsof random processes defined 
so far* are not distinct in the sense that both probability 
functions and probability density functions of order k
*7
can be derived from the corresponding function of order 
n where a p  k (see equation 2*7)* Thus we assume that 
each probability function of order h is more general than* 
and'conveys more descriptive information about the process 
than one of order H » Howeverf there are
classes of process for which this assumption is untrue* 
k purely random rrocess is one in which successive 
values of are statistically Independent* For a process
of this kind| prediction of future values from past history 
is impossible* It follows thati
=!><(*'>$ p - (2.0)
Similarlyt ■,
f * ( ~  ^ - * • • &)
= ?,(*.• t)-p.C**, ti) - — />,(**, (2,9)
Thus higher probability density functions convey no more 
statistical descriptive information about the process than 
the first probability density*
The next more general class of process is called a 
Harkov process* For this class it is possible to express 
all available statistical descriptive information in the 
form of the second probability density function, since 
higher probability densities convey no more Information*
F >  . . .  . . v n
f a t ., ., ., „ - tj ------------ fafr.tj <*•»>
In terms of conditional probabilities;
(2.11)
where ^  * )  is the probability
density of x  ® *** at b-th given ->c-x# at
3c it x - at £* - £~,~ - ~ x  ~ x  at b ~ »f .* * n*|
2* 3 Expect at ion*,.
The average value of, or expected value of is
def ined as *
— 5<3
x  ^  Cx , t)c ix  — <C ■*•£*)/> (2.12)
Similarly!
r  9 0  ■ '
e M * T  ** A ^  ^  ^ (2.13)
£[%(*)] = f s' (2,15)
The variance Is defined as:
(x - <*>f
f
— STO
The standard deviation is defined as:
(2*17)
ill of these averaged values are functions of time for the 
general non-stationary case* •
For the two processes A and 2  we may define 
Joint moments:
o(N w  f f;, h )  -  j  d x . j j z s I2v
where suffixes of ^  and ^  indicate instants in time 
1*0# rr <  *  Y*\) -Z^C^^>
(2.18)
whence
A)- V*
<Ae#) - < * >
(2.19)
Central moments are defined by:
A,<\) = E (2.20)
whence the variances of *^0 and are given by:
3 o
JULXo (t) s (C*. (*) ■ y M c x { 0 ~  (b) ' (2.21)
also
' e [(x ~ Ac) (**-*&'jj= ol, (ttj ^  - do (t)Jt ft) ( 2.22)
which is known as the covariance or cross-correlation of 
■and 2L * whilst if ^  and *z belong to, the same process 
yUh is then known as an auto-correlation coefficient. For 
correlation coefficients the symbol (j> is commonly used*
It can be shown that the auto-correlation coefficient of 
the sum of a number of random signals Is equal to the sum of 
all their auto and cross-correlation coefficients*
=  i  I  & , t )  <2 '23)
where
The normalized correlation coefficient Is often given the 
symbol
) ti)
(2.24)
All these joint moments for two processes X and Z: are 
functions of £r and tx in the general case of non-statlonary 
processes.
* oL (( =  is commonly referred to as the
"correlation function".
If the processes are ergodiej then all the above 
expectations can be redefined in terms of time averages', 
the moments can be defined in general terms by5
A n ™  (T) ~ I j x f r ) - T)~ -Z-(t)
~T—
-T
dt
(2.25)
F>t(t)~ x(t)J £zfr+z)- zi&)JM
whore the bar is used to denote a time average*
Some useful properties of auto and cross-correlation co­
efficients of ergodic signals are listed below*
i.
x
3C2* C°) *
3. |<k*fr)/ ^  4 * * ^
4. ~ f a )
2«k* The, characteristic function*
The characteristic function of a random variable Is 
defined by*-
32 .
0 “3t X »
e  P I * ,  t) d (2.26)
<— o<5
from the propertiep /of iFourier transforms it follows that*
\J
f i x > F) = ~ x y T  I e J  (2,x~n J
— 5^^
Again from the properties of Fourier transforms it is 
easily shown that.*
if if(t) •+■ u thy
Iter, lv> 0  ® 0  X 0
The characteristic function may he expanded in terms of 
moments «/h using HacLaurin's series*
' X » £ ?
(2.23)
n
(2.29)
, provided exists, the moments
uniquely determine the first probability density function fr&nO 
The characteristic function of two random variables jc. 
and iz. is defined by*
Of ©*
f f +
e to/(x)z-,t,hjol>rdz{z.2o)
J
~O0
and
33
O' ** \ X
.J
p(x>*) t A ) s-o!nT)*J j e (2.31)
—  30 - 0^
Similarly, it c&n/ be shown that
<fc* x*&
( r d Q uf  (2-32)
^  ^ fn*e h! fa!
The infinite set of joint moments g^k»m* 
uniquely determine the joint second probability density 
function jP (xj ^  I h j ^ ) *
2*5 Spectral, densities of .stationary signals*.
The.Fourier transform of an auto-correlation coefficient 
is termed the i m  spectral density and is defined by:
  ^e»« T “*
J  (2.33!
—
It follows that* '- -
OS!
~ X.1T j if** (2,34)
"■prfO'
Since /r) is an even function of Z~~ # then
is a real function of frequency*
3 q-
The Fourier transform of a cross-correlation function 
is termed the cross-spectral density and is defined hy:
S?<2>
„ J t ) -  (  (2.35)
Likewise* <p©
\ i C  ^  / x
xy (V) = I t  J £  dto (2.36)
—©<3
Since t^ (t) is not necessarily an even function of 7T 
^^3|) a complex function of ^
3.0 AH EXPANSION OP SECOND PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS.
36
It can be shown (see chapter 5) that sufficient 
information* needed for the optimisation of the class of 
non-linear filters considered by this paper* is contained 
in the second probability density of the input and the 
joint second probability density of the input and desired 
output* In practice* sables of the input and desired/'- 
output maybe available but their statistical description 
in the form of second probability densities will not 
usually be known*. The' coefficients of an expansion, of the 
second probability density can be obtained by analogue 
measurements on long signal samples; this expansion method 
of expressing the required information is most convenient 
for the optimisation of the particular canonical form of 
filter (the multipath filter) under consideration*
3*1 A class, of orthonormal polynomials.
First we define a class of orthonormal polynomials 
used In the series expansion of second probability density 
functions* ,
Let, x,(t) a fundom function of time belonging to
the ensemble ft for which the first probability density 
function Is
weighting function* over the whole range of 3c t
We may define a set of polynomials &n [X^J 
are orthonormal* with respect to k
which
as
37
i.e.*  ^ If*J tJ P  —  Lrv»
hfhere Ihm  J h ~ hi
~  o ft ^
(3.1)
The first few of the polynomials are easily identified 
since*
:,*)«£* =-/; «■'--$JX. p(*.
where is the ensemble average of -X at time  ^(3.2)
and J ” ~ f*I** 0  clx ~ (fx (t)
where (t) Is the variance of at time,
Thence we may writes'
r
<<x . (3.3)
&  p(x,b)dx ~\
< C  '
35 Throughout this thesis,for.each Integral written without 
limits, it is implied that integration ta&es place over the 
whole range of the variable of integration.
thus we conclude that the first two polynomials are?
■61 [*j e} = i
9, L ^ U  - — --------—  ,,,,
<fx L0  (3.4)
In order to obtain,an. expression for ft. f*> d  we 
write it in the form?
in rthtoh the Va^taUe t  o rm  fie4}
tPhe following three simultaneous etuations^may then be 
solved to obtain the unknowns *22* a2l a20?
92(x) 9t O^ fC*)^  ~.ff\x*'~4ji 9\ Cx) ~ 4 *oj 9, (*)f (*) ^  ~0
^  £*) pfychx ~ J  A^l^l #3-0 i « 'W  V- — — O
and -;
5.
fx ) CioC ~  Ij  QJx) f> (»)d* = j  [ a „ * H ,  $ 6f) -«*,
whence
^  v 
^  [ < *  V -  ^ "  « ^ 7  Xi (3*5)
3^
■By proceeding.in this way* successive .polynomials may
be obtained* The recurrence relation for the general ease 
becomest
*
9 h Cx) »  __ ____ __
x (3.7)
< y  >  - £  <*" e. e ?
'f ~ Q
for non-stationary signals ana all the ensemble
averages are functions of time#
It appears therefore that the set of orthonormal 
polynomials always exists if the integrals 
converge for all integer values of #.this is
not a very severe restriction in practice#
3*2 j&nalyticai and experimental determlnat ion of the 
orthonormal .polynomials#
Equation 3*6 may be used for the analytical determlnat ion 
of the orthonormal polynomials provided the 2n moments
y*=o, 6 2 ~ - 2h j  ar@ toown,
since on substitution in equation 3*6 for £/ 6  tj all
the coefficients of ^  j } in the polynomial for 6  [v> 0
hecome linear summations of the moments (t ) . These
moments can be easily derived from the characteristic 
function, since from equation 2#29 we get*
A*
06, 9) = 6-0
- k
Jm li~o (3 .7 )
Also they may he obtained directly from equation 2*31$. if the 
integral is easy to evaluate* Thus the analytical procedure 
for determining the orthonormal polynomials is not difficult 
provided the moments or the characteristic function are
known
If the process for which samples are obtained is 
assumed to be ergodiCf then ensemble averages may be replaced 
by time averages and equation 3+6 may be rewritten:
^  9 , 0 0
9 * 0 )  = ._____ til— ;----- :-- (3.6)
r —  n-l ---   xlVi-
x*h - l
- , f -©
where the -bar above indicates a time average*- Again, by 
substitution for Q+(*) in the above equation, it is 
apparent that all' the time averages can be expressed in 
terns of the 2n moments . 6 ^ -  I F  + = o,1,7 ---2*
These moments can be measured on an analogue computer 
given only a long sample of the signal*; The computing 
equipment consists of?
1* A set of non-linear function generators capable 
of generating the functions •
These may he generated conveniently using one servo type 
multiplier having (2n +■ 1) potentiometers connected to its 
output shaft#
2# An integrator* .
The procedure needs no .description*- Some results
obtained on the PACK35 analogue computer in Brussels for a
clipped daus si an'signal are recorded in appendix J3*i together -
These two sets of
with the answers obtained analytically. results are
identical within experimental accuracy* "
3*3 The. ..expansion of ■ a-.second-probability density function* * 
The following expansion for the Solnt second probability 
density ^  } tx ^  is used in the
optimization of multipath memory filters (chapter £>)*
(3.8)
r*t*o
where x. and ~z are random variables belonging to the 
ensembles X and Z  respectively and and
are sets of orthonormal polynomials with respect 
to the first probability density functions j> a n d  ^ ^,4) 
over the whole range of X. and Z  respectively*
The necessary restrictions on Cx> ^
for the expansion to be possible have not been fully 
investigated but it is expected and* within a limited 
experience it has been found* that these are not serious
* Made by Electronic Associates Incorporated*
\4-Z
in. practice*..
Using the orthogonality of and
Kv, [z, 4 ] we may writes
t.) = jT &[*< t] ^  (3.9)
From equations' 3*4 we can show that?
J)ot> ^  ^ / 3)on ~  rr D
8114 7) /> /")= (3.10)
  0
which is the normalised correlation coefficient between >
and <21 * . . *
Certain other properties of these coefficients exist if 
x  ■ and Z are members of the same enseirlble?
(ft y  Q  ~  [f)
. ~ . ■ ' (3.11)
»^1KV| ( f  y ^
3*4 Analytical .and experimental determination ..of the 
expansion coefficients* ■
By repeated substitution of equation 3*6 for 9i [x, t] 
and y U * > 6 J  In equation 3.9» the coefficients
j X m  can be expressed in terms of ^oint moments
<9-3
of the form:
d fs [Cr, < £ *  ft) *(*')/> ' [ ( (3> 12)
From equation 2*32
r
( ') \  f -£us (3.13)
L u' ‘ . r ,=°—J o'
Therefore the coefficients '~P* m £rt} can all he
determined analytically from the joint moments fcj K)
or the second joint characteristic function tyx*. 
or the second probability density function ^  foj 'z J 
if its two dimensional Fourier transform can be found*
Whilst this analytical procedure is rather tedious it is 
not in any way difficult* whereas direct evaluation of the
L
double Integral of equation 3*9 is often impossible except 
by numerical methods*
The coefficients - Ia m P S - )  possess the
physical significance that they are in fact the cross 
correlation coefficients of the outputs of non-linear 
function generators and (fa , having connected
at their Inputs the signals *(?) and respectively.
However* in order to be able to measure these coefficients 
experimentally* It is necessary to assume that the process
4-4
is ergodlc -so that. ensemble.averages .can fee replaced by time 
averages and equation '3*9 can be .rewritten in;the forms
f r
J)nm (T) ~ ^  [X ^ll Jf^  [Z^ + rll
For the measurement of these coefficients,given a long 
sample of both r/fj and the following analogue
computing equipment is required:; (see flg.l)*
1* A set of non-linear function generators capable 
of generating the polynomials & {Vj f^s [XJ 
these, can consist of
a# (n ♦ m ** 2} multipliers or one servo multiplier 
i?lth(n:+ m>* 2) output potentiometers.
b, (n«n?-2 ) adding amplifiers*
■ - ;■ *v m
c* A maximum of +*) h- attenuators*
v / :V;\V'-- -t-i ;
2* A cross -correlator# w
In the absence of apparatus capable of generating finite
delays, the method of measuring correlation coefficients due
to X.ampard, (appendix /3*l) is recommended* This.:- method:can ;be-;
Used jwdthc: '....hi the linear orthc^ona&i functions ©f.lanlng ;
6and Battin' (see appendix 13*2)* h
Experimental results to demonstrate the method have 
not been obtained but since correlation coefficients have
been measured to within a few percent by, bampard*s method 
(see barpard'fs paper}-'* and it has been demonstrated that 
the orthonormal polynomials can be determined and synthesized 
on an analogue machine to within a few per cent,' it is 
considered that the expansion coefficients could be obtained 
with reasonable accuracy (say 5%) givens
a* A sufficiently large and accurate computer such 
as £A0B* ' .
b# Mn operator with sufficient ability and patience#
; e* Sufficient machine time#
To enable the expansion of the second probability 
density to be written down entirely from experimental 
measurement, the first probability density must also be 
obtained! equivalent information can be obtained experiment­
ally in the form bf the moments - ;tv but the
actual probability density function cannot be obtained! the 
best that can be done is to obtain a series approximation 
to the density function and the most obvious series seems to 
be the Oram-Chariier expansion! however, such an expansion 
is perhaps inconvenient■ and, since this information is not 
needed in the filter optimization, it will not be discussed.
b.O CLA8SIPICATI0HS OP TIMS.INVARIANT HOW-LINEAR FILTERS
An obvious method of simplifying the problem of optimization 
Is to put some restriction on the class of filters under 
consideration* The choice of the class of filters should 
logically depend upon the available information (see 
chapter 11} but in this thesis a class of non-linear - filters
has been chosen for the simplicity of its optimisation and
" h 7 8physical realisation*' Wiener', Singleton1' and Bose have
considered some.other classes of non-linear filters, for
 ^ h
which optimization procedures have been devised* Wiener ,
7 12Singleton and Zadeh have produced classifications of 
non-linear filters which consist of logical hierarchies of 
classes in which each more general class is more difficult 
to optimize, more complex to synthesize and capable of 
giving better performance than its predecessor* The salient 
points of these authors1 work is summarized in the first 
part of this chapter* in the later sections some subclasses 
of 2adehfs class yJl are defined prior to their optimiz­
ation in chapter 5*
k* 1 Characterization of the past.*
The past of the filter input can be -characterized in a 
number of ways* The following three methods can all be 
used as a basis on which to classify non-linear filters*
4*1*1 W i ener1s Method*.
The past input is characterized by a set of orthonormal
functions' -In terms- of which' it cm  be expanded# ■-Wiener'.- 
chose Xaguerr© function© for- this purpose because of ’the 
simplicity with which''they can be realised' as delta 
function responses of linear networks (see:appendix 13*2). 
Th© expansion of the past in terms of laguerrC-functions;■ 
becomes* ■
where . U* are the laguerr© coefficients of the past#
An Input which is hand limited and contains no frequencies
higher than. K/ f can be completely characterised by its
sailed .values u> } JA>.} : - T "• •'■ • . at intervals
Oul)
n.*-1
tf* It) is the ; ft . th generalised l&guer?© function defined by*
Using th© orthonormal properties of 
the rang© C ~<x> we obtain**
over
f,. * j */-£) i C  tti.e. JT .
YoJ a  (»w/i«»X x ( t ) ,  t i n  I> m F  l a  d e tu  o jc U m  h y
(t) -  f^c (t- r )  j f *  (T)e~x/*JT hi Let ecu, Lt> c j & v u M  b y n ^ c J  .
*2 S in g le t on* 8 Etothcwt. (t* /3a' 0
Of 1 " . 2,
/ Q
* 'This is the wellHfchown theorem of Shannon#
bus-in this case the characteristic coefficients become*
u, ~ >C (t - I )U x *■ x(t-i'r')
Even for signals which are not band limited, provided t
their spectral density tends to zero'as frequency tends- to 
infinity (true of all physical signals) a good characterization -\ 
can be obtained by taking a short enough sampling interval* J
h*l*3 The past behaviour of a continuous signal can also be l i i
to ' ■ . j;
characterized by its present value and higher derivatives*
Thus !
The non~linear operator.
toy quantity which depends on the past behaviour of a 
time function can be expressed as a function of a set of 
coefficients which characterize the past:
For physical realizability, the number of coefficients must 
be finite and then it is easily shown, by minimizing the
(U. 5)
H / t ) F ( u a
mean squared error using the general method described in 
chapter 5# that the optimum filter function of order n
where (^t) is the filter desired output.
(4.7)
This formula has the obvious interpretation that# for a 
given set of values for M  * -- is equal to
the mean of all the possible corresponding values of .2: ,
of the form of the filter function# but its evaluation is often 
impossible and to overcome this difficulty# Singleton uses a 
power series expansion for the filter function 5 the 
optimum coefficients of the series are then given by the
solution of a set of simultaneous equations and the information 
needed for the optimisation procedure Involves higher order 
correlation cfunctinnsvh'-* which are difficult to measure 
experimentally# A block diagram of the filter Is shown in 
figure 2#
The filter function equation (h#£) defines a class of 
,n th order filters# Successively higher classes are more 
general and capable of using more Information about the 
input (see equation h*7) than those of lower order# Thus a 
hierarchy of classes is defined by both the Wiener and 
Singleton approaches#
The simplicity of equation (b*l) is due to the generality
If.*3 BoseyB method* . -
Bos© adopts.-essentially the same approach as Wiener 
and produces an optimisation procedure$ this consists of 
obtaining a set of coefficients which characterize th© 
optimum time**invariant non-linear filter and then synthesiz­
ing the filter from a Knowledge of its characterising 
coefficients* An operator relating output to the past input 
of the filter is defined in such a way that the character­
izing coefficients can he evaluated experimentally* The 
method is confined to those non-linear filters for which the 
present behaviour depends less and leas upon the remote past 
of the input and only continuous Inputs are considered*
h*3* 1 Expansion of the filter function*..'
The filter function of equation (h*6) cun be expanded in 
a convenient form in terms of functions which are orthonormal 
in the following sense: (see chapter 3)
(us) 9k fas) f> ('*s, f ) A  =0 L 
_*> = • 1 <• V
The expansion is:
<Jt)* £ £ * - £  % • - a $ 9) § 9 ) 9s)
O j*> />*' ■ (4.8)
Wiener originally suggested using orthonormal Hermit© 
functions for the ^  ; however, the optimization
procedure was found to be cumbersome except in the case of a
shot noise input# which.gives, statistically independent
Gaussian signals for: ■ ut }  --
To overcome this difficulty, Bose used the following 
functions which, by definition# are orthogonal in time# with
&(t)
respect to any bounded weighting function# irrespective of
\
their input:
f  W  W  . / \
-I Uj ~ ~  &  H <  Wcl'+ ~  J ’ ('lX
U • - ~ U <- lo
O for other values 
of u.
o)
j
(4.9)
4>; M
5" 3
Therefor© ,
°
toy aero memox*y filter function can be synthesised with 
any desired accuracy*fusing a canonical form represented by 
the following expansion in terms of the functions 4j
 ^ I
y / 0 =  < £  qj  < P j [ * M j] ( u . u )
h*3*2 ' The . optimisation procedure*.■.
We write §«(*) to represent the product function cf\ (u^ c 4>kS) ^  ^present the corresponding
coefficient#^..^ then the expansion of the filter function 
(equation ^ f6) with only s inputs becomes?
yfty''. £  A* (U»12>
Minimization of the weighted mean squared error*.
t 7 - tv r&(*) $ j 4 } a
T-*> *> J I < J-T
yields the following equation for the coefficient
(4.13)
Using the time orthogonality property of the ^'S we get the 
following explicit equation for/^f 5 ■ ■
(\e = ^ (t) &ft) Ouifc)
&(t) §/?).
The averaged products in the numerator and denominator, 
are easily determined experimentally as shorn in fig*3# whilst 
the filter function of equation (4*12) can he synthesised as 
shown in fig*4* V-'
For.a'zero memory filter* equation (4*14) becomess
(j>k [xfl]-
$ ^   -.          — (4* l^ )
Gr(t) <f>k [*fr)j
The filter function is given by equation (4*ll)*
4*34 3 Conclusions*
The chief merit of Bose1a method lies in the simplicity 
of the optimization procedure* brought about by the choice 
of the non-linear functions (u) which yields an explicit
equation for the coefficients involving information which 
can he easily .'measured experimentally# However, a price 
has to he paid in terms of complexity of equipment, since 
whatever mathematical merits the s M  functions have, 
they do not possess the merit of being easy to synthesise, 
Also since the tyu.) functions are discontinuous, it Is 
considered that a larger number may often be needed for the 
same accuracy than if a continuous junction is chosen.
Whilst Slngletonfs method leads to difficulties of experi­
mental measurement of sufficient information for the 
optimisation, Bose*s method leads to complexities in 
realising the equipment which is needed to make these 
measurements and to synthesize the final filter#
h*h 2adeh*s classification, ■
The classification of Sadeh, like that of Singleton, 
is based upon the memory properties of the filter* A filter 
of class is defined by the following relationship
between filter output and inputs
{4as)
Class JL is defined bys
sc
Likewise class is defined bys
It can be shown that the optimum filterof class ^
is given by the solution of the integral equations
jSK?
f ^  [*' *"*"/ l|'" **] X| ~"Xn) l>" (h} h^J
" 0 (hfl9y
JV^u
As yet, this equation is too difficult to be solved except 
in the case of class , which has been adopted as the
object of investigations iri this thesis.
The following subclasses of class are filters which 
can be realised and synthesized by the methods described in 
this thesis*
L*h*l The class of. attenuators*
An attenuator is a device which gives an output at some 
instant equal to the sum of a term which is proportional to 
the a.c. component of its input at the same instant and a do 
term. (By this definition we allow that the constant of 
proportionality may be greater than unity)*
S 7
k  jjc(t-)—  J c f / - ) j + k (il.20)
where x (rf Is the input
x is the mean value of input 
is the output 
jq and K  are constants
k*h*2 The linear class* ■
The output of a linear filter, in general, can he 
expressed as a continuous linear summation of all past values 
of the a*c# component of its input, in the form of the 
convolution integral, plus a term which is constant* The 
class of attenuators is a subclass of the linear class#
y . M ~  (  [ z r i - T y T F m J t s - f t ' i T + k  (li>a)
where + k  is the delta function response
and k ~ JJf)
h.h#3 The.aero memory'class#
The output of a zero memory filter is expressed by an 
instantaneous non-linear function of its a.c# component of 
input* The class of attenuators is a subclass of the zero 
memory class*
Q f t y  - f  [ x / t ) ]  -  k ik.22)
where (j/£VJ is a non-linear function satisfying the 
condition!
r °
also^JVJ andCf^prj are arbitrary non-linear 'functions 4#.
Again /< ~ ~J(f)
U*U*U Multloath zero memory filter* '
fig#6 shows a multipath zero memory filter of degree 
1? , each path of which consists of a polynomial function 
generator jVJ defined below, followed by an attenuator 
in cascade* • It is characterized by .the following equations ; ■
& ,
= j£ kfr &  (it.23)
. . /  «©
where /f>#' are constants and H, /V7 are a set of 
orthonormal polynomials with respect to f > ( * ) the first
probability density function of 'x(t) as weighting function 
over the whole range of x ,
.... '’**• (3.a-)
Since £)y jVh)J r ° ; V 81114 I (see chapter 3),
S 1
we hare t
A multipath izero-pemery .filter can be made .to approx!
mate to an3ru.lz.es0 th memory filter with any desired accuracy 
(by'making 7? large enough), provided the expansion (equation
each path of which consists of a polynomial function
memory filter in cascade. It is characterized by the 
equation; - '
A multipath memory filter can be made to approximate 
to a' filter of class ^  with any desired degree of 
accuracy (by making 1R large enough) provided the Kernel 
function of equation (h*l£) has a convergent expansion of 
the form indicated below;
Multipath memory class.- 
Fig#6 shows'.'.a multipath memory filter of degree
defined above, followed by a linear
where ~w+(T) are delta function responses and i
(h«25)
Y
5.0 TH3 OPTIMIZATION OP SONS FILTERS OF CLASS >/, .
In ~this..,.©hapt«r^ aome. ...filters, .belonging .to ...the,., various
subclasses of class ^  are optimized. The optimum filter 
is obtained by minimizing the mean^squared error defined by 
equation 1*1.'
(1.
where the bar indicates an ensemble or time averagej 
in this and subsequent chapters, all signals are assumed to 
be ergodic, whence ensemble and time averages are identical* 
bet Q  It) ~ ^  [x ( j where,, for the purposes of this 
chapter only; Xq a general symbol which represents a filter 
operation of a specified class (not necessarily zero memory), 
on the whole, or part of the past and present input and having 
finite mean square*
The variation in e2 produced by a variation in -£ V H  
of £ A [x] , is given by t
1 J (5a)
where 6 Is a small eonatant and is an operation of
the same class as
The necessary condition for fLxJ to he optimum is 
given hys
c) &
- - *  A K J  j -f -*? - °
€~o I
o (5*2^
Sufficiency of this condition is easily proved by showing
that c* ^  e* is always positive, irrespective of
^  6r
From equation 7. the following two conditions are 
derived:
1* For a chosen variation £  k [VJ ~ f  [*3
f 2(x) - ■ -2 fY*)
(e 4 7f)~ = z((j^(f)
il. For a chosen variation & Y-I
(5.3)
f w
i.e.
(5.h)
k .(t) ~  z .( t )
The above two conditions 5.3 and 5.h are necessary for 
to represent an optimum filter of any class*
Substitution of equations 5.3 and 5*4 in equation l.l 
yields: ■ : ■
(5.5)
where (f^  is the variance of 
the desired output 
and is the variance of the 
optimum system output*
This.-aquation'for mean-squared error is true for an optimum 
filter belonging to any class.,
Furthermore#, suppose there should exist more than one 
optimum solution for -f [xj • by taking any two solutions -f,jYj 
and |j.[xi we may write using equation;5.2
Similarly
W  [f w  - *-} = o
whence
f . M
1. e *
(5.6)
h X ^ z X) - (fy'z-tt)
also from equation <=^
J W ) - p 3  - ^7<J
From equations 1,1 ^ 5,3# and %96 we see that two 
solutions of the same class yield the same mean squared 
error; thus although any one solution may not be-unique, 
it is no worse than any other solution.
5»1 Filters' of class 1^1 , *
The input-output relationship for filters of class )? i
(5.7)
i t
is of the forms
(4* it)
To obtain the optimum filter of this class we must 
solve equatioiys-'which can he written in the form:
where /
Tj>xfc*'t)dz clx, = o
f'OO
■I’ F
(5.8)
and
H £ * .T ]J r
By substitution we obtain:
f
f r
H [ X . , T . FJ I • ' ; JO .
r
0
# .
k X ]  (*• >*>j
f z- r )dz.
(5.9)
c M r ,
=  o
8
Using the fundamental lemma of variational calculus, we 
obtain from equation 5.9 an integral equation which gives
the implicit solution for the Kernel function of the 
optimum non-linear filter*.
•p<?
F ■ Jp* (^ tj t i ~ 7 d f
■ *=
(5*10)
Thus the information needed in order to optimise a 
. filter of class vj9 is the second probability density bf ; 
the input jpx  ^ 't) and the Joint
second probability density jy^  ^ between the
input and desired output.
5*2 Zero memory non-linear filters. ■
The input—output relationship for a zero memory filter 
is of the form *
j M -  f l * M ] (5_u)
To obtain the optimum filter function of this class 
we must solve equation g~$r as it stands where f[*] and 
^ M  are instantaneous (aero memory) functions of >c 
Using the fundamental lemma of variational calculus 
equation 5*8 becomes* ^
f  fc*>y h (*•**';°) o h > ~  f z M x> z > o) ^  = o (5.12)
aBut
So that the zero memory filter function is given by the 
explicit equations
Thus the optimum filter function -f(x) Is equal to the 
conditional mean value of ^  * given X  and the informat­
ion needed in the optimisation of a zero memory filter is the 
whole information content of the first probability density 
function of the input and the second ^oint density function 
Of the input and desired output with T ~ o  .
r  ' _
5*3 ' Multipath zero memory filters.
We have defined a class of non-linear filters in 
chapter known as multipath zero memory filters of degree 
by the following relationship between filter input 
and output*
where j)% pxf zj b x S •z. is the probability that x  lies
to simultaneously^ as both and ^  tend to zero
(5.1k)
/?
Hit)- ffvj =• £  kf„ W
<J o
pwhere hr are constants and the set of functions B& [*J 
are orthonormal polynomials with respect to the first 
probability density of the input over the whole range
of x  t, (See chapter 3)*'
The most general form f o r . " i s * . .
■ ±  ^  ^  (*y
h ~©
By substitution in equation 3*2-we obtain*
* r *
|  k l £  » . w e „ w - a w
— O
{•m / irv»~o
n * o
Since"
-- / m  * h
^ ($ee chapter 3)
we obtain ^  ^
(5.16,fr~o 1 h~& w
Since the coefficients / can be given any arbitrary set of 
values* for equation 3,16 to be true* only one solution for 
the constants L^  can exist*.:
b .  =  P . H 1  (5-17)
also since a w  z^ l (Bee chapter 3)
L  = f w  *f
Thus the optimum multipath zero memory filter of degree /? 
is given by:
(5.18)
--- -1
L*
•f Lx ^ l l  -  £  + (5.19)
h " I
h)Ure 3>hl *■ (z -
from
equations 
3.4 and 
3.14
From equation 5*19 we obtain
c
h =j=- o
(5.20)
J
Substitution in equation 5* 5? gives
^  ^ £ * ( / - £  pj') (5.21)
h -  t
The coefficients T?m  and the constants d^> and T  can be 
determined by analogue measurements if long enough samples of 
the filter input and desired output are available or they 
may be determined analytically from a knowledge of the ; ^
statistics of the input signal and desired output* The 
follo?<?ing recurrence equation which gives in terms
of the first moments <:■ :;X and the - averaged, products 
between and d>c i§ obtained.; from equation {3*6}
.61
n~
& ( * ) <c
<4 - :SU*)* =• * g° ■— —
/ ~ O
'A
(5.22)
3#4 Mult i path memory filters * .
We have defined a class of multipath memory filters of
degree in chapter 4 I by the following relationship
between input and output
* 'rw ' ^ I ^ J T) & [xfr-rfjc/T
Cr fW ~ O ^ (5.23)
The most general form for A M  11 •
If /&>
k- [>] ~ </? I h) [xfr -t) ]  etc
n~o . e>
Substitution in equations#2 gives s
/?
£  I
/? />
J  J  ft) ( r - z ^ d t
(5.2k)
where
C n M C r )  =  6 ,  [ x ^ ) J © w [ y + t ) ]
Using the fundamental lemma of variational calculus and 
noting that alll^/r) are arbitrary but physically
7o
realisable weighting functions of linear netiwle {%*e# 
x5l (t)~ 0 fop r« ?  } we obtainI ■
p r0'0
fa-z^dr, -.' 9, [x(t-r) zfrjj
. *« X  ^ify -O 0^
Since ';■ h * of t}2 - ~ - A'
0>*vi zH O h*i 0 
— . / n-v =■ O
•we obtain. '■
i■&&
tT6 ( r ) d T -  t X  =  -z .it)
(5*25)
(5.263
e n d
fy\ ~  I
^  /n). f r - 1 )  cir, - O * .  (T)
where
(5.2?)
31,Yt) = 9 . [ y 9 - T ) ] [ z / 0 - z m ]
<£
=  &n [xft-9] z 9) h
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From equations^2' a n d  $~ 27 it follows that 8 <Kj ~ ^  ^
Q* ps'
* & ( f
*L £ if* frisky (5.28)
h~t J*
By substitution in equation 5*5 we obtains
The simultaneous integral equations 5*27can be solved by
the method of undetermined coefficients as described else-
■ 12
where, and in appendix 13.3*
11 seems that often there is a unique set of solut ions 
for the optimum linear weighting functions although
it has already been shown that if more than two sets of 
solutions exist they yield the same mean*squared error*
The multipath memory filter of degree ^  can only 
approximate to a more general filter of class f because 
for physical realizability the number of paths *R must be 
finite* For a large value of Tt7 more information is 
required to optimise the filter until in the limit as 
the whole information content of ^
7X
and a large part of the - information in (*
re quires» i* e # all t he c oef f 1 c i exit s (t)
i n f i l l * * *  <aTrr>em<s4rsri /mP /). / V v ' 7~ \ an/l „ /r)
in t lx
The coefficients C^[T) and iX, fa)
ined by analogue measurements giyen long enough samples of 
the filter input and-.:;desired output, or they may be determ­
ined analytically from a toowledge of the statistics of the 
input and desired output as described in chapter .3#
5* 5 linear, a.11enuat or s *■ - ■: -
The Optimum attenuator defined by equation (4*20) can 
be found by minimising the mean square error using the'differ­
ential calculus or from equation (5*19) § since the class of 
attenuators' is a subclass of the'class of sero memory filters*.
Therefore if
using equations ((3.4))/the optimum condition is giyen bys
(4* 20}
< W (&fl) putting 'R = 1,
(5.30)
and IS~
whilst the mean-square error of the optimum attenuator is 
found by putting f\ = 1 in
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using equation (5*21)
= —  Iri/6) (5.31)
Ch
5*6 Linear* -memory filters* ......
The optimum linear filter defined-by. equation (h#2l) can 
be found by using equation {5*2} or'from'equation (5*27)* since 
the class of/linear filters , is . a subclass, of the class of multi* 
path memory filters*
For the linear class*
■ rw '
j  [ x f r ' ( h . 2 i )
Using equation (5*27) it can be shown that the optimum IJT^) 
is given by the solution of the Integral equation below**
i ^ ^ T f r ]  T ’ ^
This equation Is known as the Wiener Hopf. equation and 
its solution is given in appendix 13*3* :
The mean square error of the optimum filter is found 
using equation (5*29)
tx>
T  = \ ^ f r ) c j ( T ) t { T  (5.35)
where (r)-~ C  C  J),. (r)
♦ Owing to a slight confusion of notation^ / 0 of equation 
(U.21) corresponds to ^/T) of equations (5*23) and (5.27).
<T»
A number- of applications in the control and eommuni— ■ 
cations field are immediately apparent! the-following ia a - 
list of some'applications which are considered in this thesis : 
1* Boise filtering 
2* Prediction
3* System analysis .
- System compensation#
Optimisation procedures for. some of.the filters of class 
are described for each of these applications and some 
examples are worked out* In all.the examples of multipath 
filters* no,.more than five paths are used# ■ Where possible, 
analytical examples are chosen* Experimental results are 
used only in cases which appeared to be intractable 
analytically#
Under certain circumstances, it may be possible to find 
a simpler and better non-linear filter belonging to some class 
other than fyjf , in which event it would obviously not be 
desirable to use the optimization procedures of this thesis, 
but although the proposed methods do not always yield the 
simplest solutions, they can often be used to produce a 
physically realizable filter, which is better than a linear 
filter under conditions when other methods fail due to 
complexity or intractability of the mathematics*
6*0 sots SPECIAL CLASSES OF SEC CSS PROBABILITY DENSITY
FOHCTIOES.
— — I 
7 1 \
Classes of second probabilIty density functions can be 
defIned in terms.of the expansion-coefficient matrix-pattern 
and in other ways*. The classes defined below are of interest 
because they occur in the'non-linear filter examples which are 
worked out in chapters 7*8,9 and 10*
6* 1 Class j\.
There exists a class of second probability density
it is possible to expand the density function in the form of a 
single series expansion consisting of diagonal terms of the
coefficient matrix only* This is a special case.of the
6*1*1 The Gaussian Process* j
.  • j:
to example of .class A  is the Gaussian second probpbllity; 
density with zero mean value 3T~c> * which we may write:
functions^ A. of physically realizable processes for which
expansion 3«~ 
viz*'
(6.1)
-2p/r)x,x,
(6*2)
where IT ~ p since the process is stationary and
independent of time origin*
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It is shorn by Barrett and Coales'® for this ease that
the series expansion becomes
*. *
(6.3)
iLTT" m =c>
where //^  is the Hermite polynomial type 2* using
15notation of Bateman and is defined by?
~X/L.
H e J x )  = (-iTe * - £ ■ = «  (6.U
and K  f t  ‘  f " / z )
(6.5)
so that
(x) € d* ~ h - h ~lx'
*=* O ^ h*
Therefore ■
'~>?L
P(K) ~ e (6.6)
6*1*2 An asymmetrical probability density of class A  * 
Another example of a second probability density of 
class JY is used as the desired output for problem 2 in
7 ?
chapter 7, and la :obtained by passing Gaussian noise 
through a ..square law device*' . For convenience the square 
law device is chosen so that its output'has zero mean 
unit variance, viz#
H i i k a 3  : (s.?)
\fz------------- - -
/ 3l
where ~z.(t) is its output 
and x(t) its input.
It is shown below that the second probability density 
of the output jo*. fe'jZt j  T )  is of class A  
It is always possible to find a polynomial' 9^ of order 
yy\ such that
3
( &  B)
^  j
Although no proof of this statement is given, it can he 
easily verified for all finite-values of Jn .
Let 9^ and he two such polynomials, we write
tx) - J[ 9n (*) fx T) d z > (6.9)
where §  Kvvi is the eross-correlation. between the outputs 
and of the polynomial function generators .....P*,
R m ; then
(by substituting equation 6*3) 
whence X  /
(by using:equation 6*5).- 
But (h can be Identified as the expansion coefficients,
r X .
therefore is of , class /\ *
We note also that: 1
ThUS lf -pi?! -2p/t}
r « , » J x) = e = e <6-i2)
This result is used in chapter 7*
The first probability density of. 72. can be obtained - 
as follows:-
-»y
/  / r  ■
zero mean and unit 
variance
Scvf X. ■= J JX z. + I 
and 2xAx — 3-Az.
• 2 f i f e 2 x JJEzTT z -> IT
O -z. /X" (6*13)
Ihe moments of 2. can be found from the equation
21 ~^Srfn- •14)
or from the expression
.h _
h
6.2
16
processes anfl class ^
15
Nuttall" investigated a class of random processes which 
he called separable processes* ,
Writing
^  (*■; t f c )  =  f [ s -  < S^ » J f>x (x >s ) t> > ^ ) d 5
(s •is)
Then the random process X-; is said to be separable with 
respect to the random process*- S if - ■ - ^  ^  y^3)
can..be written in the form*
£ /*, q) (6.17 )
6»2#1 Some properties, of 'separable-processes* ’ .
Consider fig^T*^ signal x (t) is connected as the
input to a 2 ero memory nonl inear it y# the output of which
is given by? - ■
^  = f  [*0)J
The output cross-correlation is given by?
“ f f r w [ s -
f M  J  C K
If X is separable with respect to £ them
* Nuttall uses the opposite convention# In this thesis we 
shall refer to *c. as the first variable and S as the 
second variable#
Similarly . ■
< p x ,  / * < ? '  ( y>. V  A
where
* (j)zs[h}ty- 4*$ /x}
f  -f lxl  $ ‘ ( x > t ) d x
J  X  q, (Vjfytlit"
(6*10)
y
Thus separability of X with respect to S is a sufficient 
condition for the oross^correlatio^ between X  ; and S to be 
Invariant when ^  - .undergoes non-linear transformation! 
provided is neither inf inite nor zero*
This property of the correlation coefficients is taown as 
the invariance property and we say that X is invariant with 
respect to S « Invariance.or.separability of X with • 
respect to does not :imply... invariance or separability of — 
S with respect to X *
Nuttall has shown that separability is sufficient as
well ash necessary for the invariance property to hold 
provided..the output eross~correiation.exists# .
■ If a single process - Is - separable with respect to Itself, 
then writings *
( 6* XSp
and
also v . i
It-S)=3-(t,!-) f*!'(*, t)Jx
( (f go)
( & 2l)
when t.-t* j>*(* t j Q  -
f t  /,)'/
For convenience we let £jx I ,} ' .
« * .  3 (».; >.) - f  (*.}$'■ ft*' - * (,W K ' ^  ■
Substituting in equation (6.21) gives
ft'j t*) = (6.23)
Substituting equations (6.23) and (6.22) in equation (6.20) 
givess - ■
< C h (6.2k)
Also substituting equation (6.22) in equations (6.18) gives
cf>Z3c ft'1'1) ~ a ^') 4xxft'>ty
f f  (*) Lx  ~ < * « » ]  f> ( *  /' )  d xn/t-) - J T c ■>where ■&(**) ~     (6*25)
J  x  [ x -  p(x; t.)dx
4>*x ft; *•)
6.2.2 A property of the expansion coefficients.
Some interesting results concerning the expansion 
coefficients of equation (3*8) are obtained by substitution 
of equation (3«8) in equation (6*16)
X I  />- <^)>j  ^  (sJ L)^(s,h)di
By using the orthogonal property of k* (i> f) and that:
y, (s, t.) - <s,h)>
<rs!t.)
we obtains
^  (x; h, L) JL D», A, h) A  A  t) fs/L) (6>26)
Since J)„c ~ o * if the expansion 3#6 exists and
then the process is separable; conversely if expansion 3.8 
exists and the process is separable then condition 6*27 
follows* This condition indicates that the coefficients in 
the first column of the expansion coefficient matrix are all 
proportional to the normalized cross correlation coefficient.
The class of process® for which an expansion of the form 
of equation (3*8) is possible and which satisfies condition, 
6.27 was first introduced by Brown*^r who showed that 
condition 6*2? is both necessary and sufficient for the 
Invariance property. Class / \  of Barrett and bampard^
is, a .sub-class of Brown1 s class and therefore also exhibits
IB
the invariance property# ■ which..Bussgang -originally
demonstrated as. a property of Gaussian-processes."
For- a single separable process-#'by equating the right 
hand side of equations (6*20  and (6*26) we obtains
-.f> (x>; £) fxx f a  t)
<o*
~ iL c n, (tt) k) 9n (xu £) f (x ,; h) C  f a
h~o
(using the symbol C for coefficients try expansion of a
second probability density of a single process and symbol 
for joint probability densities}* and using equation 3»b 
Thence equating coefficients of Py we obtain
which is a familiar 
result
(6.28)
This result is true of single separable processes* 
conversely it can be shown if (6*28) holds and equation (3*6) 
exists for J)^  [ x tJ j tt j tx^  then the process is separable.
J.
?7 11
Separable processes are used as inputs to both the
noise filters which are optimised in chapter. 7*" These inputs [.'
are obtained in each case by adding signal and noise* which
are both -separable and with identical correlation coefficients*
It can be shown by a general proof that the sum of separable- ;
the
processes witysame auto~c or relation is separable*
■ ;'.These results are reproduced here because they are ' 
needed later in this thesis but for a more complete treatment
of the separable class* reference should be made to Buttall*s
. 16work *
6*2*3 linear, transformation*
A property not mentioned by Buttall concerns linear 
transformation of the second variable*
let s/t) be the input to a linear filter* which gives ;
a response independent of its input and a response
TjY^, t)—  H(t) to a delta function input (fig.8')*
■. ■ ■ ■ •. I
t
W O  =■ f [sQ)~ Csftpjefa •+ k  ft) (6,29)
where k  (t) *
■ . . . .  'j
j  w o  is the linear filter output.
i *  fcf,) =
' -» p<?
-  /  u  (t,, A) ^  f ~
(6.31)
provided 'ZSY'J is continuous
.and ': exists#
Equating the right hand sides of equation (6*30) and (6*31)
6.16 and
and using equatioiy (6*1?) gives s
X  [ * - < * > ]  tfjf^ olxct-z
A  ^  ■.
ix3 ' f a w *
(6,32)
Since the right hand side separates, it is concluded that 
the process X is separable with respect to Zif it is separable 
with respect to $  ♦
wwriting
k(*, [ l * -
Then
A/*, j t ,  0  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  (6t33)
where . /* *^
If ^  and S belong to the same random processes X then 
substituting equations (6*22) and (6*23) in (6*32) givess
r t%
<fix , ^  j *) $** >)4 \
j U  (6.34)
which is a well-known result*
It is equally apparent that* .■• '
h ^  ^ A3 ^
— JXJ
where 6 w  Is an orthonormal polynomial 
* _ > .  i  3.! « d  i p ^ . A )
is the cross-c orrelation coefficient between the output
9o
of the polynomial'function generator ■ 9 h C*) 
the output of the linear filter
Since h) -  &  (*) LZ &  -
and likewise 21 - O'*- }&(x)
<r*.
e . t o M ± z > j
i X  I (*'*)
A ,  h>)'  C
— QO
and
11 
II
f:i
I
(6.35)
But if the random process X. ■ i® separable* then -
£jCJc) / . . \ ^  ■ \
Chi L^n ^  ° J)y\ t (t~u t^ zz, O 2.
(by using equation 6*28 for n^ 2  l11 equation
6*35)
fhus the. separability of dc. with respect to 2: Is of a 
special kind, since the expansion coefficients not
only proportional to each other* but they are all aero for 
Z (e.f* equation 6*28)# this leads to the following 
definition of a class of second probability density functions 
based on the pattern of expansion coefficients*
" . .. ■ -‘'4,
6*2*4 Class A  *
'■We can -define a class A  of second probability density 
functions ^ f o r  which an expansion of
the form of equation (3#6) exists and the expansion coeffic- 
' lents have .the following patterns / ■
J^ ii = f  ^  h )  "J
y (6.36)
br., CK, O) = ° H^ Z
This class, which is of interest in non-linear filtering 
(section 6*4) * is less general than the separable class but .Jo 
is separable and invariant with respect to ^  * Glass / V  
of Barrett and lampard is a subclass -of class *
- If oc and 2 are members of the same ensemble* then 
the equations (6*36) are identical to equation (6*28)* 
therefore separable single processes for which the expansion 
3*8 exists* are members' of class A  * One example of a 
Joint probability density of this class has already been 
given* a second-example .is as follows?
Let -z.(t±)*xl.(e, + ~r) and Lethe
‘ which
second probability density of a single separable process for/
expansion 3#8 exists* then ^ j ^*3 c^ass
J\ j this case is of interest in non-linear prediction
(section .6*$)* ■
6*3 ' Seml-separable random..'proce-s see *
following the arguments of the previous, sub-section* a 
class of seml-separable random processes can be defined?
Let - .
j
fx ; f r j  f~>.) - J  Ls~ ^ (6.16)
The random process X is said to-be semi-separable with 
respect to the random process S it* J Can
written in the form:
II :i
for ^  h  only.
?3
. It .is apparent_ that semi-separability., can be defined 
either for or tx ^ t f and, in fact * both cases
can exist*Where necessary, we. shall' use the terms **semi- 
separable negative* and ^semi-separable positive*Y to 
distinguish these.two eases*,...
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6* 3*1 iome properties of semi-senarable processes* .
All the results proved previously for separable processes 
are true of semi-separable processes over the restricted 
range or as the case may bej thus under
non-linear transformation (fig*7) if X is semi-separable 
negative with respect to $ t
where
for t, only
f  L x M ]
a
fX *ji X> t‘) ^
(6.38)
For a single process
(x,; t,j (->) ^ [* / - <x(^>]f> C*>; t.)
(6.39)
for t, ^  only
then equations (6.38) becomes
p i p V  4  ,  j
J (6-^0)
for only
also the expansion coefficients satisfy the condition
JV. k  & )  Pf /tjh)- h/f,)g/f<A) {&.ui)
for tr^ only 
and for a single process
Cli h) — fxx )
h^ z J for only (6,42)
since Cn.frjK) - C,n f,) it follows that for
a single process! ■
C,„ - 0 2 on'/
Thus for a single semi-separable process, if the first variable 
is semi-separable negative with respect to the second, then the 
second is semi-separable positive with respect to the first*
KThis statement follows direstly from the symmetry of the 
second probability density in the pairs of variables ^  
and *
It is also interesting to note that a semi-separable 
negative process can be turned into asemi^sepafable positive . 
process by taking the*time image’of it, e.g* by recording it 
and replaying it backwards*•. A physical example of a semi- 
separable process* given/below* is-need in the prediction 
example of chapter 8, whilst its ’image* is used in the 
example on approximate linear filters* section 9*1.3.
like the separable property* the semi-soperable property 
is preserved under linear transformation of the second 
variable* The proof for semi-separable processes Is the 
same as that given In section 6*2*3 for separable processes, 
except that we have the restriction o/ t <; fct on equations
(6*32) and (6*33)# By exactly analogous arguments ..we are r
lead to the knowledge of the existence of' $ classes A^A^of
which are
second probability density functlon*/of interest in non-linear 
filtering and defined as follows*
6*3*2 Glasses A ( end ,. A  * *
A class A* of second probability density functions
s / f'j can defined* for which an expansion of 
the form of equation (3*6) is possible and the expansion 
coefficients of which satisfy the following equations*
%* 2 * '
Also a class ^  can be defined as for except the| A
conditions 6*43 apply over the range tx% t f only*
6*33 An example of aseml-separable .process*
Wohham % n  a recent paper obtains the transition pr oh ab­
ility functions for the output of a single stage low pas EC 
network when the input is excited by a random telegraph,
’ ' ' OA
signal of the type described by Rice * In an interval of
continuity, the random telegraph signal has a value Sfr)=±l j
n changes of sign occur during an interval of length T* 
with probability given by the Poisson distribution
/u, _ v  _  C^T)" -juT
F ( * ; V  ~ — ^ r  e (6.a»>
- S
The low pass filter function response is given by %
1—  ~ % c
Rc <2
-fustoind .
The^second probability densities of the filter output cue
easily derived from Wonham’s transition probability function
and for the case £> yufic *• / ) j * ~ s. j ■
i7
fx t)= a In - (V-*-,-h/" if1}
p, (*) =  ~t
-  L
where l/= e
and the range of is ^ ~  / h ifS to ocj -f/-. ^
whilst for the range is ±1 .
Separability for 0 is easier verified by using equations 
(6.16) i^ Xjhi- yh
X x [ i r +  *6+*.*,;r)
, \y ()-*,) (
(vx-,+1- h)j
xz- (ti-'J'r > + b j
This integral, which is easy to evaluate becomes:
*.,r) - ^2 - M'3 M
This expression is separable in the form:
3 '
-X, V X
(6.
•K
io foe Jt * T)It is not so easy to establish that /'* t o bj J is not 
separable for ° since the bounds of depend upon
^ * and is a discontinuous function* In
' r»0
chapter 8 the coefficients of the ^ dimensional expansion of
(equation 3*8) are worked out and shown to 
satisfy equations 6.42 but not equations 6*28* Equations 6.42 
are both necessary and sufficient for semi-separability provided 
the expansion 3.8 exists. A more direct way of establishing 
semi-separability is by a characteristic function method. For 
this purpose a modified characteristic function Is defined (see 
Nuttall reference 16).
■ f M  =  A
(i-HJt)
Similarlys
ff Ja.fr- «>) j , l Aj j
•f A s S  e e p ro**/
: J
(These definitions differ from those of equations 2.26 
and 2*30 in the subtraction of the means
Let
J
.; «■(•■; 4 a )  =  i { * ' ” (* " <>,%  (*,*, h)J*. «'">
| • , (using equation 6«/16)
Thus is' the Fourier transform of '
^  fa, 'j /#/^ v) and if ^  Is separable,in either half 
range ' T?c or T < o  ,:'so also is ;Gr:. ■ # Conyers el y,
from the Inverse transform it can be seen that if &* 
separates so also does ^  *
Using equation 6*24 for a single separable process and 
substituting in equation 6*49 .gives?
G  K) -  j  ^  f
-But , ■ . . - v
.* j f(x. -4r.>)eJ ' C
6(14, J
(from equation 6*48)
' v  J  A  c'fr)
/(TO
For:',- a ; stationary process'
&r% m - Alti
d*,
.where
(° ( T),.:
c *
f a * )
For the present example * using equations 6*43 and 6* 45*
M ) «  f ' e ^ i d r
~ j
I
2-1 “ J
J * -J *1e - e
* >
JX-u M
Ct
Similarly it’can he shown* using equations 6*48 and 6*45 
that:
*f (u,tut; t) = ^  (u' + v^  l^~ U[6~ ^ X ]  ^ ye* fa(h
(Af~t y/ ku L
Coo (•** +■ ^ uj) xu» ((■Si)
-T
k/ |u^ ij/~ d ^
As a check w© put U*~ ° whence
f  X ° ; X  ■-
C^.U‘- fa- Kf/+faJ + 0  ^  ~f
which^the result to he expected*
When Hi ~ °
f  (o, k ; t)  -
we gets
l|^ tA
[Vi- <dUi
u
I r
(h tfty l*tj+ W (\~ ^ j\
U
H ' X *
I -  ^ S r  - f  ^ )
Also
1>
i*
j 4*
Sju* ^ ((~ ~t~ pj*
('- ^ C"  [ 4 ;  4 ~  ^  f
L  X r < - * ) s ~ h o - r f
C&& £l*{ 4* ^
((At*
~b^ft~ •v*/) &o
U, -4- Y Uj,
+
X-v*a {^ /(u,* y/bi) •&*» (^jy>^ u,+ t^iy
(u, + Vt*^
y/{u i+ ^ 4 )  <Vj ^ ti| +  +.2 v^Xt«^«(+ 1 ^ }
(a, +- 3
rrf i^fffl'rtfWMiiiirr'frm r^fi'ii-^^^—-2
to 2.
Putting; . U
</
C$r~> &{
y u i.
o
X ua
u
gives»
l('l~
&
Q O
U
- v f l - %
y  f f a u ^ T )
Coo £sAA*\ Hi
u t
Q
—  ^ ( 2  - iv)
Qyy Ut Xx*a U,
(i ^ S')
ux^o ujhe/t Y ~ e 6 £ 0
Coatparisoa of this result with equations .0*01 a M  -6*§f ;
shows that X, ■' is separable with respect to xx for z ^  o
This result was proved more simply on page &*?p hut the
characteristic function method can he used to show that the
process is- not separable for- T< 0 V Since equations 6*45 and.
0*53. are for C j£ o  onlpf we use the fact that. If Jct is
semi-separable positive with respect'tor" or, *ttien : x  is** 2l*
seml-separable negative with • respect -t© ■ y>c f * Therefore w/e
shall test for separability of - Q ( ) t )  * ::
^  ^ fa * j WjL /  ^^  f ^ I fai t
C^/f -f~ ty/^  Cty
X 7^  C w  |7 '- ^  ^  ^ ^
_ /ti(+  ly'di) ^ , 4  A>-3 ^ (4
u (-4
to 3
Putting U, ® ° gives i
"c)«i U, = O
Ceo iyUy Xvaa u/ut
U ' X ’’
^.g*j r ^ - )
-i- V{/ X^v |
£a*<4 H& Ok J Hi. ^  ^2.■— ,  —' 1
V/K jl V >Mi M/3u i3
kiLutH'-e' v ^ o
■ This expression is .separable only at 7T~ °  *
6#4 A,theorem on optimum millt.1-path filters* .
Although for many cases of input and desired output a 
non-linear filter may he capable of giving considerably 
smaller-mean-squared error; than an optimum linear filter * 
there :ar@ situations In,which the-performance ofthe optimum
non-linear filter is-no better than an optimum linear filter*
followingj.
• For instance# the .^ heorenr may he proved;
If ^  fa*j j t) belongs' to class A  and p> fat j ^  Tj 
belongs-to class-,.'-Aj $ then an optimum multipath filter of 
any degree is linear and contains only one"path* ^
The proof is trivial since for classes A  .. and the
lotf
expansion for the probability density functions fix fa* * x** \ ~^) 
and f>,(xljZ;r) is valid and the coefficients satisfy the 
following conditions. ,.
^  H IVI ( ■ ss. 0.t\'s“/lv\'^f'm~t n $.1 rb*- (6,
p,(K)X>;r)
p h,(r) s o  . n ^  / r ^ o for
(6*58)
Therefore the simultaneous integral equations 5.27 can 
be satisfied by putting
/J^ /'rjs o = 2 , 1  ---a
[ C„ {T,-Tj AT, = C  i>., fa)
*0
-r>, o
Therefore is given by the solution of the'.Wiener Hopf 
equation and thea optimum multipath filter is linear
since
8 f « ]  =
(see chapter 3)«
<T
Two corollaries of this theorem are:,
I OS'
i. The optimum multipath predictor Is linear if its input 
is of class A*
This corollary is easy to prove as follows:
(%) » C fr**  ^ 0 ^or Prediction problems*
But for class C h« (x)^, , Therefore
both conditions 6.57 end 6#58 are satisfied and the predictor 
is linear* ' , s
11* If the expansion h*25 for the Kernel function of the 
optimum filter of class Tji is exact* then the optimum filter 
of class rj, is linear if both t) and
are of classes A  and /S , respectively*
ioC
7.0 HOH-LIHSAH HOISB fILTSEIKO.
In nois© filtering problems the input to the filter 
consists of some f met ion of ihedesired output and an 
unwanted component called noise*
.■x(t-) -:k  [•*.{?); trfr)[J (7.1)
where' x(t) ia the filter Input
z/f) Is the desired output of the filter
tr/t) is the noise component of the input*
In practice* noise may be introduced during transmission of
the desired signal* by line* radio or other means* and may
be due to random causes* such as atmospherics* thermal or 
shot effects* or cross talk from a neighbouring channel* 
or it may b© caused by distortion*
Two special cases only are considered in this thesis j 
i, when the noise and signal are linearly additive 
ii* "when’they'-are multiplicative*
Undoubtedly the optimization procedure outlined below could 
be extended to cover cases when the noise and signal are 
combined partly in a multiplicative fashion and partly 
additlvely* but the above two cases are sufficient for most 
practical needs*
7*1 Additive signal and noise*
For additive signal and noise we may writes
Zt(t-) ■= CK-z(t)~t ktr(t)
where a aiid b are constants..
The..various moments required for the determination of the 
orfhonormal polynomials and the expansion coefficients 
C hm ft) and ])„, [t) , which are required for the ' 
optimization of the non-linear multipath filter are given 
byt .
f- =0
where [ is the ^  th binomial coefficient* 
Similarly
 — r~— rrv— rrrr
± ± i + ) u y  L
■f ~t> S~o
where the suffixes indicate different instants in time,
(7 .3 )
(7 . It)
although since we are considerlng^stationary signals 
is a function of the time interval only#
If 'z-fr) and v/^ ) are statistically independent;
From the set of moments up to n ~ X , we can
generate the first NJ polynomials, P  [v j^ using equation (3  ^ )
also the coefficients Cn>n/f) can; be obtained from the functions
 r / \ repeated use of
X , X * t T) by / ;■ equation { 3.6 ).
Furthermore %
— ---— / n \ v I h' ^  v #\- y
'  v4  (■*)* ‘  (7 .7 )i ~o
Xf "2.It) andv/f") are statistically independent, thens
n\ -i /■h*/ _ v . K-V'
*. ) A 0 ^  a, v
from which the coefficients can be found using equation
(3.6).
7*% Multiplicativevsignal and noise#
For multiplicative signal and noise, similar equations 
exist?
^  =■ ^ v / \  (7.9)
or
* * - v*
(7.10)
( if ■-* and V are statistically independent)
also
110
(7*12)
(if 2L and v/ are statistically independent
and (7.13)
*
(7*14)
(if ^  and \/ are statistically independent)#
■ . . • i;
7*3 Problem 1# The optimization of seme non-linear filters j
for a ..random .telegraph signal and Gaussian noise with .
Identical spectra* I
To demonstrate that a non-linear filler can produce a
substantially lower mean^squared error than the best linear
filter* an example hm been chosen in which the signal and
noise are linearly additive and have the same correlation
coefficient and hence the same spectral density*
The signal component of the input Is a random square
wave with variance K* 9 zero mean and fam a first probability !j
■ r ■ ' • - j!
density function!
It can be shown that for this signal:
IN
where ^  , the normalised auto^correlation coefficient, is 
exponential .
  - p i * )
■ z . z . v - ' / ' / e  (7,16)
The noise is Gaussian with variance , zero mean and 
a first probability density functions
> w *  J ^ 7 "  e : <7-17)
The joint moments Vt*\/>r* for the Gaussian noise are 
conveniently determined from the joint characteristic function, 
given below# using equation (3*13)
where jO the normalized auto~c or relation coefficient is 
exponential.
(7.18)
^  ^  “ C  ~ e  (7.19)
The filter input is given by? 
x{t) =- (7.2)
The'signal and noise are:independent*
7*3*1 A zero memory filter#
Since the noise and signal are independent and added 
linearly
^tx, z) " /V (x ~ 2) /°* (z)
(7.20)
The optimum zero memory filter function is given by 
direct substitution in equation { & ILt)
K r>
^ ( z - k ) ~ t + k )
- f W *
2. r r r  <f € J 2.
—  K
rK
J
2. JUt <f
r r-/ n!
h ( ^ k ) f ^ h k)jc Az.
which can be reduced to:
(7.21)? = f[«3 - kfe-t "7
As ' o increases, the error decreases* for small values 
°f there is a high probability that the value of ^  will
nz
be negative when sc :|s positive* such a condition gives 
rise to large error (see fig*9)*
1*3*2. -‘Multipath, zero .memory 'filters* .
The following moments of the Gaussian'process and random 
square-wave are■ easily derived using e^quations -3.13,- 7.I8 ■
.and 17.15-.-' l .:v:.d •..■e. . . ;
- ju  )C *5-A 7 r * ~ ‘ (f4 ~*y mf of' . ' n eve* (1*22)
. '.;■■ « o for h. .odd
z.*' - K * for ^ : even
~ o ■ -;for- n - odd
(7.23)
; The orthonormal -.polynomials; are ■ then found*: using ‘ equalions 
(7*4) s^d (3*6}* for three" different eases of % '  § also the 
values of computed by direct evaluation of (*) <£•
using only the data given in equations (7*22) and (7*23) above. 
The polynomials and values of ^  are tabulated below?
The multipath filter functions* as listed below*-are 
obtained from the expression *.
 ^XJ  ( 7 . 2 k )
3 K — I
Since 21 —• c? eejijtk ho*\ *^3
x In all the computations at least six decimal places were 
used and sometimes more, if necessary, although only three 
or four decimal figures are recorded in the tables.
K/ ^ = l K2 ♦ / 2 e 1gz
G^Cx) ^ D n (o) 0.5000
e2(x) -0.8165 + 0.8l65x2 tfsD2 1 ^ 0
e3(x) -1.3868x + 0.55li7x3 d2®3i(°) -0.1387;
Vx) 0.7290 - 1.5702X? v\..______ _*.J3A.3365xr*' : 0
05(x) 1.65&4.X — 1.3650x5 <^51^°^. -0.0640
I#
V ^-.2 K2 + <£2 = 1
6^(x) X <j^ di i ( ° ) 0.8000
* 2U ) -1 .1 7 8 5  >  1.1785x2 0 ( (
0^(x) - 1. 6gi8x ♦ 0. 9836x3
* <4D3 l(°^ - 0.2518
\ ( x ) 1.2215 -  2.6852X2
* .* 0* 85®9x^ ^ 5D)i l^ 0 '•
e ^ x )
2.3127 - 2. 7823x3
*  0.6194x5
.
^ zD51^0^ o.ltj.ll).
us
i}. K2 * (4.2 = 1
t
x) X 4 Dih°> 0.9^12
^(x) -2.0926 + 2.092 6x2 . < D2l(°> 0
®^ (x) -2.i|378x + 1.97&pc3 -0.2C60
3.3232 - 6,9647x2 ♦ 2,96l|.5x^  ' 0
©5(x) 4»^293X - 7.U235x3 ♦' 2.65708x5 C D51^0^ 0.0895
K2 * / 2 = 1
1 y = 0.7983X - 0.16^3x3 ♦ 0.01183X5
2 . - y * 1.5530x - O.Q+llx3 ♦ 0.08759X5 -
h y V  l»8377x - 1L.07l6x3 * 0.237Sx5
ah oveThe/ polynomial functions are plotted in fig#9> for 
K//
each value of Vo^ > to the same axes as the filter function
3- kxivni s' Zr^uto- '■
For this example* since the/correlation coefficients of
the '
the noise and/signal are identical, the optimum linear filter 
will he a slrr^ le attenuator with a gain constant ]>» , The
mean-squared, error of the ^  attenuator is given toys
. file:-ratio -of:- the., mean^squared. error to is computed using
equations (5*21) and (5*31) for each of the optimum filters* 
These ratios* referred to subsequently as the performance 
index, are .tabulated below and plotted in fig* 10, for 
different numbers'of paths* ,
K /
/ < f .
' e2 © /  2 
/  . a
0,5000 1,0000
X 0.^615 0.9231
0,1+53^ 0.9067
0.2000 - 1,0000
2 0.1207 0.6037
0.0958 0.^738
0.0588 1.0000
k 0.0137 0,2337
0.0052 0.0890
The following exclusions anise out of* the results 
'It As expected* the optimum zero-memory non-linear 
filter gives in some cases a substantially "better performance 
than the best linear filter#
2* Also as expected* the zero memory filter performance 
Improves' for larger values of *
. .3# The mean-squared error converges rapidly with • 
number;-.:, of paths* indicating that only few paths may be 
needed* thus.simplifying, the optimization and the filter 
synthesis# < ;
h# The multipath zero memory filter functions give a 
reasonably good approximation to the corresponding tanh curve 
over the working range* /
; < In a sense* .this example is trivial, since the filter
function f(x) -- can be found so easily*
thus removing the need to use multipath filters* However,
this example does enable-a comparison of the two methods to 
(fig.9)
be obtained, / i in other cases it is not always possible to 
evaluate the integral of equation ( 5. lh) except by numerical 
methods* for instance* as in the next problem.
7*3*3 A multipath memory filter* .
For the case when ~ 2. the optimum multipath
memory filter is designed as. follows*** ‘
The joint moments and ^  zl are computed
using equations ( 7 * h ) » (7*&) 'und the"example■data in equations 
{7*15) and {7*18) and the fact,that; the :signal and noise, are-: 
statistically'independent* '
■ ‘ The, expansion, coefficients,, Chm(T^  are- then confuted .
' from the. joint’ moments: '~Sc^x% »n and C.~Pn>(r) frorn t h e
joint moments jr,*z. .- as described in section 3*4*■ '
The results, are given below? .
) *= p) ^22^  ^ 88 F  ^
C33(r) » 0,3963/0 >  0.6037/* 3
C35(T ) =  -0*222^5 + 0.222^0 3
C^Cr ) 0.527^> 2 ♦ 0,birif> k
C55(t  ) = 0.1250/O ♦ 0,5656^> ^ + 0.3091^ 5 ( 7 25)
all other C ( T  5 = 0 f or 1 n <  5 •AH** j i - *
DU (T ) a 0.800Cyo
b3 i ( t  ) » ~o.25iSf>; b21(r ). «  o
b51(t-) = o.ii^ ih/0 ; D^Cr ) = o
where £> = e~® _■ ■ ■
It would appear that the probability density function 
* T^ ) is of class A  snd it appears that it belongs 
to an even more specialized class* since Cn2<r  > “ G2 n ^ >  = °
n ^ 1) 2 «*i* 3*.
It can be shown that P>  ^T/ is separable If
p* faj2.; ana y9* A'>, ^ ; *9 are separable and possess the same 
correlation coefficient (see reference 16)*
/!<?
V Since \t) is of class ^  » the first equation
of the set of equations 5*2? is independent of the remainder $ 
their solution (see appendix' 13*3) ’ is thereby'simplified.
The optimum weighting function for 3 paths (??-3 ) are found 
to he: .
A J ( M  0
(7# 26 a)
whilst for 5 paths ("K « $)
/t) ~ o - g'oo© £ 11)
-0-22 2 ^ e ~hta5^ T  
■zjs  ( z ) ~  o- 0<i(0 U t ) -  O - o < ± o s
-#• O ■IS'S’ 5* /P e
•/■?/($5“^
R 2- © ;
MMMap* V
^ 7a
1 0.2000 1.0000
3 0, 1160 0.5799
s' 0.0879 0.i±393
/xo
The opt imam, filter is shorn in fig* 11* The performance index::.
and
for this memory filter is worked out using equations{ 5.29 H5.31) 
and plotted in' fig* 10* It is concluded that only slight 
improvement over the zero memory case is achieved*
- . ' ' noise
7*k Problem .2*. The .optimisation of .some, non~lineaivfilters' " / L '" I * Tl ' nr,nr
for ,.a. .continuous innut signal and Gaussian noise with 
Identical spectra*
In this second example.the signal and noise again have 
auto-
the same/correlation coefficient and they are additive* The 
difference In this problem lies in the fact that both signal 
and noise; are continuous and the signal has. an asymmetrical 
probability density* ...
The signal, component of the input is generated by passing 
Gaussian noise through a 'square-law device .
z/t-L- U l z i  (s.7)
fz
where is Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit variance
but uncorrelated with *
The first probability is given by equation ( 6.13) and the 
moments* obtained using equation ( 6,15) ares
*2- -o -zJ* - / zls ~ 2 2L* = 1S
(7.87)
17=7^17 "ST* 977777-337?
The moments/of the Gaussian noise with mii; variance. and '■ 
zero mean' are: as given .in equation (7*£2).*;'
.the ■■filterinput: Isgiven byi:'
Xlt)- / .(7.28).
...
The signal, and -noise, are., statistically ..independent,^
7*h*l A: multipath zero memory’filter, :
Following the same procedure as ’before.*:'the orthonormal 
polynomials tx3 and the coefficients ^ni/°) are found to he
6i(x) ■ X. D11 0.7071
e2(x) i{x2 — x - l) D2l 0.3536
8,( x)
'&70o2 2 ^ 3 “ 3-75x2 - 2.25x + 2*75) D31 -0.C875
e^x) — i---- (x^ - 8.2041X3 ♦ 5.2653x2
24.6469 + 21.9592X -* 3.06X2) D41
-0.0386
&5(x) T25II0755 “ ■|4.M>28x^ ♦ 40*0826x 3
* 50.9917X2 - IO3.3058X
• . » 26.2975) ’
B51 0.0617
C  3 1 (7.29)
The final polynomial ‘becomes
3 a (7*30)
+  0 'Ot&XX, +- O X '+ l f r x ,  +  0'<+71<i-XC —6 X X ty b
The curve for this filter function is plotted in fig# 12* -
.The performance index is worked out using equations (5*21)
and (5*31) for/different numbers of paths and'tabulated on -
page lx( * It is plotted against numbers of paths in fig# 13*'
The performance' index'again seems to converge rapidly
to an asymptotic value as the number of paths is increased*
7*4*2 'A multipath memory filter*
The joint Gaussian moments which were
calculated for the previous set of exerrples are used in this 
exanple* since the noise Is Gaussian and the correlation
coefficient is again exponential* •
, -/**/
f  e
The joint moments are calculated using
equation ( 6*7 ) and the joint Gaussian moments for a
-pixl
correlation coefficient of 6 x * Thus if 
  - / ? t r l
$, - C x . by equation {6:tz ) we have— _ -fn/
^  2,2, -■ C r
The joint moments x,nx*M and ^,'2 are found exactly 
as before* from which the coefficients C„m A }  end J)n, {Tj
are found to be:
i x  3
* (° 
c22(r ) = o.
C23^T )  = c32
C24^  ) = ci,.2 
 ^=
5 Cln ( T >  = Cn l ( r ) = 0
[f> (r ) * 3^,2(zr)J
r
o. 75
12,1244 ) + ),
49*25
♦ 1.3460/3 (77.)
SSgSia-C-r-)..3.5,1875 # 2( r ) * 21 o 3(r)
.4 36*75 ' ’ ' 1
> * °«<T: > " ^ V -( ^ :2|f.7588^2l77) ;♦ 85-676
c (r ) c :»7.1.«.1243/g2(-7r 1*252,5364^(r)>a820875gfr(r-)
; I ’ r  /
Dn<r ) = o. /u/xz* 
D2i(r) = 0*3536^.1 
b31( tr) = -0.0875
= -0.0386 o( T )
= 0,0617
(7.32)
where •= <f ^  {
/2*f-
It cantIb& *proved that' p.^ 1*% j Xx j X) " :1s of class A  f this 
la because both p>, (■Z, j 2.J - z) ana pt-ft.j T) ape
of class A  , and have the same, correlation.coefficients (see 
reference 16}.#
Stnce’ y^ x ■■' t) is of class A> for only two
paths * the equat Ions for *l57(X ) ..are independent,
their solution is. - thus; sis^lified. and becomes ■
~tS, (T) ~ O lolt ilT )
■ ~?S> (r) =■ 0'27(1 ft)-f- 0 -2.222 g f
• Z ^ °  <7.-33)'~  o Z  <*o
for three paths we obtain* ■ ■
.TC ^ *0 ~ o joi/ Jy 0
tJ»/T) = o-i7((l(T)+ cxtfS'f’e
c /P  ~ 2  3 7 l 7 f T  
4. O ev°K& 6 1
(7.34)
®,.o I <  o
iSs(r) » - o cifzv-Sf^ - 0 075-r^e
-  o i:co
O O *'Z
I7t7/2T
T Zy  o
/xs~
R
2©ro. Memory. . Memory
2 'e 2 "e ^2/V 2e/ a
1 0,5000 1*0000 o. 5000c- 1.0000
' 2 0.3750 0*7500 0.3666 . 0.7332
3 0,3673 0.7347 ■ 0.3583 0.7165
b 0.3659 0.7317 " *»•'
■ 5 - 0.3Sgl 0.7241
ttm performance index in w k e d  out wsiagequa tions{5*29)/ 
end plotted in;.fig* 1 3 # ;Again*. little improveimt is achieved. 
In perfonsimoe aa compared with the aero memory filter*.
7*5 ■ ;
Although- the analytical- optimisation -procedure is tedious
for a multipath memoryfilter*- applications have iern ■ ■ •
demonstrated where the labour and complexity might be justi*
the
fledf f m  Instance* if/signal and noise have- the same 
spectral density* although a linear, noise filter .is of no 
practical value*-a multipath noise filter can produce a 
significant tmprovement in m m  squared emm#
Multipath sere sg^rf noise filters also can t>© 
optimised using this procedure* which has advantages over 
the more direct 'method, since* although m  optimum »ero 
memory filter function can b© expressed'explicitly in, terms 
of probability -function (equation 5*11*5* this expr©salon 
Involves integrals which often may be difficult to evaluate* 
la contrast to the labour involved In the optimization:;, of
multipath memory filters, a multipath zero memory filter 
can he optimized, very easily analytically (taking about 
h hours for an average problem)*
Multipath memory filters may be connected, in cascade so 
as to produce still lower mean-squared error* If an analogue
computer is available* a second multipath memory filter can 
be optimized to operate on the output of an earlier filterj 
the mean-squared error generally will be reduced* because j
the combined filter is of higher classification, than a 
filter of class YJf * and can use more statistical Information 
about the signal and noise* As the number of optimum 
cascaded filters is Increased* the mean-squared filtering 
error will converge to either zero or some finite value 
which must be less than* or equal to, the original mean-squared 
error at the input to the cascaded chain# Thus the last of a 
large number of filters ,in the chain will not make an 
appreciable difference to the mean-squared error} intuitively* 
it seems that this filter will become a direct connection* 
whence in equation (5.26 ) and ( 5.27) *
Therefore the coefficients of the probability density expansion 
for the output and desired output satisfy the following equation I
"zXu, (7 1 ) - O  ^  /
(7.35)
tz 7
/1icni{T) = y ni(T)C
ak° k ~ (7.36)
If the input and desired output are such that they satisfy 
this equation* then the optimum filter of elass^^ is an 
attenuator*
A cascade connection of two optimum zero-memory filters 
Is itself a zero-memory filter, so that it is to he expected 
that the second of the two filters will be a direct connection 
since the two filters cannot achieve a lower mean-square 
error than the first alone can achieve* But we can cascade 
a zero memory non-linear filter and a linear memory filter 
alternately and produce successively lower values of mean-* 
square error since* after the non-linear filter, the linear 
filter input will not have the same correlation coefficient 
as its desired output* Such an arrangement may have 
considerable practical advantages due to the relative 
simplicity of the optimization procedure for both zero 
memory and linear memory filters*
8.-0 NON-LINEAR PREDICTION.
/a<?
For the optimization of a non-linear predictor* using 
the method of chapter 5*0* the desired output can he expressed 
in terms of the input by the following identity
-Z.(t) =  O c (t t t) (?./ )
where "T* is the prediction time*
8*1 Froblem 5* . The optimization of some non-linear predictors 
/ for a smoothed random telegraph,'signal ■....input*:
The input signal# some properties ,'of which are considered 
in section €*33$ is not a member of class A, so that the 
optimum multipath memory predictor is not expected to he 
linear (see section
The second probability density function of thoinput is 
obtained from equation (6*h5) after a flight alteration* which 
is needed to make the input variance unity
~ r  ;
where if/~ £ and 0
/3 ©
8*1*1. The optimum linear predictor*
. The optimum linear predictor-is given by the solution 
of the Wiener Bopf. equation (5*32)* .
7 <px  ^ = (Px2. (^ ') L,^o (5.32)
and
A  y'-f') r ^  see equation (8.3)
 ^ V '  6.1(7
r <?’/r+^ ^ " e l T + r l )  { s ' h )
Since the equation (5*32) has to he satisfied when TT, J^o 
only, for convenience in the subsequent solution,: we writes
(8.5>
'■wyw/ so
o'; r < o  . . . . .
The solution, obtained by the method of appendix 13*3*2, 
is found to bes ' \ -
^ T / r )  - e~T[ ^ 7 r)-h 2%fr)J-e lT[^}r)^^(c)J (8.6)
where $(t) is the Dirac delta function defined as
$(T) - o T
^ T  ~ O
I fl)(r) is "the double delta function defined by
Some properties'of higher order delta functions given in 
appendix/3-*.2' permit, the mean-squared error to be calculated 
using equation (5*33) when. (fL* /
^  ^ ( - * r / r )  J t  (s-33)
■ - J ©  v
The . answers are : .
^xz^0\ T
.. ...
0.5 1*228 0*66^2
o*i.': 2*310 0.9853
8»1«2 An .optimum multipath aero memory oredictor*
It Is easily-shown that the first probability density 
of the input'is of the forms;
(8.7)
a 0 elsewhere
/32. j
and the moments are given hy:
 _ j r— *>
:'x*. ' / F "  A  * — — - (8-8)
J x  n-*~ I
whence the polynomial fmet.ions for the input are obtained 
using'equation (3«6)s
a w - /
9 v j^£) ^.'j£ -} ■ ■ ■/
~L > . ^ '
P3 f*) = j E L  (8.9)
it fr'^ -/r',+
a-« ^iA
The following equation, which is derived by a rather
tedious piece of algebra, enables the moments K hiw* — ------
to be obtained
j .
S'V* £  S 6 - 4  i H L - , ± 3 l v \  (8.10)
-— "— " r
t\A -tf + I
n-r even for n+m even
133
=* O  (8.10)
for n ■*> m odd,
From these moments and the polynomials functions, the 
expansion coefficients are found to he:
C„ (-C) -  V(*- y) ( r )  -  L / '(s'^)
C^ir) ® ^ Y 5 '-2 ^  C s A x) =  ^t) (8.11)
c 3tM  = C 3Y - t ) =  ^  y t i - v ?  c > o
- o T - S  ©
C<-» fr) = CJs v ya
c
-  © r  ^  o
U  SS ^  -■'■ Qs- ^ 'T) — ■ JT7 V . Y/- I/)3 T
- © r ^  ©
Cs, M  ~ cts (-Is) = j££ 0-v)z0-3yyz-z^ rpo
(8.12)
3
=  o o
I , -/*/
where y  ~~ *-
These results clearly suggest : that this process belongs
probably
to class A ^  , in fact, it/belongs to a more restrictive 
class, since it seems that all £  0 T ^ o
M TP #vi
/3<y-
By using the relationship J>n, = C ni (r+ -r) 
values of J)n t (o) are found for ~T , a 1,
X°) = 0,500
J>3i (°) = 21 x 0,
whence the.predictor filter function is obtained*
- J)„ t<>) 9 , ( * ) + (°) 9i { * ) +j)?l 6) 9 s (x )
=• -  O 'zS'o x(l~y + O-ZS/2 0-Oit-S'7.X*/t
the
(8.13)
(8.14)
This function is plotted in figure 16. The mean sauared error 
for one* three and five paths is worked out using equation
(5.21) -r,. i:,,.:;:..
fi
2e
1 0*7500
3 0.6499
5 0.6492
6.1*3 An optimum .multipath memory predictor.
The expansion coefficients (x) and J>n, ( r )
are given earlier* it remains for the equations (5.27) to he 
solved by the method of undetermined coefficients (appendix 
3.3).
The solutions are found to bes
/3£T
-  e  T ^ ‘ e ' TJ S 7 c ) +  e "  $  ( r )
tfjx)* \ £ L e-T(i-e-y5n)+ ^ e - ' 6 - e - ^ J ( ‘- ^ rh  
w > 4 >  •
+ jH L  e ‘/i- e~T) ^-3e'7) Y 2 ‘3e'!J / rA) <8*15)
m
mean squared ex^rox*- is worked out using equation (5*29) 
{S££&pp€vK£liy f§'(h' z) (see page 112)
for 1# 3 und 5 paths* fhe performance index/is plotted in
fig* 17 for both the zero'memory and memory predictors for
I, 3 and 5 paths*
E
. ................ .
Zero Memory Memory,
■
2e e2/ 2 / e 2e ® / e 27 a
1 0,7500 1,0000 6* 66^2 0,8857
3 < 0.6^99 0,8665 0,5637 0.7516
5 0,6492 0, 8656 6,5613 0.7484
In fig* 18 curves are plotted showing the contribution 
to the reduction of mean-squared error of each path of both 
the zero memory and memory predictors as a function of the 
prediction time T*
13 6
8.2 Conclusions*
The curves of fig*18 show that the mean—squared error 
or performance index is not smoothly convergent as the 
number. of paths is increased* ; 'This condition seems to. 
exist also in problem 2, as demonstrated by the graphs 
of fig* 13. showing a kind-of oscillatory approach, to the 
asymptotic value*
For this prediction problem there exists a particular 
value of *T: , the prediction time for which the third 
filter path contributes more to the reduction of mean- 
squared error than the first path and also at some other 
prediction time the fifth path contributes more than the 
third| for this latter value of prediction time* a better 
two-path predictor can be constructed by using the fifth 
and first paths than by using , the third and first*
Another Interest ing fact arising out of the solution 
is that the ft) functions are independent of each
other| the reason is as follows. For this problem, all 
the coefficients C nm (t) = o when V ~ © and 
therefore, if the solutions for should be of the
form ^ft) S.U the integrals on
the left-hand sides of equations (5*27) are sero, except 
when ft- rv\ so that the optimum are given by the
solutions of a set of independent integral equations, 
which are easily solved. . Inrthio- problem and^mcny
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9.0 TBS ANALYSIS OF KON LUBAS SYSTEMS
: All physical systems are essentially non-linear* ? 
although. In many cases, owing to the. Input being of 
sufficiently small amplitude, linear analysis' can.be used| 
in other cases linear approximation procedures are adequate, 
but there remains a . class of systems for which more ■> 
sophisticated analysis techniques must he applied* In this 
chapter approximate and exact analysis techniques for non­
linear systems are'considered and some approximate analysis 
techniques are proposed which, may. he useful where linearisa­
tion procedures are Inadequate. , t- ,
1 By‘system* we mean any process* plant or operation which 
exists in the physical world, the variable quantities of 
which are capable of being represented by some mathematical 
scheme of dependence- whether known or unknown* Some 
examples of systems are given below?
1. A communication link in which information is 
transmitted from A to Bj to facilitate this operation the 
message may be encoded at the transmitter and decoded at 
the receiver in a manner which can be described mathemat­
ically*
2* A control system such as a feedback control in ?hich 
an output quantity depends upon an input quantity in some
linear or non-linear manner*♦ ■
*8ome discussion of systems of this kind can be fomd in a 
series of articles by C*M#Burrell and JJl* Lubbock*" , see 
particularly part 1*
' 3* ■ A.chemical' plant In which, ton example, the 
-quality of some output product depends In a complicated 
non-linear manner (which is' usually unknown) on a number 
of system variables such as temperature, pressure, flow* 
frequently the analysis of systems is complicated by 
the presence of unknown non-linearities and rarely Is the 
mathematical description of the non-linearity already 
known# However, in both circumstances it may be possible 
to find a simple approximate structure, which behaves in 
a similar manner# The approximate structure need not be 
linear, although in some cases this is desirable (e#g* 
in feedback system analysis), because an adequate theory 
of linear systems already exists* The information needed 
to enable the approximate
/ *t~C
structure- to he designed can be obtained by experimental ■• 
measurement on the response of the original system whilst 
wording under normal operating conditions* /Purely analytical 
methods of finding an approximate structure from a complete 
mathematical description of both the input to and character 
of, the original system, tend to be tedious if not impossible, 
so that experimental measurement on the actual or a simulated 
system or from operating.records is indicated. This technique 
of experimental analysis of non-linear systems can be''con** ■ 
sidered as an extension of the correlation function method 
of analysis2^*^*2^  for linear systems*
9*1 Systems with a single innut ' ’
Given sufficient information about the input 
and desired output either in the form of signal samples
or as statistical characteristics, an optimum filter can 
usually be determined by one of the procedures of chapter 5*
In order to find the best approximate structure in the mean-
squared error sense the same procedure may be adopted but
becomes
t&jghag the output of the actual system / the desired output 
•z.(t) and its input as the filter input x.(h) . '
If the system belongs to the same class as the filter 
which Is being optimized then an exact equivalence can be 
found using any input which is sufficiently random; a con­
venient choice of input is Gaussian white? noise since then
1+1
' the probability density fraction expansion is a single series 
: .(see equation 6*3) -and dn the optimisation of a multipath 
' ■ memory . filter, at least,the. optimum .weighting .functions are-.; .- 
■ each given by the solution .of ^an independent integral equation*
•■ If the system /belongs to a more general class than • 
the class of filters .being optimised then the optimum filter 
response can only approximate to the system response and the 
optimum filter is dependent upon the input process. It is 
necessary therefore to ..carry . out■ the optimisation using , the 
actual system input, ' ■
9*1*1 . .Best aonroximate attenuators
.■; Bootoif^*^ has -proposed:, an approximate method of , 
analysis for relay systems| .this’ method has been applied 
with success to other zero memory non-linear systems and 
consists essentially of replacing the non-linear1 system by 
an attemator .irhich gives rthe best approximation in the 
mean-squared error sense. The method could be used for 
more complex non-linear systems but the approximation may 
be too severe, -
The equation for an attenuator is*
. y{t)~- k [ * ( t ) +  K- U.20)
^ r " "       ■"■ ■'!■'.J .W  •". ’ "-'I 'II11---.-1.III -■ l  1 ■ i - r - J J "  I " " " ! . ! ' « r ’T "  I’ i i r  i r i ‘ .. ^11 . . . .  . .
This is.a more general class of attenuafcer than that considered 
by Boo ton since we include a term K which is ; independent of x
lq-7-
where: Jc(t) is the attenuator input 
m  is the attenuator output
To find the heat approximate attenuator we minimize the 
mean-squared error •
p* -
L 0 J ' Where. ~^ [t) is the non-linear ■
system output with an input y:(t), 
?/henee lire obtain values for /j and /f as follows?
K ^ L t )  (9 *1)
- 7 <k* t°y < c  „ , N
(9-2)
The least error of the best attenuator is given by equation 5*5
^ = 4 " -  C  (5.5)
The results of equations 9.1 and 9.2 agree with that of 
equation S-rf which gives the optimum attenuator as:
<f) p „  9 , Ox)
$e(&)-St)z(t) X[t)- *
(fx L **■-
= x ( 0 - ~ ]  -1- z  (9.3)
1
/<*■ 3
Since from ecuatlone 3.4 and 3,
; $  ( x> *  ^  -pu ,  9 , l * V &
 ^ ^  . A- , . ; . ; . . , . .  ;
Baoion2^ has shown that the correlation Between the error
and the input >[t) is identically zero if the 
non-linear system has zero memory and the input is daussian* 
This result may he generalized for the class of input 
processes which are- semi-separahle negative,
m  jx/f)- | -Z-(t+T) -  A
c =  4>x * (-0- k
.(Hr) -k[x(t+T)-
(9.4)
(9.5)
For a stationary ergodic process which is semi- 
separahle negative eq.uation^fCbecomes•
4*.*
Aev
(r) = a 4>x» (t) F^o 
4^ z >< (°) _  4>x -zCo) (9.6)a -
<pxx&)
Therefore a — k which is Boo ton’s equivalent gain and
when X  ^  O Thus the linear attenuator has 
produced an error of approximation which is uncorrelated to
its input, for tills ^ perfcrmance is as good as that which/", I
, -.achieve ' ' I
linear, filter can he expected.to /  >. It follows that if ; j
the ■ input is separabl e then (t) 3 o for all 17 as- shown ' '
l > y : ‘W U t  t a l l  J 6 ;- •
9.1.2 Best approximate- linear filters
- For inputs which are not- semi-separable negative or^r 
non-linear systems with memory -a "better approximation can 
probably be obtained with an approximate linear memory 
filter the input-output relationship for which ist
y o
The best approximate'linear filter in .characterized 
by the weighting function ~zS^ Y) and l\ which give minimum 
mean squared error*"
e1 = 0.7)
.The optimum value fork * as befbre, 
is given by ftV The optimum weighting function
is given by equation 9.32 i
(5.32)
J* r , > °
po
 ^L;. —     --•....____
.;■ h
This ■ equation:can ;usually be solved by 'the method 
of Appendix 13*3*1?
By substitution i /f - z(t) -.and equation 5*32 in 
equation 9*7 it can be shorn that the me an-squared error ' 
for the best approximate filter is again given by - equation 
'5*5$'- this' was- proved, generally'in chapter 5* '
... If the non-linear, system has zero memory and .its input 
is semi separable negative , than ■ from equation 9*6 •
T  &
Therefore the solution to equation 3*32 is simply 
given by
zs/t) _ a Vr)
<r, (9.»)
where £(t) is the delta function.
Thus the best approximate-linear filter is a linear 
attenuator in this case*
9,1.3 ' 'Problem LJ The best atmroximate linear filter, for, a
zero memory non-linear system
In this problem we shall consider a zero-memory non­
linear system (see fig*19) defined, by the equation:
^See also reference 27 for a clear description of the method 
of solution.
where & 3 [-*£(-)]■ = - ~ t J I T X , ( t ) - +  J g j Z f  X  ^ f-) (9.10)
The input is the time image of the process con­
sidered in problem 3 of chapter 8 and [xj is the third
order orthonormal polynomial for this input.
This particular problem is chosen because in this 
case Booton*s equivalent gain is zero and therefor© the 
equivalent attenuator is a poor approximate filter* however 
as demonstrated below the equivalent linear filter does 
produce a smaller mean squared error although it is still
doubtful whether it is sufficiently small to be called a 
good approximation*
From equations 8*11 and 8.12 w© see thatj
o T  ^  o
w h i l s t  cj>xx (r)
since /f = after
taking
the time j|; 
image. ] ji
where
".uJ^u.Sia IllliiliiiUJ mj< . .
iq-7
/ (!XL , /oS
. Booton's equivalent gsin p  =■ —— — — - _ (9,11)
<r*x (°)
whilst k -  ^  * O
Thus the mean squared error » I 
For the best linear filter approximation we have to 
solve the equation 3.32s
o<p
J  * & ■ ) & *  4 * J T-)
T , ^ o
By following the method of solution in appendix
13.3 we gets .
TT/t)= R .  \j>(T) + ^ e ' JI  Jo e'^J (9,12)
and the performance index*
OO
e l
— - ,  / _ J (t)J t  ~ .^3
a - , (9.13)t:.
9.1.U Best approximate non-linear filters
linearization of a non-linear system is useful 
particularly if there exists a feedback loop across the 
system (e. g. in Control Systems) because linear analysis
methods can be used to determine the overall response*
whilst retaining the essential physical configuration 
of the loop* An example of the linearisation of a feedback 
system is given in Section 9.3* The intro auction of an 
approximate non-linear filter in place of a more complex 
non-linear system may be useful where linearisation introduces 
errors of approximation which are too large and where feedback 
over the non-lineari ty is non-existent*
(riven samples of the output of the non-linear system 
and its i n p u t o r  sufficient statistical information 
concerning the processes 2. and X the best approximate multi- 
path sero-memory filter can he found by the method outlined 
in Section 5*3*
The approximate filter of degree E is given by
equation 5*19
f  < £  3>«, (5,19)
H-l
By comparison with equations 9.1, 9*2 and 9*3 it 
is seen that the first two paths represent the best approximate 
attenuator.
Xn a similar way the best approximate multipath 
memory filter can be found by the method outlined in Section
the preceding, theory can he extended to enable 
approximate filters to he found when the input is the sum 
of two signals* ■
9 * 2.1 attenuators
28Somerville and Atherton have described a method for
finding the gain constants of two attenuators (one for each 
input) which give least mean squared error when used to 
replace a non-linear system with two uncorrelated inputs and 
a!?.C. level. In the following theory we consider the case 
when the two signals are correlated and make allo?ance for a 
J)’C. level on the output as well as the input*
Let x (ty and ,$70 he two input signals with mean values 
3c and IT respectively*
te'require to find the values ofkt) and K 
in the equation
(9.14)
so that
is a minimum
t S o
H) -  *  kx 4x* O  - 2- hi 4s, & - 2  K  
'+ kx <£ 2+  ^  kx ks cf>xs (*) +  k  <fs +  k
—  2 k- 2 z.ft) ' (9,15)
H ) K
* \ x/7j as before*
~ - 2- 4x~ f°) +Xkx fx2-h a A)
^  ^  ^Sz ^  2 <f$ ^ (j>xs f°)
Therefore /?* and ^  are given by the solution of 
the simultaneous equations?
?^:r (he *+. dj& ~~
(fi ^  ?^v <>* f t s / o )  “  (& /°S 2.fi> )
By solving these equations we obtaint
(9*16)
(9.17)
^  dl- ' ft* fc) ~ - ft*/o)ft${o)
/ — fxi(o)* _  A,,VrA (9.18)
h = -ii- ^  ~  P * * ^  ^
<?f ) - fxll0) (s*19)
/S'/
then the inputs are uncorrelated we obtain the equations of 
Somerville and Athertons '
it* * S -  />». <y* A -  ^<r» ' (9 .2 0 )
(9.21)
From equation 9.15» 9 .16  and 9 . i7  we obtain
e 2 = - k* (fa.2— ks d$ ~ £  kit ks dx <C f*s f°) (9.22)
the
This equation for/mean square error could have been 
obtained from equation 5*5 to which it is identical*
If the non-linear system had been replaced by a single 
attenuator thens
i = Y Y - k Y Y  (9-23)
where k
JL 
JCi-S(fjt
I °) X^z. (°)
Y 2+<fs?- ^ h Y o
riaawiiWi WtfWfrttifn I
/S-2.
Using equations 9.18 and 9.19 we obtain
j nx ^ x. -h h$(f's1~ f^xs /^ ) (kx"+k^
<fx‘* e * i  4,/t) ~  (9-2 W
Eroo equations 9.22, 9.23 and 9.24 it nay be shown
that? '
<fx3 + fs v  14>ki (°) (9.25)
ea" - e* =
(9.26)
and fa* - £*~ when either - 6
> (9.27)
(fx*/I2 ~ &
. or
The latter condition occurs if ^ ( 0
From physical considerations it is seen that in hath
conditions
these o ;.•/• -n3 the two attenuators can he replaced hy a single
attenuator without any alteration to the output*
If and are uncorrelated then thejsiean squared
error for a single attenuator is no greater than the mean
I _ L
squared error for two attenuators if and only if, *  ^<
/ss
These results can he generalized for the case of 
inpats* 7
9*2.2 £roM^j!Lj2*_The3 j ^  for the
' . zero memory filters of problems 1 and 2* ■
The best approximate attenuators for each of the zero
memory noise filters of problems 1 and 2 have been worked out
and the results are recorded belo\¥f Since the mean squared
error of the approximation is small in most of these cases
the relative values of ^  andA^ give some Indication of
the filter performance*
A* Approximate attenuators for the filters of problem it
1* H, * C o onsfx*
I?*. ~ oS~<t-66 normalized mean squared error of
the approximation
-  p.077^
ii. S'- O'Z ’ ^  , , r
/  ' k ~ f-SSZox - + 0 ‘6&7S?ir
k- ~  0 Qo't-X <J . '
normalized mean squared error of
0-2^3o the approximation 0 0s'S'x
iii* ^ 1eO'?'fi2 • / *Ste77x - /o7/£x*
■ * . 7 >  0 ^ 37^  A
. k*9 0'99<+‘$' normalized mean squared error of
the approximation, -
k , - o o ? z r = o-co+r
The notation is changed to conform with problems 1 and 2*
B. Approximate attenuators for the filter of problem 2
2^. = (fy ~ I
^  = - ~ 0 :2 2  H~. (  +  6*<+l7 H-X +  0'2<t-7% +
O cofry'X^ '''+- O-czroS^ x *
k z . ~  0 & 3 7 9
normalised mean squared-error of 
L - O'36zc> approximation
OlSii
s . ..... ' . : ...
9.2.3 A linear memory filter and an attenuator
A dual input non—linear system can be replaced by the 
best approximate linear memory filter for one of its inputs 
and the best approximate attenuator for the other#
The combined filter output can be expressed by;
E X J ?  -
' x f r ~ T y ^ d T + k l u 4 - T ] + k  (9 2^8)
We require to f indTj/r), k± and H  such that
e l s
CkS* /
To - 2 f Sx^  (z)clr-xk^  4>iz_C°)~2!<*■(t)
Jo
x k l*\f{Tj(j>xS (z)dT
, 2 1  / 2. (9.29)
" ^ 4  %$ 6o)i- !<
"c> ~e3 p**3
- - “ 2 i I 7T/r)(j>x j(r)dr - ^ 4  ^ ^
30)
and as usual ^ - z/f^
Substitution in equation 9*29 yields?
rs Oo ...... ^ ■
'v / r j * (T) ^ T ~  ^ ikt2- ~^7eT
■ '
+ f  2s(T)dT, J 'ts/tJ J t ,
e* = < C -  4 s *V?) +  [ 4 s * ^ 4 * * 4 * J j j a
+ f  T~Skz)dZ~, f  tz fT y )  J  tj. f  f ix *  t * ) ~  4 * 1 f x s
Jt Jo L ( Q xa \
Minimization of this eq,uationf using the variational calculus, 
yields an equation of the Wiener Hopf type*
UU«#s*6iUUti6hiiuuoUUUtiU*ti
iS&
This equation can usually be solved by the method of 
appendix 13*3*
If 2C and S are uncorrelated then
4s*
<rs 2
and is given by the solution of
j f  /^n.) <f>xx (t,-r) dr, = fc) 
1~,?/o
(9.33)
J
9*2*4 Two linear filters
We may choose to replace a dual Input non-linear system 
by two linear memory filters one for each input* The combined
output of the two filters is given by;
£*? p ^
lit) -j f*4(z)jx{t-T)- —Jclr+j^ fr)[sd-z)-Tjdr
- t k
(9.3k)
The optimum functlon Tj^ (t) and 4JjT/r) to give the 
best approximation can be found by minimizing the mean 
squared error. This is the same problem as the one dealt 
with in Section 3*4 where the optimum weighting functions 
^ 4 / t) had to be found for the multipath filter* The 
solutions for the optimum function '2$x are
therefore given by the two simultaneous integral equations 
below?
/£7
oa
Jlfa)  ^  (rr T ) j T ^  I Xj
' V0 '
/^O  ^t ^  #
fD & (tyfaxfo~r^ r, +l^sfo) 4sJ^-z)drx (9^ 5)
~  J^z. At) C,^°
These equations can he solved by the method of undetermined 
coefficients as described in appendix 13.3*
If X and S are uneorrelated the equations 9.35 
become two independent equations of the Wiener Eopf type.
For the general case with #n Inputs there will be # * 
simultaneous integral equations,
9*2.5 A zero memory filter and an attenuator
A dual input non-linear system can be replaced by the 
best approximate zero memory filter for one of its inputs 
and the best attenuator for its other input.
The combined filter output can be expressed by
^ p r -7
” JL kXti & [*1 ^3 +■ ** Z^ " TJ + k (9.36)
K~»
The ne an square error is given bys
£  /?*„ /9m [W^J-  ^ [ ^ -  ?] 4/S^
.. v  , (9*37)
/by using the orthonorm&l property of Bh JX] ) 
Differentiating partially with respect to K  and equating 
to zero gives the usual result that f( ~ iz-it)
e r /? '
- - - 2 + 2 &  Rx Sg s (<>)-*■ 2ks <£ = o
c> k »•**. s * (9,38)
*S
"c) T*
^  X 4  ^  1  + 1  k  0 -  o
d k, **
Solving these equations gives
£ = .4u  (°)- 4 4 9 * * &
.fa = <£* 4&„* (c) ~  (°) /r,s 6
(9,39)
(9.41)
Equations 9*18 and 9*19 can be obtained from these equations.
. A non-linear feedback system (tig*20) can fee analysed 
fey the methods described in Section 9.1 and 9.2.
Th© insertion of an approximate filter for the non­
linear box is chosen rather than the alternative approach 
of replacing the whole feedback system by an approximate . 
filter. This is because it is desirable to retain the 
essential configuration of the loop so that the analysis 
does not become divorced too much from physical reality.
To permit linear analysis methods to be used It is 
necessaiy to linearize the loop) this can fee done fey replacing 
the non-linear box fey the best approximate linear filter or 
fey replacing it fey two separate filters only one of which need 
fee linear*
Ther© exists a fundamental difficulty in applying the
L
theory of Sections 9.1 and 9*2 to feedback systems) it is 
concerned with the fact that the introduction of an approx­
imate structure within the loop disturbs one of the inputs 
and thereby invalidates the theory* Changes in the ampli­
tude of the feedback signal can fee allowed for, this is 
done in Booton1© method and in the describing function 
method for deterministic inputs, but the design of a more 
complex approximate structure requires greater input 
information so that changes in other statistical properties
/io
.fdf the input should also he allowed for* If the approximate 
structure ".gives an output which is sufficiently close to the 
desired output thenf of course# th© feedback signal will not 
he appreciably changed by th© insertion of the approximate 
structure and the approximation will not be degraded signific­
antly because of this effect, A practical example of this 
situation is given later# but circumstances can arise where 
the approximation is poor and nothing can be done to improve 
it*
let the non-linear box consist of a zero memory non- 
linearity only (figi20). so that:
-z-(tr)*- f  where e ( t )  = x ( t ) ~  s f r )  (9.4 2)
then s(t) ►. j **J^ , (T) f  [e(t~~Tr)JdT  (%U3)
Substituting In equation (9*h2)s
Successive substitution leads to the result:
u t I
&o p& F
~^~h* I
d t, dltm' Jtpo (? %%) 
Therefore, in genera*^  the overall system is of Zadeh’s
_ v") *  ^ proposing to
Class y©^ . ■ Since we are/replace: the non-linear box by a
linear filter in the loop and at the most a non-linear filter
of class YJ( in the input, the approximate overall system is
only of classy1( , it is to be expected that situations 
! *
will arise where the approximation may be very severe. Thus 
whilst the application of these approximate methods to-feed** 
bach systems may be important because no other methods of 
analysis are available for non-linear feedback systems, it 
is not expected that they will always be satisfactory! for 
this reason# at least, methods of optimising higher order 
filters is worth investigating (see chapter 11),
9*3*1 : Problem 7* linearisation of a non-linear limiter
The limiter system of fig.21 which is almost identical 
to the system which Boo ton used as an example to demonstrate 
his method of lineariEation# was simulated on the H>eelsion 
Analogue Computing Equipment (PACE) in Brussels. The 
simulated system is shown in fig.21 • * The limiter was
  —  .I , ,,      - - ml-        
V>
For a key to the principal symbols used in these diagrams 
see fig.23.
simulated by. a-biased diode .{feedback, circuit which was .adjusted
to limit the swing.of the output of amplifier B to 33*1/3 volts.
The input; was chosen to have, a variance of 33*1/3 volts so that
the range of the computer. (CNlQO v)- was used fully without
saturation occurring for more than^/f^of the total time when
using a Gaussian input (see,Appendix 13*1)* Two different
values of; the. gain K . of the ,limiter" amplifier B .; and the
time constant T  of the integrator C were used* The follow**
ing measurements were made:,. (using the, circuit of fig*22) by ,
integrating various cross products for a chosen time interval*
This timeinterval was chosen# rather arbitrarily# to be long
enough to give a calculated variance in the mean squared value 
- (s^ e Q'pp&dU'f.
(pi x (°) Of less than the experimental results agree'
approximately with this calculation*
limiter
Gain K
■w.y*
Integrator 1 
. Time Constant
5
sXX
-9- (°)
Case (i) 
Case (il)
1 ' : 
10
i sec. 
1'■ sec.
0,602
0.602
Integratf 
over 3
343.2
65h* 6
id volts 
. min.
Although the results for $ $ 9  w^en h is even were
measured# they are not included in the tables below# since 
symmetry it can be seen that they must be zero*
^*ti£aa*EHi6s
^ss (°) 01 h e / ) ' /0^ ohef°)
Case (1) ■ ' 2 3 * 5 1 3 •*•0.666 0.054 -0.018
Case (11)
i<>waxai«KV ft»ri nii,*iitfw»*W te.< )*w*W 1mif. .... . inEflwwfrMWw***
268* 580 : -7.602 0,801 -0.269
ktfi) ■073 he/)- fCriio h  ej°)
Case' (i) ' . HD#0l|0 13.447 -3.667 **x #158
Ota© (it) . -0*360 . 13.057 -2,507 ■**0# Sx$j
Integrated volts over 1 minute
and 29 & m Bhmm muXtiehazmol.-.pen reeer&tnia of th© signals 
at various• points: in ■ th© system for'both eases (t) and (It)
K
Case £ 1) Case (11) .
8 » 1 S e 3 a « 5 n « 1 R *  3 ' l « 5
^ y nw'.~
tf 0.653 0.6S0 0 ,6 7 9 ' 0 ,9 7 4 ■ 1*0 0 3- 1*002
\ ^ • 694 0 .6 9 5 0 .6 9 5 '1*023 *1 tS *9»# *1
k
.., 3 .... -0,543 -0 . 5 4 3 . *0*512, -0*512
1
- i £ - J
0.181 ' 0*056
«hieh » • »  eaXcai-afcol (aacaalit; that tits epps*esli8sts f i l t e r  
c?sao53 *»  iicluybcassis to its  i«  at) sal aeseaswS o ^ o ri rtslli?* 
•era t ‘ j a  ia  t ie  ts fc l* to law * ........ . "
R
H  ■ 1. II • i HI. I frr.lii i i .  1,1.11 . II M
Calculated 
normalised 
m*s* ©*
.Measured
normalised
m*s*e*
Gas© (i)
’■ 1' ; ' : 0*09363
3 0.01864 ,
5 0.01251 0*0649S
Case(li]
1 0.31914.
3 0»281j.S
•
5 ■ 0.28143 0*3094
Values of .error at the Eystem output were too small 
to he measureahle.
I t  18 cv .th a t ia  %aQi csss i ( i )  ©sul ( i i )  
«2s» #»/ • f?xi , ®»is in te re s tia .; jpesuli e«sl4 b&
Cij to ffa-t. that e®.7 ’ fe llo w  up* «j*.t*ss tfesuid rwluco 
a rise;: *„q j/V-\ which ia msf maxi? ivuieal to Ito iai.-ut
x/t) . tlms iVea ea-u-itlsu f»t>9 ma, $#1(1 m  set that
(f^ ks^  kXl ^  a?®'“teot intescrws t t kx, k%<^3'
m m m  la  o-asa Cl) ©Me&» £■** to  v.? l&w gala lo ros 
tis a  ecaatani, d l l  s o t r - v  /sat i  ctk ^ cw^im  1 fg lta f
' ■ $*rom equations 9*35 ■it is seen that 'if then
y it can Be concluded that if the filters A 
and5  of fig*20 “belong to the same linear class then for 
a #follow up* system little improvement is achieved By 
using a,separate filter for each input*
Since for the case^~ / we cam replace the attenuators 
A and B of fig* 20 By a single attenuator the approximate 
system is almost identical to Booton1©*- It is unfair to 
call it Bootonf8 equivalent system Because no allowance has 
Been made to correct for changes in the .variance of s/t)
But since Boo ton suggested doing this By a douBtful* 
analytical procedure, the results oBtained may Be no worse 
than Boo ton fs, - In case (i) a significantly Better approx­
imation is oBtained when ^ than when t In case (ii) 
the difference Between the results oBtained when and 
/?~ / are not very significant* In this latter case neither 
approximation seems to work very well*
He assumes that the error signal e(t)- ) is Gaussian*
this assumption seems very douBtful especially for a system 
response that follows the input fairly accurately in whihh 
case the error, signal is small and could'Be significantly 
non-Gaussian althcragh. both X(t) and l(t) may he very 
nearly Gaussian themselves*
!U
\
10,0 THE KOK^LIKBAR COMfrEKSATlOH OF A FEEDBACK COHTEOL
; SYSTEM* |
It has -been demonstrated In earlier chapters that a 
non-linear system may be capable of giving a much better 
performance than the optimum linear system# Applications 
to noise filtering and prediction are almost obvious but . 
other applications, particularly to the optimisation of 
control system^ are severely complicated by practical 
considerations*
Sometimes : some of the physical components of a system 
are chosen as a result of considerations other than their 
performance# This situation arises most commonly in control 
systems where often the motor and load are predetermined by 
considerations of the operation to be performed, the available 
power* convenience etc j also it is quite common for the 
essential control system configuration to be decided out of 
other practical considerations; for instance, feedback loops 
are commonly employed so as to minimize drift due to 
component changes and other causes. These practical consider­
ations complicate the system optimization and it becomes 
hecessary to compensate the system performance by the 
insertion of a linear or non-linear network# The use of 
linear networks for this purpose is very common, but non­
linear compensation, though more difficult, possesses the
advantage, mentioned above# that better performance may be 
obtained.
The response of a non-linear or linear system may be
compensated toy the parallel connection of a multipath 
filter which has toeen optimized on a desired output of
- ±S(t) — u {e)J 3 where is the output
of the non-linear system and $(t) is its desired output* 
This parallel compensation of an existing system may toe 
satisfactory for applications in electronics such as 
encoders or decoders tout it may to© impossible in other 
applications, such as control systems* which are required 
to give a power output* A method of non-linear compensation 
of a feedback control system is considered in this chapter*
10*1 : The theory* .
The method proposed herein does not attempt to tackle 
the problem of the optimization of a feedback loop contain­
ing a non-linearity* This is too difficult at the moment, 
since, as demonstrated in chapter 9, such systems are, in 
general, of class * Instead, the problem of
improving the performance of an otherwise optimum linear 
feedback system is considered, not toiy the insertion of a 
non-linearity within the loop, tout by connecting a feed­
forward loop over part of the linear loop* Fig*30 shows 
a linear feedback system* t~{p) is the motor and load 
transfer function, Hfp) is the linear compensating network 
transfer function* Fig*31 shows- the same.system with the 
feedforward compensating network C connected*
/fhe. following practical; restric tions. on .the . design, are 
, normally ■ encounteredt
it The motor and load are speeified, therefore F'^ p)
'is 'invariant* .:-,—
2* The motor and load being non-linear saturate at 
■ some ■ amplitude| ■: to permit.the. assumption . that, they, are 
linear a restriction on the motor input mean power * 
is Imposed so that saturation occurs on the average for a 
certain small percentage of . the time*
3* essential feedback configuration is decided by 
practical considerations#
lsrewtons®#38 modifications' of W i e n e r * #32, optim­
isation procedure enables the optimum H(p) (fig*30) to be 
found for any specified F(p) y (f* and input spectral density
Clearly for the same power limitation* there is no 
object in adding a linear feedforward network for C, 
since no greater improvement in performance can be achieved 
than by the correct choice of H(p) , However although Hfp) 
has been chosen to give the best linear response the insertion 
of a non linear network C  can improve the performance still 
further# Therefore C  ■ :v '^dc&ii a multipath
For the purpose of this chapter the possible presence of 
hoise at the input is ignored although the theory needs 
no extension to include this case#
Ho
memory filter and we assume that has "been chosen to
give ^ optimum linear performance *'-' SinceG  'contains a linear 
path, for mathematical convenience, though not in practice, 
we "shall suppress thebe' input to-- H(p) giving the system 
of iig#.32*
. The error unilateral haplace transform Is then #ven by;
W  '- i+ H fP)F (P) ^  (10.1)
where S^p) is the transform of the desired system output s/&
which may be equal to or a component part ofx(t) (if
■ . , -■ ■ ;  ■' '-/x' the error
the input contains superimposed noise). t(f>) is the transform of /
6^9 and Y(f) is the transform of the filter output ^  .
\ ^ '
But <, A ) - <£ Pn [ x f r - r ) l a :(r)J l
(f ■ I' Jo
.% .■>/#>) ■* (10.2)
h r /
. where is the transform with respect to ^
of 9 k [y(f)]
Substituting equation 10,2 in 10,1 gives?
f/p\
m - T h v ^ f ®  , 1 ; ( « • ’)
,3E . As explained later, the choice of is-subject only to
practical considerations, it need not he chosen to give 
optimum linear performance.
17/
The transform of the motor input is given byi
y ( t ) .= t + m F ( p y ^ - ‘9n (p) (10.4)
At this stage one of the following three substitutions 
can he used. The particular choice of substitution will 
depend on the problem, as explained later. The remaining 
algehra is worked out in terms of general symbols.*
Case (l) The first substitutions ■
ULn(r)~ WnI ?L \
1+ H(f>) F(p)
% ( { > ) ^  F(e)9»(p) (10.5)
fl.fr) - 9 n (p)
Case (ii) The second substitutions '
tnjo) = He)^ Ce)
1+ Hfp) F(p)
H « M  - ©. i,)
=  &G>) F"(r)
Case (iii) The third substitution
uln($ = ^(p)
U (A . F( f)  9 nIf L -  (10.7)
!+ h(p)F(p)
Q  / \ &*(p)_____ _
(  ■ r'(f’) ~ j +  tffp) p(p) _____ .
The symbols used are taken from the Russian alphabet.4
UVL pronounced sh; ij pronounced ch and fi pronounced ya9
(10.6)
n x
£y-'using one of these shbstitmtions in eq.nation 1G«3 and 
tahing the,-, inverse transform we get* :
(X?
e[t)- s(t)~ £
r
^Or-x)utn(r)dT
where Hr> (t~) is the inverse transform of (PJ 
and " " " " Ul (p)
(10,8)
Also taking the inverse transform of equation 10,U givess
R
,Q€>
(10.9)
h ~ / >/o
where fini6") is the inverse transform of
* Z 90 J
^  =  4 k £ > - 2 4  ^ J r) % Ksiv)^T
h -• Jo
£
+  £  £
h*» m-i
**k ^  %  ft) <f^ n t|w ftr 10.10)
also
*/■- £  £
h=M hi “ • . f r X A )
0 & iX>
: ^ + >  <r = 4ts^ " 2 t- ft) i-us M d rt\ ~ 1 Jo
(10.11)
*x? S O
« R 7/
+  £ £
ft — ( Mn =• I (10.12)
/73
Minimization of this equation In terms of the Lagrangtan 
multiplier y\ yields an implicit solution for m (T ^  
in terms of , By a trial and error procedure, a value 
of can he found, giving a set of solutions for m /t)  
which, when substituted in equation 10*11 yields the 
required .
Let■ &  be the variation produced in <f when
Uln (r) is given a variation of £ yj (t) where y\ fj-J 
s a physically realizable linear weighting function and
£ a small; number* 
Then
a
A  -  - a f e  %
h ~ *
R R
+  £  e- f >v» ~l
04 94
t  £  2  e ' f ( y j r , )  y „  f r j l < k  ( t  - t )  + A  4 f t  -
< m-r JJ0 V [/ 7*7** * ^  J
0 ctrJ ti
Equating when £  ^  o gives
^ T ) h ° (10.13)
Using the fundamental lemma of variational calculus1
we getI
r
W* - !
1?
ui fc) cj>. , (rr (rrr\
■■**■ ' V Tfl,X ' <10.1k) 
T '?°
)
fhe equations, which give the optimum are;
of the same form as equation £5^ 27) and they can be solved 
by a similar* method (see appendix 13,3)*
Since H(f>) is unspecified by the solution of equations 
10* 1h it can be chosen arbitrarily provided the following 
practical points are attended to*
1* An unwise choice of H ( p ) may cause some or all of
un
W*/p) v-.^ ii-phyeicalljir/realiaable.
2, A choice of H^>) - o is often impractical since 
some feedback is required to minimise drift* For this reason 
it may be desirable also to reconnect the input to Hfp) 
as in fig*33 and modify accordingly the linear path optimum
■ t ■ t
transfer function Vs/, In the compensating network C as 
below *.
iJ,(rl = d(r)-<*H(r)'- («•«)
, PC __
since Q 6*) ~  . (assuming i' = o )
/ 75”
3* It may be possible by a sensible choice of #(?) 
not only to satisfy the practical restrictions 1 and 2 above 
but also to save on the number of components in the synthesis 
of all the K,(p) transfer functions, this situation arises 
if the function ^which are transforms of the optimum
^lm ^ T) given by equation 10*14 ^  contain some common 
factors#
411 of the above practical considerations concerning 
the choice of m  require that.it shall be.chosen after 
the optimization has been done and the optimum ULm (,)
funnctions are known* This is easy for cases (i) and (ii) 
but the use of the substitutions of case (lii) necessitates 
a prior choice of that the correlation coefficients
can be determined, 
however, this choice Can be .modified after the optimization, 
provided all the optimum weighting functions jJT 
are modified;to correspond*
The correlation coefficients needed In the optimization 
can be obtained either experimentally by analogue measure­
ments ■'on long samples of .the input X (t) and desired output 
s(t) or analytically from a knowledge of the statistics 
of x(t) and s/t) * Fig*34 shows the block diagram of the 
measuring equipment needed for the experimental determination 
of the correlation coefficients for case (i); It is seen from 
this diagram that it is necessary to simulate not only the 
polynomial functions /*) but also the motor and load.
nt
For-the analytical determination of these, correlation coeffic­
ients the following equations may he usedi ,.
G& &C>
r
(T h ( | ~ iisi,SL
and o o
(W < U
where -f it) is the Inverse transform of F(p)
. .^09 ■;
Jo
where ■<(> s (t) = A  J>h, t*) ( (10.16)
Gas© Qo
f '
and
(10.17)
where
- f »  i» the inverse transform of Ftf)
also
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Case fill)
nm t/'m 'i'i in iiiCT
vw /f) - j f/h)f (L) <j)
JL L
and &C' w
d) /■ r) *  k/b.) kfc) Cnm ('F+trt.) cH-JhL
' J J
where : is the inverse transform of Ffp)
and m  . w
i
(10.18)
r
11- Hfc)
also
is the inverse transform of m
I ~h Hfp) f ( f )
= 6-M
It is seen from the above equations that the substi- 
tut ions of case (lit) leads to considerably more worh in ■
the analytical computation of the correlation coefficients
; '* t : set of
than in the other cases. Case (ii) is the best/substitutions
in this respect*-.-pother factor which may influence the
choice of substitution is the non existence of some of the
correlation coefficients* e.g. when the motor and load
transfer function F(p) contains a factor of the form f>
repr esen ting In tegra ti on * ': then 1 ts output auto - corr elati on
coefficient usually does not exist since its output is a
divergent non-stationary process for a bounded non-zero 
inputj therefore all the other correlation coefficients 
^ . j r)  of case (i) may not exist* the correlation
coefficients <V0  ^ /V) of case (li) may not exist either
/ ' (P\T \1
because the derivatives of the signal ma^ not
exist* For these reasons the substitutions of case (iii) 
may have to be used*
10* 2 Problem1 7*
i t i f w e s s a m w i i i
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11, LIMITATIONS AHB EXTENSIONS ON THE THEORY.
in this thesis some attempt has been made to simplify 
non-linear filter optimisation so that it can be performed 
by an almost routine procedure* which is generally applicable 
to engineering problems* This has been done by considering 
only a relatively simple class of filters instead of the
C . Q
more general and complex filters considered by others *
A number Of question^, some of which remain mans wared* 
have arisen as a result of this study and are considered 
in this chapter*
11*1' Available Information*
It has been Implicitly assumed hitherto that the 
information needed for the optimisation of a non-linear 
filter of class is readily available* either in the 
form of statistical data or as long samples of the input 
and desired output* It is not difficult to Imagine 
practical situations where this is not so* particularly 
in the application to noise filtering* where only limited 
information about the desired output maybe available*
The best that can be done In such circumstances is to choose 
a class of filters to be optimised* which use just that 
information which is available and no more* For example* 
if only spectral information is available* then the 
required class is the linear class. An approach of this 
kind demands first that a lucid classification of non-
UMltefoHHWIBiWlitK
IK
linear filters "be established! based upon information 
needed in'the'optimisation^ so that the appropriate class 
of filters for the problem can be chosen a priori, depending 
on the available information* An elucIda classification is
11» 2 ■ Non-atatternary signals.*
A second assumption which has been made is that the 
input and desired output of the filter are both stationary 
and ergodie* Unfortunately, this assumption is more serious 
than the former, since a very high proportion of signals in 
practice are non-stationary*
She theory of chapters 3 and 6 is presented in a general
manner for non-stationary signals and the optimisation 
procedures of chapter 5 could be generalised for time- 
dependent filters with non-stationary inputs* However, there 
remains the almost insurmountable practical difficulty of 
how to obtain sufficient data concerning the input and 
desired output when only a single s&rcple of a non-stationary 
enseirible is available# Special cases could be tachled, such 
as that considered by Beutler^, but since few signals
occurring In practical situations have been adequately 
analyzed, it is not yet possible to decide which special 
cases are of practical importance; some classification of 
processes based upon their non-stationary properties seems 
to be needed*
not available at the present time*
11*3 Other performance criteria*
The third basic assumption, which has been made, is that 
the mean-squared error criterion is acceptable for the 
application in question* It is not difficult to visualise 
applications where the mean-squared, error; criterion is not 
m  appropriate as some other criterion. Zadeh^ has pointed 
out that there are two approaches to the . optimization problem. 
In one# a class of filters is chosen and an optimum filter 
within this class is found by minimizing the mean-squared 
error. In the other, an appropriate statistical criterion 
Is chosen and the optimum filter is found for this criterion 
without restriction as to its class. This latter approach 
is more difficult but some problems have been tackled using
11*1* Classification of processes*
The optimum non-linear filter of some class, under 
certain conditions of input, may belong to a subclass, 
which Is more easily optimized and synthesized* This 
situation can often be foreseen, thereby simplifying the 
optimization, if a logical classification of processes 
and their properties is available* For instance, referring 
to the theorem in section 6*h, wq^ee that a linear 
filter Is as good as a multipath non-linear filter, if the 
input is separable, both with respect to itself and with
other criteria.^
respect to the desired output 5 separability.is easily 
tested using the invariance property so that the need to 
measure the expansion coefficients can be obviated in this 
case*
In this thesis, some extension of the classification 
of processes has been made by the introduction of the semi- 
separable class and its properties which have some import­
ance in non-linear filtering, but there seems to be a need 
for further extension of the still limited classification 
of processes which is available*.
11*5 Generalizations,
The problem of the analysis of non-linear feedback 
systems was discussed in chapter 9, in which it was shown 
that, in general, a non-linear feedback system cannot be 
exactly.'simulated except by a filter of 2adeh#s class 
Thus exact analysis and the optimization of such systems 
Cannot be performed by the methods proposed herein* .Jllso, 
outside the scope of this thesis comes the exact analysis 
and optimization of multi-input non-linear systems.
However, some■;generalizations are proposed here which - 
may lead to the development of methods, which are capable 
of dealing with these problems* -
11*6 Generalization of the orthonormal polynomials*
So that the optimization procedures for multipath single 
Input filters can be extended to multi-input filters, it is
necessary. to. define a Set of generalised, orthonormal 
polynomials* :
For the set of stationary signals* ~ - j^K ,
let ^ ~ ” ~Oc‘'0 represent a set
of orthonormal polynomials with respect to the Joint 
instantaneous probability function jon - - - - Jcn^  over
the whole range , of jc^ x  ^ ■
i» e«
K*
^  ^  T*,S--£ CX‘ >x± ■*«)
/ > „  /x(J y, —  -y^ ) J r, c/y, - - - dx*
= /,?=-/ (11.1)
« 0 otherwise*
On the assumption that these polynomials exist, we can derive 
a recurrence equation for them, which is a generalisation 
of equation ( 1'i )*
♦ Only stationary signals are considered here for 
■ simplicity* ■
'«,hvk '• r i t q.o— k • <-*,o~ C(-0 b- o * n .
&L~ f>j h-c^ /c*z kt J (ll*2)
where ^  ^  ^ is of lower order than ^  ^  (i*e*
at least one of its suffixes is of lower order and none are 
greater) *■
For simplicity,-we write equation (11*2) using a.vector 
notation as. follows*. ^
# < £ * >  A A * ? -  d  (11.3)
0
and the orthonormal condition is written* -
£ ,  W  ^  M  f M < £ * - / . * = / ?
. ~ 0
otherwise
Multiplying {1X#3) by and [xj and
using the orthonormal property, gives the following two 
equations respectively, in the unknowns- f)o( and
no
v -  A <  m w (11.5)
Oi~l
I = W 2< - 2  ^  •B, flA  W ' f e  w
/?=
■7s
- I
i! is.
“O
Substituting (11*5) in (11.6) gives
(11.6)
L  =
/z (11.7)
Therefore substituting (11.5) and (11.7) in (11.3) gives
r€.Ciu^ €vy eg €c}Aui f< <n^
the gesggatt? the poljraiomials'A '
These polynomials will exist if [x.] 
exist for" all (Ve. air p. 9 —  <
denominator of (11,6) is nonzero* They can be obtained 
by an experimental procedure similar to that described in 
chapter 3 lor the first order case#*
It la interesting to note that if my  or all the signals 
X-* are statistically independent of the
rest, then the orthonormal conditions of equation (lljj.) are 
satisfied by a function which separates, i*e* '
and -X, is statistically independent of — x *
Assuming that multipliers,. adding amplifiers and .• 
attenuators alone, are used to.synthesize these polynomials 
(by a similar procedure to that recommended in chapter 3), 
then it can be shorn that the number of multipliers needed 
for m  th order polynomial with inputs is given by*
where sj = S -+ (S-)+ ^ _2)+ ---
(*' x "3 =  9c '*x -)
is orthonormal .with respect to
n
70 multipliers are needed
5=3
rv ~ 3 1
15 multipliers are.needed
/<?2L
11*7 Generalizations of probability density expansions*
Two expansions of higher order probability density 
- functions are proposed here with very little attempt at 
demonstrating either their limitations or their properties*
11*7*1 The first generalization?
We postulate that there exists a class of n th order 
probability density functions for which the following 
expansion is possible?
■11*7*2 The second generalization?
We also postulate that there exists a class of t\ th order 
probability density function^ for which the following 
expansion is possible:
(11*10)
113
°*9 && ©<?
■£ i - - < 1  M /t;r,--T„.,)
^ o  Xf-o ^
X ■) (11.11)
In vector notation this becomes!
^  M  ^  C J r ]  ^  w  t  W
■ o(-0
where the polynomials h l * l  
11*6, and
(11.12)
are defined in section
C < M  =  f (11.13)
Since [*, oj — I-^ O
we hare
in equation (11*13)
C  £»] =' f J„ W  'T’. [*]</* = «  *  * »
and
Also by substitution of (11*8) in (11*13) we get
This result also holds for the two-dimens ional ease treated 
in chapter 3*
11# 8 Higher Order fliters*
Some generalisations of the optimisation procedure 
discussed in the earlier chapters are proposed here for 
filters of higher order# ; The limitations of these general­
isations ar^iot discussed#
11*0*1 The.first canonical form* .
'We postulate that there exists a class of Kernel 
function of Sad@hfa filters of class yjh for which the 
following expansion is‘possible*
= 2  f-'-i -*r Sr“r>-'Ti) 9° *'*• %(■*')
C( = 0 fcio «•*>--*f (11.16)
where &  (*<); yi (*>) and <  fa) are defined in section 
3 * i „
A class of non-linear filters can be defined by equation 
(11* 16), optimisation of which involves the solution of k 
simultaneous integral equations of n th order*
11*8*2 The second canonical form*
We postulate that there exists a class of Kernel 
function of Sadehfa class y*, for which the following 
expansion is possibles
K X jt, -  J
Optimization of the class of filters defined by equation {11*1?)
. frV\ Ht_/
again involves the solution of k simultaneous ^equations of 
k th order*
.4 ■ ‘
11*8*3 Some multi-Input filters of class *
For a multi-input filter of class y t * the Kernel 
function is of the form k  [ and each 
of the expansions (11*16) and (11*17) yield different 
canonical forms.
Optimisation is no more difficult than in the first 
order single input case* but the complexity of the 
functions is naturally greater than in the single input
case* - .However* it'seems reasonable to suppose that this 
generalization, ualihe the rest* can be applied directly 
to a practical problem without, further simplification* 
provided the number of inputs is not too great* by using 
the same 'method as in the a ingle'■ input case.
11*8*U . Wiener*s filter using generalised orthonormal 
polynomials.
The orthonormal polynomials, of .equation (11.8) can be
■ used in the Wiener filter; of. fig#if, and possess all the 
mathematical advantages .of Bose?s gate functions (see 
chapter i*,). .Whilst the complexity of these polynomial 
function generators' does become great* for a large number 
of coefficients* Us and high order polynomials, it is 
considered that by using, continuous .orthonormal polynomials 
a more rapid convergence of the filter function expansion 
will be .obtained then by using discontinuous gate functions 
Therefore* fewer terns.will be needed for the same accuracy 
It must,,be admitted* however* that the gate functions 
possess- certain advantages from considerations of physical, 
synthesis* since products of gate functions are more easily 
obtained*,. ,.
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13.0 APJENMCES.
13.1 .Analytical and experimental determination of the
orthonormal polynomials for a clipped Gaussian signal. 
All physical systems are non-linear for sufficiently 
large input amplitude, although linear analysis often can be 
used for bounded signals if the system is operated over its 
linear range* A most common kind of non-linearity is 
saturation, which prevents the output from exceeding a peak 
value independent of the amplitude of the input; less 
frequently the system may be destroyed by excessive input 
amplitudes without saturating; in either case the output
si
is bounded although, in theory, the input may be unbounded*
It is concluded, therefore, that all physically
realisable signals are bounded because they must be
generated by a physical system.'
In this appendix the effect of saturating or clipping
fie
a Gaussian signal is considered, its ^moments and orthonormal 
polynomials are determined*
13*1*1 The analytical method* ,
The moments are determined using ^ equations
>^.;,,.v-^^ r^ ^ |^ 1|^ , |(j[.f^-.1^ ^
Xo£
where
fit <r
e - u
fin f
2 —  
~ J j r  < f ~
<  3J1 <
X -v*<T
X = - •/ (f^
(13,1.1)
and
^ >
r 00
J
since Is a symmetrical density function, odd moments
must be’ aero* Even moments are given by*
^ <f^
~f<r
J Z F < r
d? + * I *
ih
J JZrt'
^^ >c-v<r)d//< JT^
Integrating by parts gives *
^ < r lh+1
2n + 2 -K
e
divide through by ^  /W-M
X
M i i >i\X t
‘ r r  <r
O ' 1)
A.oju- ^
The' momenta ' calculated' using' equation (13#1#2) for r = 3
X2 » lift2 = 2*9206 ^  3? = 13*3778 t^6
i' r ’
I u. :(13.1.3)
?.. * ;78*3536 .. . x10 329*6366 / 10 ...: xl2;« 3910*83' V . 12
These ^hould be compared with the unbounded Gaussian moments?
X2 as $ * Xs = 15 (f6
~~Sx
(13.1.it)
X12 = 10395 6XZ4® x10 = 945
/It is perhaps a little surprising at first to find such
.f . ’
a noticeable difference in these two sets of moments, since
a Gaussian signal exceeds 3 £  on the average for less than 
.'of. the total time and pen recordings of both the 
clipped and undipped Gaussian signals would not seem to 
differ in shape very appreciably. However* the difference 
does occur at high amplitude so that it is to be expected 
that this will have a greater effect on the higher moments 
than on the lower ones# .. .
the orthonormal polynomials for the clipped Gaussian 
signal are determined using equation ( 3.6).
6 0(x) = 1  ! &  J^ fx) ■ x^ ,
9 2(x) = - 0.7216 «• 0.72l6f/<i.
£ 3(x) = - 1.3265%- + Q.k%2.x.y^ i . i
$ 0.7032 - 1.5167*%i + 0.278&c^..
9 5(x) = 1.8027%, - * 0.1753c
these should be compared with the orthonormal polynomials 
for an unclipped Gaussian signal, which are Hermits poly­
nomials;
Q  ~ ~® /
-  o lc l l  0-lo7l X/ ( f 1 
. - ,-»Y7 V f  +  O f-*^ (13_16)
#  /*)~ 0-6/2<V- -I 7.ZH-1if-
$„(*.) - /'?6c/3 VcT' o-9/i<? " v ^ 3 ^  0 0<?/-3 ^ T 4
13*1*2 the experimental results.
the experimental measurement of moments of a clipped 
Gaussian signal was made using 3PAC1* the output of the 
PACE noise generator was passed through two stages of low 
pass filtering (see fig*37) and then through a diode 
clipping circuit which had been adjusted to clip at 100 
volts; ishifefc the mean-squared value of the signal was set 
to 33 /3 volts# The attenuators, numbers 27-3U inclusive 
and 37 and 38,were adjusted to the values indicated in the 
table below so that the computed integrated voltage on 
each integrator over 15 mins. was approximately 100 volts*
The experimental and analytical results are given.
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insufficient results have been taken to enable an 
estimate of their variance to be obtained, but in the 
next section the expected Variance in some of the 
measured moments of a Gaussian signal are calculated*
It is seen that the experimental results agree with the 
calculated results within a tolerance which is probably 
not significantly greater than would be expected from 
their,statistical variance*
The polynomials were synthesised for /= volts, 
using multipliers,-attenuators and adding amplifiers*
■ Fig*22 shows .the circuit diagram* In the synthesis a 
scale factor was attached to each polynomial (sometimes 
positive and sometimes negative, the choice of sign 
depending only on ease of synthesis) so that each new 
polynomial function thus derived gave an output voltage 
of 100 volts for 100 volts input, thereby utilising the 
full range of the computer for greatest accuracy. The 
new polynomial functions were plotted on a variplotter 
(see fig*38)* Signal samples^taken at the points 
Indicated in the circuit of fig*22^show the output signals 
of each new polynomial function generator with a clipped 
Gaussian input of <r== SV/3 rolls (see flg*39)«
x/x
13#1*3 ■ The variance of the measured values, of certain 
, ;ioint moments over finite samples*
. The finite signal samples are defined hy:;
x(t) JtlszT -s
(A (t)
sf(t)
o ||I? T  
I tr| £~T 
o j t j  > T
If /both 5c and 4 are ergodio, then
F
»v- hC7 / x q ~ ^ x ft
.n.
ft
(1 3 .1 .7 )
In practice ^  ^  ' Is averaged over finite samples 
only| it- is shown here;.that the result is a: satisfactory 
measure of the expectation of if the sample length
is long, enough*,'. .
We define
X\5
Due to the finite sample lengths* some statistical
variation will occur between successive readings of of* 
taken; over different samples of the same length* However*
L.Cr* M h
T-*
1 ’ N .  f c v
r
w h ^-r 
€* (13.1*9)-r
*
thus It is seen that as.- T  is increased* the measured
 _
value of U-vr converges to ^
. The variance of the measured values. of ■'■: u u \/ 
be found aa follows.
can
e [ u m v vJ 4-T*
-r
JC
T
T“ T
~T
4-T
— T "T
(13.1.10) 
^  df*2.
L f  e U ^ ) ~  •*&•*)
(tZI'li)
Since the processes are stationary ty\ is a function of 
only-
let ~ T  qr T'-i'f
then t  J U* V
_ x 7* yV\A j I
4-T
r
r
d t
J J
M ( r ) d v
.
(13.1.12)
• -T-f,
: The region of integration
. is shorn in the diagramj 
7T changing the order of, 
integration gives;
£ t U^ v m  f
r
.J 4'T< c/r
T-T
- T
n'w ‘, r  ,r-r
~h ^jTI f  f ^  ^
e ~r
2tf ° y
^zT -fT jw ^rjis /r l(xr-Tjm{T)(>(T
J
~ZT (13.1.13)
But m  ( r )  =r m{-r) (from equation 13*1#11)
^  XT'
E j T r 7 ^ x]  =  ^  (x r-x) w  ( r )  d T (13.1.14)
Therefore the variance in the measured values of ( / V w  is
given by
C l  * ^  uVm)
2T
2-T
^ (13.1.15)
(from equations 13*1.11*. and 13*1*9)
An examples In section 13*1*2 the measured moments of a . 
clipped O-aussian signal are tabulated* The variance of these 
moments is given by equation 13.1.15 for the case when fn~ o 
i.e. XT'
C 2" It1 I Crr'T) *70* Vn- r) dr — X
r
•H
(13*1.16)
Attempts to determine x{t)xK{t+Tj for the clipped Oaussian 
signal have been unsuccessful but for a truly Gaussian signal 
with sero mean value . 5c W * h(t-+z). can be found from either 
equations (6.6) and (3-lh) or equations (3.13) and (7,18). 
When K » 2. using equations (6,6) and (3,14)
~ir 3C(t) ti-+T)i _  x -  - £ 4 +  J-.j
<
x'/Ux'frn) -  ^ [ 3 ^ * 0
(13.1*17)
since <5t ~ °
\ - k M
We shall consider the case when P  ft) ^  € 
then from equation 13*1.16
which agrees with results 
Fulton^1. (See also 
For large values ot k~T~
£ '  ' *
of Fuller^ and of Bennett and 
6, page 163).
oe
h T
when n* *b .it■ can be
(13.1.19)
by a similar method that8
S'
X.+Mi r )  =  )z9-rVT)+72*• V b + ‘Tj 4
Then from equations 13*1*16, when sr. ^
it can be shown that
< C V
(13.1.20)
kl-cj
< C  -  ujt
T
For large values of
(13.1*21)
/?T
In section 13*1*2 the time.taken for each reading was 
15 minutes, whilst , -seesi
* * k  ~T~ ^ *J(TO / £ 1 ’ J~
From equation 13*1*1
<£ h  -~±
x^ ■ '  j p t
(C
-i ~ 3/7x
3 %
From equation 13*1*22
(£4~ 2
X * 3 j r
6 i
■ 3* 2/7 
0 7 *%
*SU<«Acg.. x. ^ o
twA.ce *  *  S (Tt ^
It is not expected that the variance in the&easured moments 
of a clipped Gaussian signal (clipped at 3 <f ) would be 
appreciably greater than theses values which have been 
calculated for a truly Gaussian signal.
a. isr
13«2T Lampard^a method for measuring. correlation coefficients.
A method of measuring correlation coefficients of 
stationary signals proposed by lampard^ obviates the need to 
produce finite delays* It is assumed, however, that the 
correlation coefficient can be expanded in the infinite 
series
h'° (13.2.1)
where ft) are an orthonormal set of functions with 
respect to the weighting function k [t)
** rv
>■<? i m  ft) ifL ft) Lit)At  -
(13.2.2)
where r<& l~f
flK ' I <p(r) (ti f t ) [ k f r j j  c/T
For the circuit shown in fig. 1+0
/
p#
y,ft~r)usft) AT
where aft) is the delta function response of the linear 
network*
(13.2.3)
The multiplier output is given by
vo
<^(t) x* ft) ■*> x, (t-x )x± ft) tf It ) A  r
Averaging over time '
g*S?
~ I A„J r^ /T)dT
(13.2.U)
illA. Cv
A comparison of eguatlons (13.2.1*) and (13.2*3) shows that
a n - ift) ft)
if . ,  r, , \ i t'Y
(13.2.5)
Assuming for the moment that filters can be physically 
realised with iftft) lk(i) as their delta function 
response}, then the cross^eorrelation between
and, can be obtained as an expansion of the orthonormal
functions ft} by a simple experimental procedure. Also,
since ft) ft. the correlation for ^  ^  °
ing »
can be obtained by Interchang-O^* and * ,
2.20
13* 2*1 Laauerre, polynomials *
The Laguerre function is defined bys
* , _ £  />**' -ft
/ «  ft)= (h~)i d f h" e -
~f~ Iaa 
— fa
(h.2)
which Is orthonormal over the range ft —  ft)
it- M  ~C- ~ °  *Jb ^ f h
The generating function ist
<  -f /.) K'l
  ... . —  A n  ft) u (13.2.6)
/- U h* t
The first few polynomials ares
t/ftft! C f t l - f ' 6
jft ((-)■*/-zt-+-if* 7 ^  (ft * ! - U  + /kt
7^„ f t )  cz j- t*-t ■+ ~ /*“■ t * (13*2,7)
ill
In equation'(13.2.5) let
fr) * . : tU (*?') y A/rJ - e (13.2.8)
then
(13.2.9)
Two possible cases exists ■ ' :
|
a* ^  ; ' whence , ;
(13.2.10)
It can be shown that the unilateral transform becomesi
/ x - *^  /^Vf/5j C p
KU p) ~ -  0 + x ) h (13.2.U)
A network with thfeo trensfer function d  ^  (p) is shown in 
fig*h-la*
b. whence ,
ATn/r);-. £ f r T ) € ; " 03.2,12)
It can be shown that the unilateral transform becomes:
( , / / ) -  r - f  ^  ^N h (P) - J^ X> T/€. dt - o£l n
(13.2.13)
-^2-2.
network with the c transfer taxation *vK(/y is shown in
13*2*2 Another set of orthonorroal functions*
leaning and Bat tin (reference' 6, p*36l) have defined a 
class of orthonorml functions which may he used for the 
expansion of correlation coefficients* These functions can 
he expressed■ass ':
h -/=< t
fat) -  £  f t * e (13.2.34)
such that ■
- j  , L
»  / M  ”  (13.2.15)
where ^  is a constant which can he chosen so as to give a 
reasonably rapid convergence of the following expansion for 
the correlation coefficients
(13.2>l6)
>0 r ~2ut1
(h (t) <?L (oi 1) <? 'J
J M ~ In i
O £. -T. ■< °*
where .
t~y>a t * j r*n 0- 2o( T
Jo ty/KfaTX [ e j  ai (13.2.17)
for experimental measurement of the correlation
2-2- 3
coefficient it is necessary, to synthesize.a network with 
a delta function response'
is(x) -  l e~z,iT]  r  (13.2.18)
The choice of ^  make little difference to the method 
of synthesis of the linear network*
for the ease y  * k  i% is necessary to synthesise a 
transfer function of the form
s  ^
k/* fp)* p+'fu (13.2 .19)
f~0
This transfer function is easily produced using a number 
of feedback amplifiers to produce the transfer functions 
-— ~~T-r~ (by the same method as that shown in fig*hi) andp + Hot
using attenuators and an adding amplifier to form the linear 
summation of their outputs*;'
Tables of the functions l}^  (<£ are worked out in 
reference 6* Some of the lower order functions ares
(t), JIT
, , t __ - r . - X 4 f ~ ° ( n
YJt) * fiT * - 4-e I
i-----f\ ~S<t - K f ,  - -<*^7 (13.2.20)
^i(t) ~ ]£><< L/° * : ~ 12 * -+• I
a,-**'P r- (+*>L C ~ JoC * /
» j2-o( l7o 4 —  tx& e -Mo
V«r(0  ? /
re
r - ~2*f
/o I € ~2r0 e rf Z-10 ^  ~ C0 €
-f- o e
XX *f-
13*3 Solutions of the Wiener Hopf equation and simultaneous 
 ^-r* integral equations of Wiener Hopf type* , .
in this appendix methods are described for solving the 
Wiener Hopf equations (5*32.) and((?.33) for the optimum linear 
filter and the simultaneous equations (5*2?) for the optimum 
multipath memory filter*
13*3*1 The solution of tfae-Wfener^Hopf equation*
The optimum-linear weighting function is given by the 
solution of equation (5*32)
iSC& ' H f c ) - 0"- l , ^ o  (13.3.1)
Taking the bilater&liXaplaee transform of both sides gives:
id  ~ (13.3.2)
where has singularities in^he right hand half of the
p plane (abbreviated R«H*H*) only^  since H(T^)-0 o
(see section 13*h*l)*
xxS
In most practical eases, it Is fomi that all the 
bilateralltransforms 'V i.Je), £.Jp), A(p) “ a tf(r) are
rational algebraic functions of p with real coefficients j 
also since-;. is an even funct ion of ^ :it can
be factorized in the form
§ **($  = t J  (p) § ' ( p )t/v (13*3*3)
where '§Xx l^ ) has poles and zeros in the B.H.H, only
and ~+- (f) ” " ” " " " l.H.H. only.
Then equation (13.3.2) becomes:
A i d  -  —  -  m§Z(e) i/Jr) (13.3.h)
where Me) is the transfer function of a stable system and 
has poles In the L*H#H* only (i. e* AX/rJ^ 0 T<a ) *
A solution to equation (13*3#£j.) may be obtained by making 
the assumption that
. -,v (13.3.5)
Then contains no H.EUH* poles and its partial
£  *
fraction expansion has no terms of the form p ^  ^
* Since £  tr)\& an even function of ~ ■
X2.6
also, since gft(p) contains no poles we can writes
i '
tS(p)
L J+ (13.3.6)
where the suffix ~t* indicates that only those terms of the 
partial fraction expansion representing poles in the
of the function L §ZCe) J , are included#
Equation (13*3*6), .'giving, an explicit solution for <^ (e) , 
is arrived at only after making the assumption implied by 
equation (13* 3*3) *■ However* this assumption is not 
unreasonable, since equation (13*3*5) can always be satis-* 
fied by Imposing sufficiently tight restrictions on 'd(p) 
of the form
2.27
~*f. l* $ ( / L
p i -  (13.3,7)
p -9 5^ f
Where . * , known. as the-, order of ; A}fi) , Is chosen to be ;)ust
small enough for any particular , so that equation
(13*3*5) Is . satisfied*
'.When l^o only approximate physical filters can be 
realised, but the approximation need not be serious in practice 
if i is not too
13#3*2 . The .method of. .undetermined coefficients#.; .
I The method of undetermined coefficients due to Wiener 
(See p* 10.6-of reference 12) is\;a generalisation, of, the above.-., 
method* A modification of 'Wiener1 s solution .is given here*
The simultaneous integral eguatloa®(% 27) are:
a r*°
£  IrT^  (T) C _  (T,-TjdTl - X  = X  /T.)
m  *1 0
(13.3.8)
where "^>0
ft .*• I, 2 - ~
Taking the bilateral transform of both sides of equation 
(13*3*8) we get:
i x f r
Where ' has poles..in the only and all the
transforms involved in' equation (13*5.9)are assumed to be 
rational algebraic functions ..with real coefficients*
.For 'simplicity, the ' method is described for. two slxmil~ 
'taneous equations , only*..
- Z t e l  <13-3'10)
then
p) i?)
and
P)Hl IP) =
A M  & , ( ? ) + Ut')
4 , - k A ]
(13.3.11)
(13.3,12)
(13.3,13)
0.2.^
Assuming we can factorise such that:
i f o *  '<k+fi>) }yp) (13.3.1U
where ¥ m  has poles and zeros In the l.H.H. only
$~/p) * " * n * » fi.H.H. "
t6« 1I(fi $ Y?) >  ft & x ~ + # . & , - # , &  (13.3.,5)
hut has poles In the only if Ajfe) is the
transfer function of a stable, system ^l.e* o T<o^
As before# we assume that the order of 
that $ ■ ■
is chosen so
limit M *  (p) $ Y p)
p (13.3.16)
for all tv\
P - £ , -  9., 4,:
P> <X P, +
$'{p) J (13.3.17)
where the suffices indicate that we have taken only those 
terms of the partial fraction expansion representing poles 
in the L#H.H*
Since ^  and i f ,  have no poles in the , the
L#H*H* poles of . ^t ** / mast he,poles of
tooth ^  end ^  .
Their poles'are toown and we can write
c- .,-t-
— — ---- --------~  p - m  p t t >  e * i  U 3 .3.X8)
§7r)
where'a# b, c are undetermined coefficients;" 4 / ^  and 
are substituted in one of the original equations, 
then a set of simultaneous equations in the undetermined 
coefficients of both Ut (f>) and ^y^ls obtained by equating 
residues .of X*H#H* 'poles of this equation# In most problems 
it has been found necessary to impose tighter restrictions on 
the order of f than those required to satisfy equations
(13*3# 16) | otherwise the undetermined coefficients are too 
numerous for the number of simultaneous equations#
The two noise filter problems described in chapter 6 
were worked out manually, using this method, one of the 
problems took about 200 hours to solve, the other took only 
40 houx*s approximately# Both of these problems Involved 
only two simultaneous equations, but it is expected that the 
computational labour Increases nearly proportionally to the 
square of the number of equations* For this reason, a 
programme for solving these equations has been prepared for 
KDSAC II, the digital computer at Cambridge University*
X3j
13*3*3 Solution In the time domain?, .
The simultaneous integral equations to be solved are?
r
7 4  cn) cnM :CX'?>)K -  C  X, (r) (5.2?)
T . & O
h- t, 2 ~
We assume that
JT - V W W
(13*3*19)
and (C is given as ^> g
-Ju T
for (13.3.20)
’ Ia° ^  ^  O j . /  e- * j /  -AT .-  't0- ,0'' <U.3.a)
Substituting in equations (3*2?) gives?
r
R 
£_
>n = . ; '■>
e " ^ r7 / ^ c e-i<(T'-r'. 
S* 9“ } L i t  nrn‘
r
r,
iE. A e<  fVU4
L_/* ^
l“ 5- . -J‘T.
—  <21 Jn * &zz* 7—  n^i *
J*1 ./
V  This soiutibrirnwas^¥rorked out with' 'the "assistance-^ !7 
Mr f,J, Lawrence, and it is the&ethod from which the SBSAG 
programme was prepared by him.
d l3.
(13.3.22)
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Evaluating the integrals, this becomes:-
hrt*
£• \ L .  £  <W; e 1 I' £ /tvio
L ~/ y*
'«»n
I -I
(£______ - y  -iVf,
3-n.n (f*M '•'I “0 "^, ‘ 7-
^ K . H  »  ■ -  ’ , "' £
u,
r„
As/,?— /!
Simplifying and re-arranging gives
= £  V jVT;
J *'
R r t•>*n
t - •
T|
(13.3.23)
+ £
r
*yt
^ Hlv (/ C n
^  c r ^t -A 1
(imx t -&T>
cr„
,j' ^
fi-
h - l,> -*-if
Equating coefficients of exponentials gives: /S' ~ ^
for e
/?
JL
r
ICV • ( L i* 1 ,0***• l % 0  ^  kT^~l0(
hi* 1,2 * - ■ I?
( “  '/ *
(13.3.21*)
(13.3.25)
toa\r
uhbt X n :Go e<jW fe tti (asej&>(‘
jrwo^
X,
XZ2
r T'
sn ****
* 1 1  t:"' ( Cnn"  + Cn'hL \L
£. K » )  U ~fi* U + & S {  ° (13.3.26)y*
i<* i= ft* ft* * for each value.of/1
b*- H
For this equation to be satisfied by nonzero k %....... tnyu
it is necessary that 
ft -fun*
• Det . £  ( - r ^ f  +  CwMt' - )r J 0  . .
This gives values of yp s say, /f of them,with positive
real parts* We now substitute these values of /? baeic in 
1 3.3,25 j 1
equations (13.3.26)and solve for the A. fs*
&
This gives us $  X  . +* H^R linear equations
fv~ j i^wA^ lC ~pcJ ^  ftt'i'f (3 Sj
for tU k fs * which would appear to be too many but It is 
found in the examples solved to date, this is not the case.
The mean-squared error*
To determine the mean~squared error, the following 
integral has to be evaluated:
a R f ~ r -
/  * ^  £  £  u n (r)a^{n) c ^ ( T r r\ 8)
V*. h?l •*-' Jl. /
‘Also# to determine the mean power required to drive the
motor and load in the feedback system of section 10*1t a
evaluated .
similar integral has to be / . \ (see equation 10*11)*
Substituting for aJT fT) and £  /V-Ti using 
13.3.19 Km ' v
equations (13.3.2d)glvess
R r
^  (r) £ 'nn\
L
( l
I
j*
e
-f 2~
r- X
k hyt
r- /  + _c± 2 l \ } e & r‘
1
(13*308) *j
Substituting for and simplifying the rest of the
expression g i v e s ■
R
-I?* I,
« r' W
(13.3.29)
x
where
/v .
L » £  <2L c„«; A (13.3.30)
h*-/ (
A ;
 ^"JM. /P. — t o(
M ^  , , (13.3.31)
a. 3 s"
<7
€nv*K C'tton I-r
Hi#§ L ~( *y* ^ 1 ft* <^p +  ^  ^
(13*3*32)
* ,
£  1 /»Jho k M + 2  -fwi* +  £^>y<
1 ^  —
-+ £  ^ 
V
~Jl> i
k  . +  £ ,h ff±-- +  £ J h £i~JI • T    / i \ j    |
V«( •=, ( V + O 0* y< vVt-^ (13.3.33)
13* h Some mathematical notes*
The following discussion on higher order delta functions 
and bilateral Laplace transforms is m t  found in ms&sy -f*^  
matheniatical text books and is included here for convenience*
13*h*l Bilateral Laplace transforms* 
The bilateral Laplace transform of 
by the following integral!
function is defined
r°° h
?[?) - I f M e  F At (13.U.1)
where ^ is a complex variable*
It is apparent that this integral# which is a generaliz­
ation of both the Fourier and unilateral Laplace transforms* 
may not always be convergent. -
u36
Sufficient conditions for convergence are:
<i) m  must be bounded and continuous over the rang©
of integration*
(2) There moat exist both a positive and a negative
converges to zero. more, rapidly. than for h>/ as t~
The functions ?;hich are transformed, in appendix 13*3 all 
satisfy these conditions except the delta and higher order 
delta functions-which are shown to have.Laplace transform in 
section 13*h*2w- '
■ Equation (13*h*l):;:\may be . written as follows:
finite value of c * however small* sueh that f(t )e
converges more rapidly 
is finite or zero)than
F(p) =
I
ffHe e(h +-
(I3*k*2)
(13.h.3)
where F>(p) is the ordinary unilateral transform of fft) and 
F. (p) is the unilateral transform of with f>
replaced by ~ f .
 a3| _
x37
e*g* Let f(t)~ € *r
bt
'ike* . j #+ h
F{/>)*'?,{?)+.f»(p) '■ f + *  + - f  + b ~ ~ (p+a) (P " b)
For an even function of t equation (13*1|*2) fields
fit) * f(t) + f h )
(13.4*1+)
Some properties of bilateral transforms are listed "below 
(for a more detailed discussion of these properties see 
Balth, Van der Pol and Bremmer*)#
1# foies and aeros of F(f>) will be symmetrically placed 
either side of the real axis of the complex jP plane, if Ffp) 
can be expressed as a rational function of p with real 
coefficients f
2* If ^ft) S  o i t*£o then all the poles of FfpJ
lie in the left-hand half of the complex plane (abbreviated
L*H« H*) *
3# If f(t) o 5 t?b then all the poles Fr[p} lie 
in the :
x Balth, Van der-Pol and Bremmer, ^Operational Calculus”, 
1955, Cambridge University Press*
k* If j jty is un even function of t  then poles 
and seres of are symmetrically placed about the
imaginary axis on the complex /? plane.
3# If Ffp) is a rational function of with
constant coefficients and /Vf) is an even function of tr we
can write ■
F(p> F '(t) F+Lf) I
r (13.4.5)
S
where F  7pJ = F * f  p) J
The plus and minus Indices indicating respectively function 
with poles and 2;eros in the only and only.
Transforms of convolution integrals:
• A
S' ^  *
Let I ’ $($ C ( T - t ) d t
Taking the bilateral transform of both sides:
e 'f f m  c ( T - t ) d U T
O
% ) i f t f V f C r A i r - ^ r
(by reversing the order of integration) 
~ (I3.h.6)
=  F.(r) Oft)
: -T ">C--- -  "     .1i
Iiet
f  [  f i t )  f i t )  c / r  +1, - tf) dt d ^
•yX>
fit) E fr+t,) d I-,
<*s>
where £ (T +  t,) - I fit) C (T^rf-tSdt
Taking the bilateral transform of both sides:
, £*? ■ r 9X7
T
p) -  J e 11 f i t )  e (t .+ t )  d f d r
y>
v° 0 h
v  K  ^  I
\ ) e
■ — 5O
<P0
*  -e- f t
2.39
(by changing the order of integration)
-  F, (-t) E(f)
(by using equation 13.2+.6)
'  F (-f)F ,(e)c (e )
“ (13.14-. 7)
where ((*) is the unilateral transform °f a^  ^(p)
is the bilateral transform. °f ^/T).
13*k*2 Higher order delta functions* . 
a, .'Definitions* , \
$(t)~ o t ^ o
i. We define ■ V
t  - o
such that r~'.ftt) ft* i
u. ». « « » .  5 » M  , f -  Ut)
such that r ~  £ ^(t) dt = O
~&Q
(r
V'.hilst I ' f &  A.) df.* : S/t) by definition
fa, ,*“* ^  £jr\)
ill* Similarly■ we define. r f o -
dt
b* Integration*
Consider the integral*
j,= ( W ; *
-t,
(r
jr,= f M k ^ j  -  f  f ’(t)k(t)M
: <  V
(13.4« 8)
(13,4*9)
(13,4.10)
(by parts)
where O c
~ o £ <-Q
2-4-1
■ • X ,  =r f ( K  j - f / g t  f / ° )  
—  f  fo)
Consider.next the;integral:
= f  *f/H S & £ >°
trx
~ f(t)Sft)j - J
- - f y
(by using equation 3«h*ll)
Similarly:
^ fy, / r / '
f f t f  &  1 (t) d t  -  f  t° )  ^  ^
-h
and generally:
h t - T
O
(13.i4.ti1)
(by parts) 
(3.4,12)
(13.4.13)
In the solution of these integrals it is presupposed that 
fa) and its derivatives are well-behaved at or 0 as
the case may be# For instance* equation (13*h»I3) is meaning­
ful only if theC^') th derivative Is defined at t~ * If
2 -4 -2
/<M, .
d— h  _
should fall to be continuous at t ~ 7 then special
care must be taken to define what we mean by & Tt J
t--~~r Mat 1 " 1 * this can usually be done from a knowledge of
the physical problem under investigation*
Equation 13*4*13 *ftay be needed to evaluate the integrals
for the mean squared error (equations 5*29 and 5*33) when the
optimum weighting functions ^  Z7) contain higher order
as
delta functions/* for instance* in problem 3, chapter 8. The 
integrals which have to be evaluated In this problem are of
the form
txo
/ ' V j  c, ( T ± j ) d T
Fortunately* "t) are its derivatives are usually
continuous for all values of t * t ?  o so that the difficulty 
of definition does not arise in this problem*
Equation (I3*h*10) may be used also in the analytical 
evaluation of the various correlation coefficients required 
for the design of a feedforward compensating network (see 
chapter 10)* The evaluation of case (H)
(equation 10*17)* in particular, may involve higher order 
delta functions because f  ( 0  is the inverse transform 
of the inverse of the motor and load transfer function*
In this case, higher derivatives Cv** fe) must be
defined at T - o | to overcome this difficulty of
X 4 - 3
definition the Laplace transforms of equations (10*17) could 
he used for the evaluation of the required correlation (see 
equation 13*4*7)* 
e*/ Transforms*.
y-v
L e  f  A  (p) ~  f  e  ^  I  ^  (t) cLh .
—
/ / \K~( 
r )  ^ / v  /°
(by using equation 13.4*13)
A ^ l - ,  ; f'
(13.4.14)
(13.4.15)
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SUMMARY
An optimum linear filter, in the mean-square-error sense, is no better 
than the optimum attenuator i f  there is no dissimilarity between the 
spectral densities of the signal and the noise. However, non-linear 
filters can use more statistical information about the signal and noise, 
so that, although they both possess the same spectral densities, a 
non-linear filter may be able to introduce a significant improvement 
in the mean-square error (i.e. it  can do better than the optimum 
attenuator). For this reason the use of a non-linear filter in certain 
circumstances may well justify the greater difficulties encountered in 
its optimization and physical realization.
The class of filters considered in the paper may be defined by a 
general expression relating output to input:
AO
R r 00
=  S | ior{j)Qr[x{t — r)]dr 
r =  1 J 0
An almost routine procedure is proposed whereby the optimum set 
of weighting functions, o jr (z ) ,  can be determined given either long 
enough samples of the combined input and the signal or sufficient 
statistical information about their characteristics. Some worked 
examples demonstrate that:
(a) A  significant improvement in mean-square error is possible even 
under the condition when the signal and noise possess the same 
spectral densities.
(b) The class of non-linear filters under consideration can be 
optimized unhindered by the need to evaluate difficult integrals.
(c) Although the physical complexity of the filter increases rapidly 
with the value of R, the mean-square error may converge rapidly to 
an asymptotic value as R is increased; in one example the performance 
was found to be within about 5 % of the asymptotic value with R =  2.
(1) INTRODUCTION
In  communication and control systems it  often happens that 
inform ation transmitted by the system becomes corrupted by 
the addition o f an unwanted component called noise. The 
noise may be due to a number o f causes such as crosstalk, dis­
tortion or random disturbances. The relative magnitude o f this 
effect depends on the system and its input. In  some cases i t  is 
quite unimportant, in  others the noise and signal may be so 
inextricably combined that the original signal inform ation is 
veritably Tost’ . As a measure o f this effect we shall use the 
mean-square error:
T
?  =  lim  [ [XO  -  z { t ) f d t  =  [ y ( 0  -  z { t ) f  . ( 1 )
r _ ^ o b  2 7  j - x
where y ( t ) is the system output and z { t )  is the desired output, 
e.g. the signal component o f input.
I f  the input to a system is already corrupted by noise, i t  may 
be possible, by correct design, to arrange fo r the mean-square 
error at its output to be less than that at its input. Such a 
system is called a noise filter. I t  may be necessary fo r a system 
to predict future values o f the signal from  a knowledge o f its 
past values, in  which case i t  is called a predictor. The use o f
C o rre sp on d en ce  o n  M o n o g ra p h s  is  in v ite d  fo r  c o n s id e ra tio n  w ith  a  v ie w  to  
p u b lica tio n .
linear devices fo r these purposes is well known, but, as shown 
in  the paper, non-linear devices can often give greater reduction 
in  mean-square error.
A  filtering device must be able to identify and use some dis­
s im ilarity between the statistical character o f the noise and 
signal components o f its input. I f  the statistical descriptions o f 
the signal and noise characteristics are identical in  a ll respects, 
then no significant improvement in  mean-square error is possible, 
i.e. the optimum * filte r becomes an attenuator. Furthermore, 
i f  we choose to optimize a filte r subject to  the restriction 
that i t  belongs to a specified class o f filters, we also restrict 
the kind o f inform ation which the filte r can identify and 
use. Thus an optimum filte r belonging to the linear class o f 
filters can produce a significant improvement in  mean-square 
error, only i f  the spectral densities o f the signal and the noise 
are different, since i t  cannot use any other inform ation. Other 
dissimilarities in  the characteristics o f the signal and noise which 
the linear filte r has ignored, e.g. amplitude dissimilarities, can 
be used by non-linear filters; thus a non-linear filte r may be 
able to produce a significant improvement in  mean-square error 
although a linear filte r cannot do so.
(2) SOME PHYSICALLY REALIZABLE FILTERS
The fo llow ing is a classification o f some simple filters which 
can be physically realized and optimized using the theoretical 
method outlined in  the paper.
(2.1) Attenuator
A n  attenuator is a devicef whose output at some instant is 
equal to the sum o f a term which is proportional to  the input at 
the same instant and a d.c. level term. (By this definition we 
allow that the constant o f p roportiona lity  may be greater than 
unity.)
i.e. y{t) =  kx(t) +  K (2)
(2.2) Zero-Memory F ilter
The output o f a zero-memory filte r is given by an instantaneous 
function o f the input. The class o f attenuators forms a sub-class 
o f the zero-memory class.
CO
y ( t )  =  f[x (0 ] =  f[x (*  — r ) ] S ( r ) d r  .Jo
where S(r) is the D irac delta function.
(3)
M r .  L u b b o c k  is  in  th e  D e p a r tm e n t o f  E n g in e e rin g , U n iv e rs ity  o f  C a m b rid g e .
[1]
(2.3) Linear F ilter
The output o f a linear filter, in  general, can be expressed as
*  W e  d e fin e  ‘ o p t im u m  f i l t e r ’ as th e  f i l t e r  w h ic h  g ives th e  lo w e s t v a lu e  o f  m e a n -s q u a re  
e r ro r  a t its  o u tp u t  s u b je c t to  th e  u s u a l re s t r ic t io n  th a t  i t  b e lo n g s  to  a  sp e c ifie d  c lass 
o f  f i lte rs .
t  A lth o u g h  m a th e m a t ic a l ly  a n  a tte n u a to r  is  a  s p e c ia l ty p e  o f  f i l te r ,  a n d  i t  ca n  
im p ro v e  th e  m e a n -s q u a re  e r ro r ,  a n y  re d u c t io n  in  m e a n -s q u a re  e r ro r  t h a t  i t  does 
p ro d u c e  is  n o t  c o n s id e re d  to  be  s ig n if ic a n t  f o r  reasons  e x p la in e d  in  A p p e n d ix  8 .3 .3 .
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a continuous linear summation o f all past values o f input in 
the form  o f the convolution integral
r0
X O  =  \ x(t — T)(x>{r)dr J0 (4)
where a>(t) is the filter-weighting-function or delta-function 
response and x(t) is the filte r input. The class o f attenuators 
forms a sub-class o f the linear class.
(214) Some Non-Linear Memory Filters
• A  simple non-linear memory filte r can be realized by connect­
ing a zero-memory filte r and a linear filte r in  cascade. Expres-
X (t)
f  (X) CO (r) yW
Fig. 1.—Zero-memory filter followed by linear memory filter.
sions relating output to  input are given below fo r several 
canonical forms o f memory filters.
(see Fig. 1)
r00y(t) =  f  [x(t -  r)]oj(r)dT . . .Jo
m 00
X O  =  2  I fr[*(f -  r)]ojr(r)dr . . n Jn
(5)
(6)
Both eqns. (5) and (6) are special cases o f the fo llow ing equation 
which defines a class o f filters, 775 :
r00
X O  =  K [x ( t — r) , r]d r  . . . .  (7) Jo
Expanding the kernel function K [x , r ]  in  terms o f a set o f 
linearly independent or orthogonal functions dr(r),
CO r 00
X O  —  S  &r[x (f -  T)}cor(T)dr
r = 0  J 0
(8)
By using a fin ite  number o f terms in  the expansion, the filte r 
can be physically realized (Fig. 2) and made to approximate to
y«
Fig. 2.—Multi-path memory filter.
any filte r defined by eqn. (7) w ith  any desired accuracy, assuming 
that the expansion converges. Filters fo r which the input and 
output are related by an expression o f the fo rm  o f eqn. (7) are 
members o f class rj lv The classes o f linear and zero-memory 
filters are both sub-classes o f 1719 since eqns. (3) and (4) are o f the 
same form  as eqn. (7). A  filte r o f class 77 j which is realized using
only R parallel paths, each path representing a term o f the series 
expansion, is called a m ulti-path filte r o f class r)1R. The class 
7]1R is a sub-class o f rjlN when N  >  R  and 771A, is a sub-class o f 77j.
S till more general classes o f non-linear memory filters can be 
defined1,2 by generalizing eqn. (7) and in other ways.3 ,4
(3) OPTIM IZATION OF FILTERS OF CLASS rp 
The optim ization procedure outlined below applies not only 
to filters fo r separating signal from  noise w ith  which i t  has 
become contaminated but also to the more general case in 
which the desired output depends on the input or some part of 
i t  in  some linear or non-linear manner, as exemplified by a 
predictor or a demodulator. The term ‘filte r’ is used in  the 
general sense to cover all such cases, and, where necessary, the 
term ‘noise filte r’ is used fo r the special application o f separating 
signal from  noise.
The optim ization procedure consists o f m inim izing the mean- 
square error defined by eqn. (1):
e2 =  lim [ X O
CT-^oo Z i  J - T
z(t)]2dt (1)
When the filte r is optimized as a noise filter, the desired output, 
z(0 , is equal to the signal component o f input, and
X O  =  g[z(t), v(t)] (9)
where v(t) is the noise component o f the input and g is a function 
o f both z and v. Two examples w ill be mentioned:
(a) In  transmission o f intelligence (by line, radio or other 
means) noise may be added linearly to the signal (e.g. atmospheric 
noise, thermal noise, shot noise, crosstalk, etc.); thus
XO = XO + XO (10)
where usually z(0  and XO are statistically independent.
(b) Also in transmission, a signal can become distorted due 
to non-linearities of the transmission system; in this case noise 
is added in the form of distortion components; thus
X O ^ X O  +  hfXO] • • • • • (11)
where h is a function of z, often instantaneous, containing no 
linear terms. In this case z(0  and h[z(0] usually possess some 
correlation.
When the filter is optimized as a predictor z(t) is the desired
output of the predictor and is normally expressed as a function
of x(t +  T ) :
z(t) = f[X? + T)] . . . . . (12)
or, more commonly,
z(t) =  x(t +  T ) ..............................(13)
For the class o f filters 7715
r0 
X O  =  K [ X *  —  t ),Jo (7)
and the mean-square error is 
1 'Te*- lim hr f If “ T)’ t^ /t “ dt-_^.oo Z7 J-rUo J
Changing the order o f integration and expanding the integrand,
.  00 CO __________________________________________________
e2 — \  I K [X *  -  Ti), T i]K [x ( f -  r 2), T2[d rxdT2 
Jo Jo
r^ _  -__
— 2J K [X ^  — t), r]z(t)dT  +  XO2 •
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I f  x(t) and z(t) are members o f ensembles X(t) and Z (t) which 
are both ergodic, time averages may be replaced by ensemble 
averages, giving:*
^ =Io U J K X^ l’ T l-)K('X2’ t 2^ x 1’ x 2 i t 2 -  r l)dxxdx2dTlclr2
— 2J J J K(x, r)zp2(x, z; r)dxdzdr .
+  ^  (15)
where p2(x }, x2; r )  is the second probability density o f the process 
X{t), and p2(x, z; r )  is the jo in t second probability density o f the 
processes X(t) and Z(t). The m inim ization o f this expression is 
achieved by using variational calculus.
Let K (x , t ) be changed by an amount eH(x, r) , where e is a 
small parameter and H (x, r )  is an arbitrary kernel function 
subject only to the restriction that i t  must represent a physically 
realizable filter, i.e. H (x, t ) =  0 t  <  0.
The variation in  e2 is given by f
Ae2 =
2eI0 J0 I I K ^ 2’ T2)H (x n u )P 2(x i> x 2 i Ti ~  T2)dxldx2d rldr2 
— 2eJ J J H (x, r)zp2(x, z; r)dxdzdr
+  e2|  |  J  |  H (x j, r 1)H (x2, t2)p2(x,, x 2 ; t x — T2)dxldx2dTldr2
. . . .  (16)
By putting hAe2/be =  0 when e =  0,
1 I I0 I K^2’ T2)P2(x n x 2 i ti ~ r 2)dx2dr2
|  zp2(x!, z; r{)dz dx\drx = 0 (17)
XO  =  f [X 0 ]  =  f  f [x (^ — r ) ] 8( r )r fr  Jo (3)
Eqn. (3) shows that zero-memory filters are members o f the 
more general class and the kernel function in  eqn. (7) is o f 
the form
K [x (r -  r) , r ]  =  f [x ( /  -  r ) ] 8(r )
Substitution in  eqn. (17) fo r the kernel functions K (x 2, r 2) =  
f(x 2)S (r2) and H (x l5 Tj) =  h (x1) 8 ( r 1) and subsequent integration 
w ith  respect to r t and r 2 leads to the equation
fh (x ,)  | f ( x 2)p2(x 1, x 2; 0)dx2 -  Jzp2(xh z; 0)dz 
whence, using the lemma o f variational calculus,
I  f ( * 2)P2(*i» x2i 0)dx2 =  Jzp2(x,, z; 0)dz
But p2(x ls x 2; 0) =  p(xj)S (x2 -  x j
Therefore eqn. (19) can be rewritten
f  (x)p(x) =  |  *P2(* , z)dz
giving an explicit solution fo r f(x ), namely
J zp2(x, z)dz
dx± = 0
(19)
p(x)
(20)
where p2(x, z)SxSz is the probability that x  lies in  the range x  
to x  +  Sx and z lies in  the range z to z +  8z simultaneously.
Thus the optimum filte r function f(x ) is equal to the conditional 
mean value o f z, given x. The inform ation needed in  the 
optim ization o f a zero-memory filte r is the whole inform ation 
content o f the first probability density function o f the input and 
the second jo in t probability density function o f the input and 
desired output w ith  r  =  0 .
(3.2) M ulti-Path Zero-Memory Filters
For many processes i t  is possible to obtain an expansion fo r 
p2(x, z; t ) in  the form  [see Appendix 8.1, eqn. (58)]
Also from  eqn. (16) it  can be shown that h2Ae2/be2 is always 
positive, so that the stationary value o f e2 is a minimum. 
Using the fundamental lemma o f variational calculus,5 we obtain 
from eqn. (17) an integral equation which gives the im p lic it 
solution fo r the kernel function o f the optimum non-linear filte r:
J |  K (x 2, T2)p2(xl5 x 2; -  r 2)dx2dr2 =  J zp2(xls z; r x)dz
. . . (18)
which must be satisfied f o r r j  >  Oonly, since H (x 1, r 1) =  O tj < 0 .  
Thus the inform ation which is required in  order to optimize a 
filter o f class rjX is the second probability density o f the input 
p2(x l5 x 2; Tj — t 2) and the jo in t second probability  density
p2(x1? z; t j )  between the input and desired output.
. j .
(3.1) Zero-Memory Filters
The input-output relationship fo r a zero-memory filte r is o f 
the form
P2(x, z; r ) =  S  S  D„m(r)dn(x)ym(z)p(x)q(z)
n = 0 m = 0
(58)
where 9„(x) and ym(z) are two sets o f polynomials which are 
orthonormal w ith  respect to p(x) and q(z) as weighting functions, 
over the whole range o f x  and z, respectively, and p(x) and q(z) 
are first probability density functions o f x  and z, respectively; 
also
DnJx) =  JJ9n(x)ym(z)p2(x, z; r)dxdz . 
whence, by putting r  — 0 and substituting in  eqn. (20),
CO co r
f(x )  =  2  ■ E  D„m9n(x) zyw(z)q(z)r/z
n = 0 m = 0  J
J  zym(z)q(z)dz =  0 m # 0 ; m ^ l
(59)
But
az
z
m — 1 
m =  0
*  T h ro u g h o u t  th e  p a p e r, ( i )  f o r  each in te g ra l w r it te n  w ith o u t  l im its ,  i t  is  im p lie d  th a t  
in te g ra tio n  take s  p lace  o v e r th e  w h o le  ra n ge  o f  th e  v a r ia b le  o f  in te g ra t io n , a n d  ( i i )  a l l  
processes a re  assum ed  to  be  e rg o d ic . _  
t  T h e  f ir s t  te rm  in  th e  e xp ress io n  f o r  A eT  is th e  su m  o f  tw o  te rm s  w h ic h  ca n  b e  c o m ­
bined, s ince  P2( x i ,  X2 > — t i )  is  s y m m e tr ic a l in  th e  p a irs  o f  v a ria b le s  (x i,  t i )  a n d
(*2> t 2) ,  i.e . P2U 1, x 2; t 2 — t j )  =  P2O 2. x \\  n  — ^ 2).
owing to the orthogonality o f ym(z).
00
Therefore f(x )  =  X  Dni9n(x)<7z +  z . . .
n = l
since, as shown in  Appendix 8.1, D 00 =  1, 90(x) 
Don ~  D n0 =  0, n 0. . _
• (21) 
1 and
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I t  is shown in  Appendix 8.3 that truncation o f eqn. (21) 
at the Rth term yields the optimum zero-memory m ulti-path 
filte r o f degree R. Therefore i t  can be synthesized approxi­
mately as shown in  Fig. 3.
6„{x), using the power-law generators, the attenuators and adders 
and measure the coefficients ozDnl directly using the m ultip lier 
and integrator. For an ergodic process we can express crzDnl as 
a time average:
<JzDnX — J J 0„(x)zp2(x, z; 0)dxdz
i rT=  lim  —  dn[x(t)]z(t)dt oo xi J-t
A  block diagram o f the measuring circuit is shown in  Fig. 4.
Fig. 3.—Multi-path zero-memory filter of degree R.
The fo llow ing recurrence relations, derived in  Appendix 8 .2 , 
show that the polynomials 6n(x) can be determined from  a 
knowledge o f the set o f moments o f x  up to and including the 
2«th, and the coefficients ozDnX may be determined from  a know­
ledge o f the moments o f x  and the averaged cross-products 
between z and xr fo r r — \ , 2  . . .  n:
n - 1
0n(x) =
xn — 2  Xndr(x)Br(x)
r  =  0
n — 1
c2n -  2  xn0r(x)
r  =  0
1/2 . (80)
MULTIPLIER INTEGRATOR
and, from  eqns. (79), (81) and (82), putting t  =  0,
vzDin =  9„{x)z =
  n — 1 ________ .
X nZ —  2  Xn6r(x)DriOrz 
r  =  0
n - 1
x 2n _  ^  X rldr(x) 
r = 0
1/2 (22)
A  finite number o f coefficients D nX [in  eqn. (21)] and constants 
az and z can be determined experimentally by analogue measure­
ments on long samples o f the input, x{t), and desired output, z(/). 
The required computing equipment consists o f :
(a) A  set o f non-linear power-law-function generators, namely
9 R 4 
X ,  X  , x-5, X  ,  . /In
(A  convenient device which w ill generate all o f these functions 
simultaneously is a servo-type m ultip lie r w ith  {In  +  1) potentio­
meters connected to its shaft.)
(b) A n  integrator.
(c) A  set o f variable attenuators.
(id) A  set o f adders.
(e) A  m ultip lier.
The procedure is as fo llow s:
(i) Measure the set o f moments (up to the 2nth) o f the input 
process, X{t), by connecting the signal, x{t), to  the inputs o f the 
function generators and averaging their outputs in  tu rn  using 
the integrator.
(ii) Determine the appropriate orthonormal polynomials up 
to the nth using the recurrence equation [eqn. (80)].
(iii) Measure the set o f averaged cross-products xrz by 
averaging over time using the power-law generators, the m u lti­
plier and integrator; then compute the coefficients from  the 
recurrence equation [eqn. (22)].
Alternatively, set up the first n polynom ial-function generators,
Fig. 4.—Experimental method of measuring the constants Dn\.
(3.3) M ulti-Path Non-Linear Memory Filters
The expression fo r the output o f the m ulti-path filte r o f Fig. 2 
can be obtained by substituting in  eqn. (7) an expansion fo r the 
kernel function :
00
K [x ( t — r) , r ]  =  2  <*}r{T)dr\x{t — r ) ]  . . (23)
7- =  0
Thus by substituting fo r the kernel function
CO
K [x 2, t 2] =  2  ^ ( t 2)^-(x2) . . . .  (24)
r=0
in  eqn. (18) fo r the optimum non-linear filte r o f class 17 u and at 
the same time substituting series expansions fo r p2(.*i, x 2; r )  and 
p2(x 1? z; r )  (see Appendix 8.1 and 8.2), namely
00 00
P2(x1,X2;r)= 2  S C/7W(T)^l)^n(^2)P(^l)P(^2) • (83)
=  0 772=0 
00 CO
p2(x1,z;r)= 2  S Aw(T)0*(xi)yz(z)p(*i)q(z) • (58)
k = 0 / = 0
we obtain
00 00 CO
S S S ^ i)p(^i) x '
r  =  0 72 =  0 777=0 
-  00
\ QCnm[{ r l -  T2)]aJr(T2)dT2 J ^ „ ( x 2) ^ ( x 2)p(x2)r/x2
00 00 . r
t  S  D kJ{T{)6k{x{)y{xx) zyl{z)q{z)dz . (25)k=0 /=0 J
Tj ^  0
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But
and
J &m( 2^)^r(x2)p(x2)dx2 =  1 m =  r
=  0 m 9^  r
f zyi(z)q(z)dz =  0 / 9^  0; / ^  1
= c r z  I  =  1
=  z 1 =  0
Using these results and equating coefficients o f 6n(x{) fo r 
0 <  n <  R  in  eqn. (25),
R r 00
S I C„
m=l J0
r[(Tl ~  'T2)]wm(T2)d'r2 =  Dnl{T{)(JZ . (26)
t j >  0 » =  1, 2, 3 . . . i?
( and when m =  n =  0
r
CUo( t 2) ^ T 2J0 (27)
In  general, the optim um  kernel function can be expanded 
only as an infin ite expansion [eqn. (24)], but in  order that a 
solution fo r the optimum weighting functions ojm(r)  can be 
found, truncation o f eqn. (24) is necessary, thereby yielding a 
finite number, R, o f simultaneous integral equations [eqn. (26)], 
in which, in  general, the weighting functions com{r) fo r R 
w ill depend on R.
I t  is shown in  Appendix 8.3 that the weighting functions 
given by eqns. (26) are those o f the optimum multi-path memory 
filter o f degree R.
The simultaneous integral equations [eqn. (26)] can be solved 
by the method o f undetermined coefficients6 (sde Appendix 8.4). 
I t  seems that often there is a unique set o f solutions, provided 
that additional restrictions on the weighting functions are 
imposed to ensure physical realizability in  a sufficiently strict 
sense (see Appendix 8.4). However, i f  a set o f solutions to 
eqns. (26) is not unique, then, at least, i t  can be shown to give a 
mean-square error which is no greater than fo r any other set 
(Appendix 8.3).
The m ulti-path filte r o f class r)lR can on ly approximate to a 
general filte r o f class 171? because fo r physical realizability the 
number o f paths, R, must be finite. For a large value o f R 
more in form ation is required to optimize the filte r un til in  the 
lim it as R  tends to in fin ity  the whole inform ation content o f 
p2(x l5 x2; t ) and a large part o f the inform ation in p2(x, z; t ) is 
required, i.e.' a ll the coefficients Cnm(r)  in  the infinite expansion 
of p2(x j, x 2; t ) and D nl(r)  in  the infinite expansion o f p2(x, z; t ).
The coefficients Cnm(r)  and azD nl(T) can be determined 
analytically as described in  Appendix 8.2 given sufficient 
statistical inform ation concerning the input and desired output, 
or they can be determined experimentally by making analogue 
measurements on long samples o f the input, x(t), and desired 
output, z(t). The required computing equipment is the same 
as that listed in  Section 3.2 except that a cross-correlator is 
required in  place o f the m ultiplier. A  very suitable cross­
correlator fo r this purpose is described by Lampard .7 The 
procedure fo r making the measurements is as fo llow s:
(a) Measure the set o f moments o f the input signal, x(t), up 
to and including the 2/Ah moment, using the power-law-function 
generators and the integrator.
(b) Determine the appropriate orthonormal polynomials up 
to the nth using eqn. (80).
(c) Set up the first n polynom ial-function generators, 6n(x), 
using the power-law generators, the attenuators and adders.
(d) Measure the auto- and cross-correlation functions between 
the outputs o f the function generators taking two at a time.
These functions w ill be the coefficients Cnm(r), since, from  
eqn. (84) fo r an ergodic process,
^n(x1)Om{x2)pxx{x1, X2; T)dxldx2
=  lim  —  6n[x(t)]dm[x(t +  T)]dt . (28)
T -^co  Z-J J - T
(e) Measure the cross-correlation function between each out­
put o f the function generators and the desired filte r output, z{t). 
These correlation functions w ill be the coefficients azDnl(r), 
since, from  eqn. (59) fo r an ergodic process,
o'zAuCU =  JJ On(x)zpxz(x, z; r)dxdz
=  lim -J- [ dn[x(tj\z(t +  r)dt . (29)r_v Z1 J — 'TT- > 00 2 T j - t  
The measuring c ircu it is shown in Fig. 5.
/i^  0
CROSS-CORRELATOR
Fig. 5.—Experimental method of measuring the coefficients Cnm{r) 
and Dni(r).
A lthough fo r many cases o f input and desired output a non­
linear filte r may be capable o f giving considerably smaller mean- 
square filtering error than can an optimum linear filter, there are 
situations in  which the performance o f an optimum non-linear 
filte r is no better than the optimum linear filter.
I f *
and
Cnm(r) == 0
D„m(T) = 0 
T >  0
when n =  1 1
and m =  1 « =£ 1 
when m =  1 n y ^ \ (30)
eqn. (26) can be satisfied by putting 
o>/n(r) =  0 m =  2, 3, . 00
and I' (31)
Q iO i  -  T2)fl?T2 =  D n ( r l)az .
T, >= 0
Therefore aqC^) is given by the solution o f the W iener-H opf 
integral equation [eqn. (31)], in  which
Q , ( r )  =  pxx(r) 
D n (r) =  pxz(r) (32)
*  These  c o n d it io n s  d e fin e  a class o f  p ro b a b i l i t y  d e n s ity  fu n c t io n s  paCxi, x%\ t )  a nd  
P 2O ,  z , t ) .  T h is  c lass is n o t  e m p ty  a n d  so m e  o f  i ts  p ro p e r t ie s  a re  d iscussed  in  
R e fe rences  8, 9 a n d  10. \  ■ —
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are the normalized correlation coefficients. A lthough we do not 
prove that this solution is unique, i t  does give a value o f mean- 
square error which is as small as fo r any other solution 
(Appendix 8.3). Thus the optimum filte r o f class r)1 can be a 
linear filter, and the only in form ation which is needed fo r its 
optim ization is the auto-correlation o f the input and the cross­
correlation o f the input and desired output.
(4) SOME NOISE-FILTER EXAMPLES
Two examples are worked out to illustrate the method. In  
the first example the signal and noise can have the same spectral 
density, but since only a zero-memory filte r is optimized the 
spectral density (or auto-correlation coefficient) is not required; 
fo r the case in  question i t  is found possible to determine the 
exact zero-memory-filter function from  eqn. (20), and fo r com­
parison the m ulti-path zero memory filte r is also derived, so 
that some indication o f the degree o f approximation is obtained. 
In  the second example, a m ulti-path memory filte r is optimized 
fo r the condition when the signal and noise have the same 
spectral density, a significant improvement in  mean-square error 
being achieved.
W hilst examples are worked out from  statistical data, i t  may 
happen that not enough inform ation about the statistical proper­
ties o f the signal and noise is available to enable the filte r to  be 
optimized; however, i f  long enough samples o f signal and noise 
are available, then, using the analogue measuring technique 
described earlier, sufficient in form ation can be obtained in  a 
suitable fo rm  to allow direct optim ization o f a non-linear filte r 
o f class rj1R. W hilst there may be practical difficulties involved 
in  obtaining sufficient accuracy o f measurement, i t  is . considered 
that a computer o f comparable accuracy to that o f Pace* should 
be adequate to enable these analogue measurements to be 
made.
Under certain circumstances i t  may be possible to find a 
simpler and better non-linear filte r belonging to some class 
other than 171} in  which event i t  would obviously not be 
desirable to use the optim ization procedure proposed here. 
A lthough the proposed method does not always produce the 
simplest solution, i t  can be used fo r almost any condition o f 
input and desired output and w ill always produce a physically 
realizable filte r which is better than the best linear filter, except 
in  the special circumstances [eqn. (30)] when the optimum filte r 
o f class 7)! becomes linear.
In  a ll the fo llow ing examples we shall optimize no more than 
the first five paths o f the m ulti-path filter.
For the first example we take an input consisting o f a linear 
addition o f signal and noise, where the signal is a random 
square wave which can have two values + K  or — K, each occur­
ring w ith  equal probab ility  (i.e. the signal has zero mean and 
variance K 2).
Vz(z) =  — K)  +  S(z +  K)] . . . (33)
The noise is Gaussian w ith  variance a2 and zero mean.
1
V  (2tt) a
 v*_8 2 02 (34)
The optimum zero-memory-filter function is found first and 
then the m ulti-path zero-memory filte r is optimized and the 
results are compared.
Since the noise and signal are independent and added linearly,
p2(x, z) =  p„(x -  z)pZ(z)
1
[S(z -  K )  +  S(z +
The optimum zero-memory filte r is given by eqn. (20); hence
f , , z[S(z " JQ + S(z + X)]e~^2W~dz
f w = k V »  :-------------- -
1* ivkoJS(z ~K) + S(z +
=  K
( x -K )2  (X+K )2
£  2 a 2 £  2  a 2
(x -K ) 2  (x + K)2
£  2 ct2 +  £  2 a 2
K  tanh
Kx
(35)
As K \a  increases the error decreases. For small values of 
K fa  there is a high probability  that x w ill be negative fo r a 
positive value o f z, such a condition giving rise to large error 
(see Fig. 6).
K/o- = 2
0-97
0-90
0-707 K/cr =  I
K/ct = I0-5
K =* 0-707
0-5 2-0 2-5
Fig. 6.—Graphs of K  tanh Kxjci2 and the optimum multi-path
2y/ (2-7r)a
*  P re c is io n  A n a lo g u e  C o m p u t in g  E q u ip m e n t.
zero-memory-filter function for three different values of K/a.
K2 +  o 2 =  1
The m ulti-path filte r may be optimized as fo llow s:
The first moments o f a Gaussian signal w ith  zero mean and 
variance cr2 are given by
k1  =  o '1 x 1 x 3 x  5 x 7 x . . . (m -  1) n even)
( . (36)
vn =  0 n odd ’ J
The first moments o f a random square wave w ith  amplitude K  
are zn —  K n fo r n even and zn =  0 fo r n odd. For simplicity 
we w ill let K 2 =  a2 — % so that the variance o f their sum is unity. 
Using eqn. (73) (Appendix 8.2) the moments are found from 
x(/) =  z(/) +  v(/) to be
ic2” — 1 x* =  2-5 x ^ =  9 5 47-75 x T° =  296-75
. . . . .  (37)
whereas odd moments are zero. .
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Using the recurrence form ula 80 [eqn. (80), Appendix 8.2] 
the polynomials are found to be
60(x) =  
6{(x) =
62 00 =
#300
1
x
x 2 — 1
w
x 3 — 2-5x 
1 3 \1/2 ' 
4 J
14
(7
13
04(x) =
05(x)
3X2+ 6
/53 \ 1/2 
\~6 /
96 233
~ 1 3 X +  26X 
/ I  522y / 2 
\"52"y
(38)
The coefficients Dwl are then found using eqn. (81) in 
Appendix 8.2 fo r n =  1, 3 and 5:
D, V2 Z > 3 i —  —
1
\/26 D 51 V13V7-61 (39)
To compare this result w ith  that obtained earlier [eqn. (35)] the 
polynomial represented by the expression
y  =  IA i# iO O  +  D 31d3(x) +  £ > 5 1 # 5 ( x ) ] o - z
is worked out and plotted on the same axes as the curve 
y =  K  tanh K xja2 when K  =  1 /-\/2  and cr2 =  \  (see Fig. 6). For 
these values o f K  and cr2,
y =  0-7983x -  0-1643x3 +  0-011 83x5 . . (40)
Since in  this case K /a  ( =  1) is relatively small, the optimum 
zero-memory filte r is fa r from  perfect. The performance index 
(Appendix 8.3) has been worked out fo r the m ulti-path zero- 
memory filte r fo r 1, 3 and 5 paths (Fig. 7) using eqns. (105) 
and (113).
The curve o f Fig. 7 suggests that an increase in  the number o f
i-o
0-9
0-8
0-7
0-6 K/ct= 2
0-5
0-4
0-3
0-2
0-1
0
0 3 52 4
NUMBER OF PATHS
Fig. 7.—Performance index for the first problem.
paths would not reduce the performance index below about 
0-90 when K[<j =  1. Fig. 7 also shows the performance index 
plotted fo r two other values o f K /a. The polynom ial filte r 
functions fo r these cases are given below and plotted in  Fig. 6 :
K ja  =  2 y =  1-553 Ox — 0 • 641 l x 3 +  0 • 087 59x5 . (41)
K j cr — 4 y — 1-837 7x — 1 -071 6x 3 +  0-237 8x 5 . (42)
I t  is to be expected that very much better performance w ill 
be obtained fo r larger values o f K/a.
This first example is almost tr iv ia l because the exact optimum 
zero-memory filte r can be found using eqn. (20), and hence 
there is no advantage in  optim izing the multi-path zero-memory 
filter in  this case. The problem has been worked out prim arily 
to give some indication o f the nearness o f the approximation 
(see Fig. 6) obtained by using only a few paths.
For the second case o f signal and noise the optimum m ulti- 
path filters, both w ith  and w ithout memory, w ill be found. 
Consider a noise v(t) which is Gaussian (o f zero mean and unit 
variance) and a signal which is obtained by passing Gaussian 
noise through a non-linear-function generator o f the form
z(t) = H2Q(Q]V2
1
V2 . . (125)
where s(t) is Gaussian noise o f zero mean and un it variance but 
uncorrelated w ith  v(t), and H 2 is the second-order Hermite 
polynomial.
From  eqn. (125) i t  can be shown that z{t) has zero mean and 
un it variance and that i f  the correlation coefficient o f s{t) is 
exponential so also is that o f z(t).* The reason fo r choosing 
this method o f generating the signal lies in  the latter 
property o f non-linear Flermite-polynomial generators w ith  
respect to a Gaussian input. Since the correlation coefficient 
o f zit) is both known and simple, we can choose the corre­
lation coefficient o f v(t) to be equal to that o f z(t), w ith  the 
object o f making a comparison between the optimum non-linear 
filte r and the optimum linear filter, which fo r this case becomes 
a simple attenuator. Unfortunately, optim ization o f a zero- 
memory filte r using eqn. (20) leads to integrals which are not 
easy to evaluate (except by numerical methods); however, this 
difficulty does not p roh ib it us from  finding the optimum m ulti- 
path zero-memory filte r by the method outlined in Appendix 8.2.
The moments o f Gaussian noise, v(t), w ith  zero-mean and un it 
variance, are
vn =  1 x  3 x  5 X . . .  (n — 1) n even! 
— 0 n odd J (36)
and the moments o f z(t) (as calculated in  Appendix 8.5) are 
z =  0 i 2 =  1 ? =  2-828427 7  =  15 
7  =  96-166522 F  =  755 7  =  6983-386571 
7 = 1 4 4 1 1  7  =  897799• 3379 F 5 _  12096873 
The moments o f x(f) are obtained, givenf
v(0 + ^(O
(43)
x(0 = V2 (44)
by using eqn. (73), Appendix 8.2:
x  =  0 x 2 =  1 x 3 =  1 x 4 =  6 x 5 =  22 x 6 =  130 
— 822 7  =  6202 7  =  52552 x 1^  =  499 194x '
(45)
*  B o th  th e  second p ro b a b i l i ty  d e n s ity  fu n c t io n s  o f  th e  s ig n a l a n d  n o ise  a re  o f  class 
A .  (See A p p e n d ix  8. i  a n d  8 .5, a n d  R e fe rence  11.)
t  V 2 is introduced here for convenience so that xl =  ,1 , _
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The polynomials may then be constructed using the recurrence where the input auto-correlation coefficient p(r) =  g-Phl
form ula [eqn. (80), Appendix 8.2] giving 
0Q(x) =  1
@i(x) — x
92(x) =  i ( x 2 -  x — 1)
1
93(x) =  
94(x) =
9s(x) =
6-0622 
1
24-6469 
1
(.x3 -  3-75* 2 -  2 -25* +  2-75)
( * 4 -  8-204 I * 3 +  5 • 265 3x2
+  21-9592* -  3-0612)
(xs _  14-462 8 * 4 +  40-0826*3
26-2975)
125-075 5
+  50-991 lx 2 -  103-305 8*
(46)
(47)
The coefficients, Dni, are obtained using the recurrence formula 
[eqn. (81), Appendix 8.2]:
D u  —  0-707 1 
D 2 i =  0-353 6 
D 3i =  -  0-0875 
D 4i =  —  0-038 6 
Z>51 =0-0617
The fina l polynom ial then becomes
y — D n9i(x ) +  D 21#2(x) +  ■ • • D 5l95(x)
Therefore y =  0-0005x5 —  0-008lx 4 +  0-0182x3
+  0-2478*2 +  0-4774* -  0-2246 . (48)
This function has been plotted in  Fig. 8 . The optimum m ulti- 
path memory filte r can be found by calculating the set o f cross- 
and auto-correlation coefficients between pairs o f all the outputs 
o f the non-linear function generators, 9„(x), and the desired 
output, z(t). The method outlined in  Appendix 8.2, although 
o f routine nature, does take a considerable time. The results 
are quoted here fo r a maximum o f only three polynomial 
generators.*
Ch(t)=p(t) C i„(t) =  =  0
C22(t) =  0-25[/>(t) +  3 p 2(t)]
0-75
C23(r) =  C32(r)  =  
C24(r )  =  C42( r )  =  
C33(r) =
C34(r) =  C43(r) =
Eqns. (26) are then solved by the method o f undetermined 
coefficients (Appendix 8.4) to give the weighting functions 
w « ( r ) .
For only two parallel paths ( i t  so happens that the two integral 
equations are independent in  this case),
1 2 -1 2 4 4 ^  p(T) +  p2(T)]
— 1-3460p(r) +  1-3460p2(r)
49-25
0-5625p(r) +  15-1875/>2(r )  +  21 p3(r)
36-75
1-008 8p ( r )  -  26-7522p2(r )  +  25-6761 p \ r )  
149-2817
^ ( r )  =  0-707 18(t ) ]
o)2(r )  =  0 • 276 18 (r )  +  0 • 222 2y3e“ 1 ‘ 1952^  r  >  0 
=  0 t  <  0 J
(51)
2-0
0-5
0-5
• X - ---------X. -0 -5
Fig. 8.—Zero-memory-filter function for the second problem.
1 -809 7p(r) +  71 • 124 3p2(r )  +  252-5364p3(r )  +  282-087 5/>4(r )  
44(T) 606-3906
(49)
D n (r) = 0 -7 0 7  lp ( r )  
D 2i ( t ) ~  0-353 6p(r) 
D 3\( j )  =  ~  0-08 7 5 p (r )  
D 4i(r) =  -  0-038 6p (r) 
£>5i(  t ) =  0-061 7p(r)
(50)
*  T h e  in p u t  s ig n a l, x (t), has a  second p ro b a b i l i ty  d e n s ity  fu n c t io n  f o r  w h ic h  
C i« ( t )  =  =  0 [see eqn . (3 0 )] a lth o u g h  Dni(r)  0 , so th a t  th e  o p t im u m  f i l te r  is
n o t  lin e a r , b u t  th e  in te g ra l e q u a tio n  fo r  £Oj(t )  is  in d e p e n d e n t o f  th e  re s t o f  th e  in te g ra l 
e qu a tio n s .
0-276S(t . ) +0-222^36 1,195,8
Fig. 9.—Optimum two-path memory filter for the second problem.
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For three parallel paths,
6^ (7-) =  0-707 lS(r)
w(r). =  0-276 6S(t) +  0-219 SjSe"1-2128^
+ 0-000 8/3e~2-3717^  T>0 
= 0 r  <  0 I  . (52)
Co3(t ) =  - 0-0624S(t ) - 0-075 8^5-1'2128^  
-0-0126jSr2'3717^  r>0 
= 0 r <c 0
The block diagrams o f these filters are shown in  Figs. 9 and 10.
The performance index is calculated (Fig. 11) using eqns. (105) 
and (113) fo r the zero-memory, filte r and eqns. (110) and (113) 
fo r the memory filter.
Y(x-x-I-)
0-707 S ( r )
-0-0623( r )-0-076  f £ ' m pT  0-013 jSe'372P‘
0-277S ( - r ) + 0-219/?g1' 21 3^ t +  0-001/3S2’ 372,7t
Fig. 10.—Optimum three-path memory filter for the second problem.
0-9
0-7
NUMBER OF PATHS
Fig. 11 .—Performance index for the second problem.
The curve o f Fig. 11 suggests that the performance index 
cannot be reduced below about 0 • 72 using a zero-memory filte r 
or 0 • 70 using a memory filter. These results, whilst not perfect, 
should be compared w ith  the figure o f un ity fo r the best linear 
filter. I t  is interesting to note that, by using only one zero- 
memory non-linear filte r path, 92{x), considerable improvement 
is achieved as compared w ith  the linear filter, and little  additional 
improvement is effected by increasing the number o f paths or 
by using a memory filter. Thus, in  this example i t  seems that 
fa irly  rap id  convergence to the optimum filte r o f class rjl is 
obtained; this condition, whilst common, may not necessarily 
occur w ith  other types o f input.
(5) CONCLUSIONS 
A  routine procedure, unhindered by the need to evaluate 
d ifficult integrals, is proposed fo r the optim ization o f a class of 
memory filters which are realized as a number o f parallel paths. 
The physical complexity o f the filte r increases rapidly w ith the 
number o f paths, but fo r many applications the performance 
index o f the filte r converges rapidly to a constant value as the
number o f paths increases. A lthough the analytical optimiza­
tion  is tedious, applications can be visualized where the labour 
and complexity m ight be justified; in  particular, i t  has been 
demonstrated that, i f  signal and noise have the same spectral 
density, although a linear noise filte r cannot produce a significant 
improvement in  mean-square error, a m ulti-path noise filte r can 
do so.
M ulti-path zero-memory filters also can be optimized using 
this procedure, which has advantages over the more direct 
method, since, although an optimum zero-memory filte r function 
can be expressed explicitly in  terms o f probability  functions 
[eqn. (20)], this expression involves integrals which often may 
be d ifficu lt to evaluate. In  contrast to the labour involved in 
the optim ization o f the m ulti-path memory filter, a m ulti-path 
zero-memory filte r can be optimized very easily analytically 
(taking about four hours fo r an average problem).
I t  is probable, in  practice, that insufficient inform ation about 
the input w ill be available and it  w ill be necessary to obtain this 
inform ation from  long samples o f the input and desired output. 
A  method is proposed whereby the inform ation can be obtained 
in  the required form  by making some measurements using an 
analogue computer. A lthough no results have been obtained 
in  this way, no new experimental techniques are involved and 
the only essential requirement is a sufficiently large and accurate 
analogue machine.
I t  may be necessary to employ a digita l computer as well fo r 
the solution o f the set o f integral equations [eqn. (26)]. The 
example in the text was calculated laboriously by hand, but there 
seems no reason why a digita l machine could not be programmed 
to do the same task in  the same way; i f  i t  should be required 
to solve more than two simultaneous integral equations, a digital 
computer would be almost indispensable.
M ulti-pa th  memory filters may be connected in  cascade to 
produce s till lower mean-square error. I f  an analogue com­
puter is available, a second m ulti-path memory filte r can be 
optimized to operate on the output o f an earlier filte r; the mean- 
square error generally w ill be reduced, because the combined 
filte r is o f higher c la s s i f ic a t io n 1’ 2 than a filte r o f class rjh and 
can use more statistical inform ation about the signal and noise. 
As the number o f optimum cascaded filters is increased, the 
mean-square filtering error w ill converge to  either zero or some 
finite value which must be less than, or equal to, the original 
mean-square error at the input to the cascaded chain. Thus the 
last o f a large number o f filters in  the chain w ill not make an 
appreciable difference to the mean-square error; intuitively, i t  
seems that this filte r w ill become a direct connection, whence 
in  eqns. (26) and (27),
ww( r2) =0 m 1
= ay8(r2) m = 1
= jS(T2) m = 0
. . (53)
Therefore the coefficients o f the probability-density expansion 
fo r the output and desired output satisfy
(54)
I f  the input and desired output are such that they satisfy this 
equation, the optimum filte r o f class r)1R is an attenuator.
A  cascade connection o f two optimum zero-memory filters 
is itself a zero-memory filter, so that i t  is to .be expected that 
the second o f the two filters w ill be a direct connection, since 
together they cannot produce a lower mean-square error than the 
first alone can achieve. However, we can cascade a zero-memory 
non-linear filte r and a linear memory filte r alternately and 
produce successively lower values o f mean-square error. Such
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an arrangement may have considerable practical advantages 
owing to the relative sim plicity o f the optim ization procedure 
fo r both zero-memory and linear memory filters.
The optim ization procedure proposed in  the paper can be used 
fo r the analysis o f non-linear systems. Given a non-linear box 
o f class 17 j i t  is always possible to construct an approximate 
m ulti-path filte r o f class r)lR (approximate only in  the sense that 
R  is finite). Experimentally, the analysis o f the box can be 
made by measuring the cross-correlations and auto-correlation 
o f all the outputs o f a set o f Herm ite-polynomial generators and 
the non-linear box output, having connected a common Gaussian 
input to them all (see Fig. 12). A  m ulti-path filte r is then
x(t)
CROSS-CORRELATOR
N O N -L IN E A R  BOX
Fig. 12.—Experimental analysis of a non-linear system.
optimized to have an output as nearly as possible equal, in  the 
mean-square-error sense, to  the output o f the non-linear box. 
The reason fo r the choice o f Gaussian input and Hermite 
polynomials is that this produces integral equations [eqn. (26)] 
which are independent, thereby simplifying the mathematics, 
and also that a wide-band Gaussian input is sufficiently 
random fo r the unknown box to be completely characterized 
by the above measurements. Even i f  the unknown box is 
not o f class rj1 an approximate equivalent filte r o f class rjlR 
can be found, and may be useful in  the approximate analysis 
o f more complicated non-linear systems. In  this case the 
equivalence does not necessarily hold fo r different inputs and i t  
may be better to  find the equivalent filte r under the same input 
conditions as those o f the original non-linear box.
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(8) APPENDICES
(8.1) An Expansion o f Second Probability Density Functions
Let x(f) and z(t) be random functions o f time belonging to 
the ensembles X  and Z  fo r  which the first probability  density 
functions p(x) and q(z) are known.
Suppose there exist two sets o f polynomials dn(x) and ym(z) 
which are orthonormal w ith  respect to p(x) and q(z) respec­
tively as weighting functions, over the whole range o f x  and z 
respectively:
6i(x)dj(x)p(x)dx =  S u 
yi(z)yj (z)q(z)dz =  Sy
= 1 *=J
( 5 5 )
where
= 0 i^ j
The first few o f these polynomials are easily identified, since
J p(x)dx — 1 
x  — J xp (x)dx 
and a2x = J .(x  -  x)2p(x)dx
where x  is the mean value o f x(t) and cr^  is the variance o f x(t). 
Thence we may write
( 5 6 )
J 1 x 1 x p(x)dx = 1
Ix  — X 1 X p(x)dx =  0
1 (V) = 1
and we conclude that
60(x) =  1 d fx ) =
and sim ilarly y 0(z) =  1 y fz )  =
x X
z — z
ov
(57)
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The higher-order polynomials are all obtained from  the moments 
o f the distributions p(x) and q(z) (see Appendix 8.2).
The jo in t second probability density p(x, z; r )  may be expanded 
in  series form  :
00 00
p2(x, z; r )  =  2  2  D nm(r)9n(x)ym(z)p(x)q(z) . (58)
n— 0 m = 0
The restrictions on p2(x, z; r )  to validate this form al procedure 
w ill not be enumerated.
Because o f the orthogonality o f 9n(x) and ym(z),
D nmir) =  JJ 9n(x )y jz )p 2(x, z; T)dxdz . . (59)
The coefficients Dnm can all be expressed in  terms o f the jo in t 
moments o f the form
s(t )  — xrzs — JJ xrzsp2(x, z; r)dxdz
and we observe from  eqns. (57) and (59) that
Doo 1 On 0
(x -  x)(z -  z)
D n  = --------— -------- =  Pxz(r )
(60)
(61)
(62)
which is the normalized correlation function between x(t) and 
z(t). Certain other properties o f these coefficients fo llow  
immediately.
d)mn(^ t)
- ^ n m (  0 )  &mn
provided that x  and z are members o f the same ensemble.
(63)
(8.1.1) Single-Series Expansion.
There exists a class o f second probability density functions , 11 
A , o f physically realizable processes fo r which i t  is possible to 
expand the density function in  the form  o f a single series:
CO
P2(x, z; t ) =  2  D/m(r)dn(x)yn(z)p(x)q(z) . . (64)
« = o
A n  example is the Gaussian second probability density func­
tion w ith  zero mean value, x  =  0 , fo r which we may write:
1P2(x„x2;T)= s;7(r_-pj»p-
I t  can be shown in  this case12 that 
'x \  +  x2'
x 2 +  x 2 — 2p x jx 2
. 2(1 -  p2) .
exp
p2(x ls x2; r )  =  
where
^f ^
2 tt
2 H A 1)H„(x2t
n= 0
dn
H „(x) =  ( — l)nsx2l2— e x2lz.
‘ dxn
and J h k(x)H m(x)e~x2l2dx — n \ \ /  (2tt) n =  m
— 0 m
Therefore
and
6n(x) =
H A x )
V ( n -) 
V ( 2Tr)
D n n ( j )  =  pn(r)
-x* l2
(65)
(66)
(67)
(68)
(69)
(8.2) Analytical Determination o f the Coefficients o f a 
•Second Probability Density-Funetion Expansion
I f  both the first and second probability  density functions o f 
a process or the first and jo in t second probaility  density functions 
o f a pair o f processes are known, it  is usually possible to obtain 
both the coefficients and the polynomials o f the expansion o f 
that second probability density function or jo in t second proba­
b ility  density function as follows.
(8.2.1) Moments of the Input.
To determine the appropriate polynomials fo r a given process 
(i.e. polynomials which are orthonormal w ith  respect to the first 
probability density function o f the process as weighting function) 
i t  is necessary first to determine the moments o f that process. 
These can be found from  the characteristic function ifj(u) o f the 
random process, which is defined as
ifj(u) =  E(ejux) =  J sjuxp(x)dx (70)
Thus ifj(u) is the Fourier transform o f p(x).
From  the characteristic function the moments o f the process 
may be determined using the follow ing form ula fo r the nth 
moment:
(-l)-”/2 dn
dun
ifj(u)
« = o
(71)
(a) In  filtering problems the filte r input often consists o f the 
sum o f a signal z(t) and noise v(t):
x ( 0  =  z(t) +  v{t)
whence xn =  (v +  z)n
=  2  nc rvn
r =  0
(72)
(73)
when z{t) and v(t) are statistically independent.
(b) The input may be equal to the product o f signal and noise:
x(?) =  z { t ) v ( t ) ....................................(74)
In  this case the moments o f the input are found more easily, 
since
c" =  znvn — znvn (75)
when z(t) and v(t) are statistically independent.
(8.2.2) Orthonormal Polynomials.
A n  orthonormal polynomial o f order n w ill consist o f a linear 
summation o f the first n o f the linearly independent functions
1, X, X 2, X 3, . . .
Putting 0o(x) =  1 and d fx )  =  an x — al0
such that
\d 0(x)6l(x)p(x)dx =  J(ffii* -  al0)p(x)dx =  0 
J 9j(x)p(x)dx =  J(«nX — «10)2p(x)dx =  1and
we find that au  =  l /a x and a10 =  xf(jx.
x  — x
Therefore
Let
0 j(x) (76)
62(x ) =  a22x2 — a210 ! (x) — a20
12
such that
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J 92(x)9x(x)p(x)dx =  J [«22x2 — an 9i(x ) — a20]91(x)p(x)dx =  0 
J 92(x)9Q(x)p{x)dx =  J [a22x2 -  a2l9i(x) -  a20]p(x)dx =  0 
and J9\(x)p(x)dx =  J[«22x2 — a2l9x(x) — a2ffp{x)dx  =  1
x2 —  x20!(x)#i(x) —  x2 
Then 02(x) =  C= ; <■,, r— - n l i / 2  . . (77)
ocrs(r) and Awl(r )  defined by eqns. (87) and (82) respectively. 
These jo in t moments can be found from  the jo in t characteristic 
functions; in  particular
  ( / i +  m ) ~dn ~bm .
Km(r) =  Xnzm =  ( - 1 ) — T ~  ^ q A z A ,  U2\ r )  . (88)
where 4*xz(.u\, u2', r )  =  JJ e-/7"lX+M2z)pJCZ(x, z\ r)dxdz . (89)
(a) When the input is equal to the sum o f signal, XO and 
noise, v(t),
{x4 -  [x20i(x)]2 -  [x2]2}1/2 =  x p ^  =  (vl +  zly%v2 +  z2y
For the general case
n - 1
?„(x) =  annxn — 2  »«A(X) • • • • (78)
r = 0
where anr =  annxn9r(x) ~)
   - 1/2 '
. ' =s 2 *crmcsv\zrrvs2zf-*_■
/■ = 0  s = 0
and when z(0  and v( 0  are statistically independent,
=  jx2" —  2  ™ 2}
(79) a»», = S 2 nCrmCsznl-rzZ~sm  ■ ■ • (90)
r = 0 s = 0
J
x" — 2 xn9r(x)9r(x)
Therefore 9n(x) =  7 ^  7T/2 . . . (80)
Artl =  xnz =  (vl +  z l)nz2
f  n-1    y
|x2« — 2  [xn9r(x)]2\
= 2 nC rVriZ l  rZ2
r = 0
and when z(t) and v(t) are statistically independent,
(8.2.3) Coefficients of the Second Probability Density-Function 
Expansions.
Using eqns. (79) we can obtain a recurrence form ula fo r the 
coefficients D nl(r)  occurring in  the expansion o f the jo in t second 
probability  density p2(x, z; r )  as follows:
h i  =  S z f - ' z 2 . . . .  (91)
/•=0
(b) When the input is equal to the product o f signal and noise 
the jo in t moments are easily found, since
az&n i(r ) =  Vz9n(x)y1(z) =  9n{x)z n ¥^ 0
=  0 n — 0
n — 1
Therefore azDnl( j )  =  annxnz — 2  cinr9r{x)z
r =  1 
n —i
i.e. cr2Dn](r) =  a„„\nl -  2  « » ^ z ^ i ( T) • • (81)
r = 1
*n,n(T) = XPf = Z\V\Z^
  ZrT3n0,n0,m— z\z2 °\°2 (92)
where A«!(t) =  \ \x nzpxz{x ,z]r)dxdz (82)
A  sim ilar but more complicated expression can be found fo r the 
coefficients Cnm{rj occurring in the expansion o f the second 
probability density:
CO 00
P2( * 1> *2 ; r ) =  S  E  Cnm('r)9n(x l)9m(x2)p(xl)p(x2) . (83)
n —0 m = 0
where Cnm(r)  =  J [ 0„ ( x i) ^ m(x2)p2(x i, x 2; r)dx{dx2 . (84)
For convenience we choose to express eqn. (80) in  the form  
9n(x) ~  bnxn +  bn_pxn 1 +  . . . +  brxr +  . . . +  . (85)
n m
Then Cnm(r ) =  2 2  bA ^ J r )  . . . . (86)
r = 0 s = 0
where =  \ \  s ^ x f r x x i x i ,  x 2 ; T ) d x l d x 2 . . (87)
Therefore all the coefficients Cnm(r) and D nX(r)  needed fo r the 
optim ization can be expressed in  terms o f the jo in t moments
provided that z{t) and v(t) are statistically independent, and
A „ i ( z ) = x f T2 = z \ z 2 v \  . . . . (93)
provided that z(t) and v(t) are statistically independent.
I t  w ill be appreciated that the labour involved may be very 
great in  order to compute first the polynomials and then the 
coefficients o f an expansion fo r the second or jo in t probability 
density function from  a knowledge o f either the second or jo in t 
characteristic function or the probability  density function itself." 
Also, when the expansion corresponds to a process which itself 
is the sum o f two other processes whose probability  densities 
are given [as in  (a)] the w ork is greater still. One such problem, 
the solution to which is given earlier, took about 120 hours to 
calculate the expansion coefficients on a desk calculator.
(8.3) Mean-Square Filtering Error
The mean-square filtering error is given by eqn. (1):
e2 =  [X 0  — XO]2 =  XO2 +  X 0 2 — 2 X 0 X 0 . • (1)
Let X 0  =  g[x(0], where g represents any linear or non-linear 
operation, o f fin ite mean square, on the whole, or part, o f the 
past input.
The variation in e2 produced by a variation in g [x] o f eh[x], 
where e is a small constant and h [x] again depends only on the 
past o f x, is given by
Ae2 =  — 2eh(x)[g(x) — z\ +  e2h(x) 2
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For g(x) to be optimum,
c)Ae2
e = 0
2h(x)[g(x) — z] =  0
Therefore h(x)[g(x) — z] =  0 (94)
Thence the fo llow ing two conditions are derived: 
For a chosen variation eh(x) == eg(x)
g(x) 2 =  zg(x)
i-e. XO2 =  X O X O ..................................... (95)
For a chosen variation eh(x) =  e x  1
IW = ~z
i-e. XO =  X O .......................................... (96)
Eqns. (95) and (96) are seen to be necessary i f  g(x) represents 
an optimum filte r belonging to any class.
Substitution o f eqns. (95) and (96) in  eqn. (1) yields
t2 _ . . .  . . (97)
That this result is true fo r each o f the classes o f filters previously 
considered is easily verified.
Furthermore, suppose there should exist more than one 
optimum solution fo r g(x); by taking any two solutions g fx ) 
and g2(x) we may write, using eqn. (94),
Sim ilarly
whence
Si(x)[g2(x) -  z] =  0 
g2(* )fe i(* ) ~ z ] =  0
gl (x)z =  g2(x)z (98)
h(x) =  2
n = 0
Substitution in  eqn. (94) gives
R
E
n =  0
E  K m9n(x)9m(x) -  6„(x)z
_m =  0
Since the set o f constants khn can be given any pre-assigned set 
o f values only one solution exists, namely
kgn =  9n( x ) z ............................(102)
n =  0, 1, 2 . . . R
Also, since 90(x) =  1, '
kgo =  i( x )  =  X?) =  z(0  . . . . (103)
and the optimum m ulti-path zero-memory filte r o f degree R  is
given by
f[x(0] =  E ^zDn\9,\x(t)] +  z(t) . . . (104)
n =  1
This equation is identical w ith  the equation obtained by trun­
cating the expansion (21). From  eqn. (104)
o-2 =  { f[x (0 ] -  XO }2 =  S  <XA2i
72=1
since 9n(x)9m(x) = 0  n
=  1 m =  n
Substitution in eqn. (97) gives
^2
=  a2( l  =  n2( l  - 2 ^ i )  • • 005)
\  \  n — 1 J
5.3.2) The Class of Multi-Path Memory Filters of Degree R.
R
g(x) =  2  ojgm(r)9m[x(t -  r)]d rug
m = 0  J 0
The most general form  fo r h(x) is
R
From  eqns. (95) and (98) i t  is seen that the mean-square 
error [eqn. (1)] is the same fo r each o f the two solutions gx(x) 
and g2(x). Thus although a particular solution may not be 
unique we can be sure that i t  is no worse than any other solution 
in  so fa r as i t  gives the same mean-square error.
(8.3.1) The Class of Multi-Path Zero-Memory Filters of Degree R.
Eqn. (94) gives the sufficient conditions fo r g(x) to represent 
an optimum filte r o f any specified class where h(x) represents 
any physically realizable filte r o f the same class.
For the class o f multi-path zero-memory filters o f degree R,
R
g(x) 2 kgm9m(x)
in =  0
The most general form  fo r h(x) is
(106)
(99)
Since
we obtain
9„(x)9m(x) = 0  m =f,n  
=  1 m — n
2  khrfegn E  ^infinAjz (100)
11=0 n = 0
h(x) =  2  f o>hn(r)9n[x(t -  r)]dr
H =  0 0
Substitution in eqn. (94) gives
R r0 ( R r0
2  I W A « ( T l ) <  2  | OJg m ^ 2 )C n m [(T \  ~  ^ l ) \ d r 2 
=  0 J 0 l w = 0 J 0
- 9 n[x(t - T X)]z(t) 1 ^ = 0  .
Using the fundamental lemma of variation calculus5 and noting 
that all ujhn(T) are arbitrary but physically realizable weighting 
functions of linear networks [i.e. cohn(r) —  0 for r <  0], we 
obtain
R  . 0 0  _____________________
E ^».(u>)C'Wh[(ti -  T2)]dT2 -  e„[x(t -  Tj)z](r) =  0 (107)
m = 0  ^ 0
n —  0, 1, 2 . . . R t j >  0
but since C0m =  0, m  =£ 0; C0m —  1, m  =  0; and 90 [x(0] =  1
r00 __
oj0(r)dT =  a)0 = z(t) . . . .  (27)
0
R  -  oo
and 2  o}m(T2)C„m[(rl -  T2)]dr2 =  az D nX(rx) rx >  0 
m~1 ° . . .  (26) 
From eqns. (26) and (27), it follows that
R R  r 00 r 00
=  E E ~  T2) ] l / t1c/t2 (108)
n =  1 m =  l  **0 J 0
R  .o o
may write a2 =  2  D tll(r)azw n(r)dr . , . (109)
n = \ J0 •, -
or we
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and by substitution in eqn. (97) obtain:
_ _  fJ l
o - D
^  <-r2 D  D nX(r)(yzojn(r)dT . (110)
72 =  1 J 0
(8.3.3) Performance Index for Noise Filters.
Even in  the most unfavourable conditions when the statistical 
characteristics o f the signal and noise are identical, an optimum 
linear or non-linear noise filte r w ill reduce the mean-square 
output error given by the optimum attenuator; fo r example, 
the optimum linear filte r fo r the condition when the input 
signal and noise have the same spectral densities becomes an 
attenuator. Therefore i t  is both logical and convenient to 
choose the mean-square error o f the optimum attenuator as a 
datum against which to compare the mean-square errors o f 
more complex optimum filters.
The optimum attenuator mean-square error is given by 
eqn. (107):
=  al(l -  Djt) . 
and the comparative mean-square error by
e2 1
1 D2 22 n
• • OH)
(112)
When the signal and noise are additive and uncorrelated, 
e2 _  1 — a2Ja2
^  i  -  ■ • • • • ;
(113)
where e2 is the mean-square error o f the optimum attenuator, 
e2 is the mean-square filte r error and 0 I-
The two lim iting  values o f e2le2 represent the extreme con­
ditions when the optimum filte r is perfect and when i t  is no 
better than the optimum attenuator. I f  e2je2 <  1 we say the 
improvement in  mean-square error is ‘significant’ .
(8.4) Method o f Undetermined Coefficients
The solution fo r the set o f integral equations [eqn. (26)] has 
been worked out by Wiener,4 and a modification o f his method 
is form ally presented here.
The integral equations are
R r 00
2  Cnm[(rl -  T2)]oj/n(r2)dT2 -  Dnl{r1)az =  
•72=1 J 0
(26)
where 7Ln(Ti)  =  0 r 1> 0  n =  1, 2 . . . R
Taking the bilateral Laplace transform13 o f both sides o f these 
equations,
2 ^mlPW'miP) “ ^ n(P)
722= 1
(114)
where :n(p) has singularities in the right-hand ha lf o f the
77-plane only [since 7/w(Ti) =  0, Tj >  0].
For simplicity the method w ill be described fo r the case o f 
two equations only.
Let
then
and
0(77) = 
<$>(pWx(p) =
® (p W 2{p) =
&u(P) n^(P)
^2i(P) ^ 22(P)
@u (p) +  (P) ^n(p)
2^1 iP) +  ^ i(P ) ^ 22(P)
1^1 (P) @u (p ) + ^ i (p )
2^\{p) 3>2\{P) + ^z(p)
(115)
(116) 
(117)
Therefore
®(pWi(p) =[^11^22 -^21^12] +^22 -^12 • (US)
Suppose we can write OQ?) =  <D+(t7)<D~(77) . . . (119)
where d>+ (/7) has poles and zeros in  the left-hand ha lf o f the 
77-plane only, and <D~(t7) has poles and zeros in  the right-hand 
ha lf only. Then
7ri(77)0)+(77) - —13— -- • (120)O-(p) O-(p)
^  (77)® + (77) has poles in the left-hand ha lf o f the 77-plane only 
i f  W \(p) is the transfer function o f a stable system, i.e. 
cOi(t) =  0, r  <  0. Also, i t  may usually be assumed that
lim # 1(77)0 + (77) =  0 .
p — CO
(121)
I t  may be necessary to impose some further restriction on 
# ^ ( 77) so as to obtain a unique solution to eqns. (26). This 
restriction is o f the fo rm :
#~(d) 
lim  m-~  =  constant
p—> 00 p 1
. . (122)
where fo r noise-filtering problems norm ally i — 0 and in  pre­
diction problems norm ally i ~  1. Only approximate physical 
filters fo r / >  0 can be realized, but the approximation is not 
serious in  practice i f  / is not too large. In  any particular 
problem i is chosen so that a unique solution is obtained.
Assuming is a rational algebraic function, its
numerator must o f a lower order than its denominator.
Therefore
•^11^22 — ^21^12 \^^ 22 ~ ^2^ 12
L O-QO J+ L 0-(7») J+
. . . .  (123)
where the suffixes ‘ + ’ indicate that only those terms o f the 
partia l-fraction expansion representing poles in  the left-hand 
ha lf o f the 77-plane have been taken.
Since ^  and 3^2 have no poles in  the left-hand half-plane, 
poles in  this half-plane o f { ^ { € 22 — J#2£ n )l<b~(p) must be 
poles o f both ^22  and <€ xl. We can write
22
® ~(p)
+ +
77 +  a 77 +  jS 77 +  y
(124)
where a, b, c, . . . are undetermined coefficients, which may be 
determined by substitution fo r # ^ ( 77) and iP"2(77) in  one o f the 
orig inal equations (114).
A  set o f simultaneous equations in  the undetermined coeffi­
cients o f both iV [ and 'W'2 is obtained by equating residues o f 
left-hand half-plane poles o f this equation and by using eqn. (122).
(8.5) A  Second Probability Density o f Class A
We shall consider the signal developed at the output o f a zero- 
memory non-linear device characterized by the equation
h2wo] _ *2 - 1
2(0 - V2 - V2
where z(t) is the output, s(t) the input
(125)
and
dn
H-Cs) =  ( —1 )nes2l2— e - s2l2 
dsn
When the input is Gaussian w ith  zero mean and un it variance, 
the output is a signal whose probability  density function 
p2(zj, z2; r )  is o f class A .
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I t  is always possible to find a polynomial 6m o f order m 
such that
y =  0Wi[H 2O)] =  H 2wj(s) • • (126)
A  p roo f o f this statement is not given here but i t  can be 
verified fo r a ll fin ite values o f m as fo llow s:
Let dm and 9n be two such polynomials, and write
$mn I I  9m(zi)9„(z2)V2(zi , z2; r)dz\dz2
where <j>mn is the cross-correlation between the outputs yx and 
y2 o f the polynom ial-function generators 6„ and 8m (see Fig. 13).
H 2(s>
z(t)
s(t) "
Fig. 13.—Polynomials 6n and Qm chosen so that y\ =  H 2n|>(t)] and 
y2 =  H 2,M[.v(/)] when s(t) is a Gaussian signal.
Then
4>mn =  [H2(jri)]0/?[H2(5’2)]p2( j1, s2 \ r)dsxds2
whence
=  11 H 2w(^1)H 2„(52)p2(^1, s2; r)dsids2 
=  0mn -  ~ . n ¥ = m
=  Pw z (t ) n =  m . . . (127)
where pSl,2 is the normalized auto-correlation coefficient o f s(/). 
But (f>f71n Cmm using the same notation as used in  eqns. (86) 
and (87), and p2(zb z2; r )  is a member o f class A . We also 
note that pZJZ2(r) =  p lJ r ) .
Therefore
Cm (r) =  p",z2(t) • (128)
whence, i f  pilS2(r )  — e ^ Ti, then pZlZ2(r)  =  e 2PM. The proba­
b ility  density o f z can be obtained as follows:
PC?) =  zr~'e~s2/2 fo r zero mean and un it variance.2tt
s = vov2 + 1)
2 sds — 2 dz 
Therefore
1p(z) =
2  s/tt 
= 0
fi-V2+l/2. 
z <
1
a/OV2 + l) 
l
V 2 ‘ ‘ '
The moments o f z can be found from
z11 — J znp(z)dz
z >  —
A/2'
(129)
or from (130)
given the moments o f a Gaussian process w ith  zero mean and 
un it variance.
Whence z== 0, P  =  1, P  =  2-828427, P  -  15, P  =  
96-166522, z6 =  755-0, F  =  6983-386571, F  -  74417, F  =  
897 799 • 337 9 and F® =  12096873.
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